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of teaching and research spur us on in our relentless pursuit of excellence. In fact, it has 

become a way of life for us. The highly motivated youngsters on the campus are a constant 
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are our major strength. They provide for an exchange of students and faculty and encourage 

joint research projects for the mutual benefit of these universities. Many of our students, 

who pursue their research projects in foreign universities, bring high quality to their work 

and esteem to India and have done us proud. With steady steps, we continue our march 
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"Research" is the key word that should be normalized among students entering 
Engineering studies invariable of their major or branch of study. Students who aim at a 
brighter career prospect should involve themselves in exploring possibilities of finding 
something new or upgrading features in the existing technologies. Firstly, they should 
be exposed to various theories that underlay inventions and discoveries and should 
gain comprehensive acquaintance with these engineering marvels.  The knowledge 
gained from theoretical perspectives will lay a strong foundation for their empirical 
studies, help them to shape and develop new technologies that will serve the need of 
the common people.  
 

With an objective to expose students towards theoretical research in recent 
technologies, the following topics were suggested and the each student was allowed to 
choose any one topic from the suggested topics.  

 
• Artificial Intelligence at health care Industry 
• Drone Technology for life saving activities 
• Embedded technologies for Hospitals 
• Energy Efficient Technology for day-to-day life 
• Business Intelligence 

 
The students collected the resources from authentic open access journals related to 

their chosen topic. The gathered information was tailor made in the form of a research 
paper with standard straplines. The whole process was guided systematically during 
the classes and fine-tuned by the editors soon after the plagiarism check. This 
initiation will not only add value to the student’s resumes but also it will trigger 
interest in research and innovation. 
 

The success behind this special issue of the journal is purely because of the 
student’s interest in exposing themselves to research and their commitment to 
accomplish the same. My sincere thanks and gratefulness to the international editors 
for their tireless work and investing their personal time in grooming this research 
work. This project is made feasible only because of VIT’s vision “Transforming life 
through excellence in education and research” and it’s a blessing for teachers and 
students to be a part of this great institution. 
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DRONE TECHNOLOGY FOR MEDICAL EMERGENCIES 
 

SAHAS VIVEK 
20BCE2701 

School of Computer Science and Engineering 
VIT, Vellore, India 

 
Introduction 
Hassanalian, M. (2017) Nowadays, there is a huge 
demand for quick and efficient transport for various 
purposes be it commercial or non-commercial. To 
fulfil this demand, unmanned aerial vehicles 
(UAV’s) called drones were introduced. A drone is a 
pilotless aircraft, which in simpler terms means an 
aircraft without a pilot. Since they are autonomous, 
drones can fly large distances unless faced by some 
technical difficulties. Depending on the purpose, 
drones come in different types and sizes. Some of 
them are NAV’s (Nano aerial vehicles), MAV’s 
(Micro aerial vehicles), VTOL (Vertical take-off and 
landing), LALE (Low Altitude, Long Endurance), 
etc, to name a few.  
 Fintan Corrigan (2020) To understand more 
about drones and their functionality, it is important to 
be aware of the components that make up a drone. A 
standard propellor, placed in front of the aircraft is 
responsible for direction and motion, a brushless 
motor (which converts electrical energy to 
mechanical energy) enhances the performance of the 
aircraft and thus improves battery life. Then there is 
an Electronic Speed Controller (ESC) which is 
basically an electronic circuit responsible for 
maintaining the speed of motors, a Receiver for 
reception of signals, a Global Positioning System 
(GPS) that helps in navigation by providing details 
like latitude, longitude and altitude. Apart from all 
the above-mentioned components, drones must have 
a long-lasting powerful battery so that they can cover 
long distances and a camera to capture important 
details in the form of photographs or videos. In 
addition to the above-mentioned parts, there is a 
flight controller (like the motherboard) whose 
responsibility is to interpret and execute the 
commands given by all other components.  

 Jack Brown (2016) Over the years, particularly 
in the 21st century, drones have found a lot of 
applications in various fields. In the earlier days, they 
were used only for military purposes. They have high 
resolution cameras and sensors enabling them to 
detect suspicious activity with ease. These pilotless 
aircraft are also used for carrying out air strikes. In 
addition, these UAV’s are being deployed in 
agricultural fields enabling farmers to analyse their 
daily yield and study the health condition of their 
crops to make significant improvements (if any). 
Likewise, these aircraft are being deployed to 
monitor flora and fauna in different areas. This can 
help experts study and analyse the behaviour of all 
the species present in that area. In addition, drones 
are also being used for various scientific purposes.  
 Tullio Joseph Tanzi (2016) To be more precise, 
the medical field has benefited immensely because of 
the invention of this innovative tool. During natural 
disasters, all other modes of transport are severely 
affected thereby limiting the activities of people. In 
such times, a common man would not be able to 
move around freely to do various tasks. Drones can 
be used to overcome this problem. Due to their 
mobility and small size, these UAV’s are becoming 
increasingly popular these days. For example, during 
an earthquake or a hurricane or a forest fire, these 
aircraft with their powerful sensors and high-
resolution cameras are used to identify the affected 
victims and the areas where they live and provide 
last mile connectivity by delivering essentials and 
medical supplies to these places. Due to their light-
weight, drones can be used to deliver medical 
supplies, blood samples and vaccines to different 
places. Therefore, these aircraft can access remote 
areas and places of rugged terrain irrespective of 
weather conditions to provide last mile connectivity.  
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 Though drones are being applied for different 
purposes in various fields, they can be utilised for 
accomplishing other tasks too. For example, with the 
help of the powerful sensors and high-resolution 
cameras, they can be very helpful to solve crimes. 
Constant surveillance over different airspaces is 
necessary to monitor the activities of people and thus 
detect suspicious activity (if any). Apart from that, 
they can also be deployed for delivery of basic 
necessities like groceries and food. If implemented 
successfully, this would improve delivery times and 
reduce the dependence of human labour. Therefore, 
traffic congestion on roads would reduce drastically. 
However, all these are just suggestions which are 
being considered by various sources. 
 
Literary Survey 
Kim& Côté, M. J. (2017) et.al Many of us face 
problems every day, be it health related or non-health 
related. According to Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention, there are around 117 million people 
who are victims of chronic diseases (diabetes, heart 
problems, obesity, asthma, arthritis, etc.) in the 
United States, which is definitely a matter of 
concern. Chronic diseases generally hinder the social 
and economic development of a country, since a lot 
of money has to be spent in regularly maintaining 
hospitals and medical health care facilities. Usually, 
patients with chronic condition are required to visit 
hospitals for routine medical check-ups and tests 
which can incur a lot of expenditure, take time off 
from routine work, etc. Statistically a chronic patient 
is usually under a lot of burden due to financial 
struggles compared to that of a non-chronic patient 
who is considered to be happier in life.  
 A common man in a remote village does not 
have access to proper health care facilities in the 
vicinity. In addition, such areas are not easily 
accessible by all modes of transport. These places are 
cut off from all arterial roads in big cities. So, to 
access these facilities, one would have to spend a lot 
of money on transportation apart from the money 
spent on treatment of the disease. Due to such extra 
expenses, financial conditions of those in rural areas 
is pretty poor. Even though they share common 

symptoms with people in the urban areas, they have 
to spend a lot to get access to quality healthcare 
facilities. Some organizations had proposed a model 
wherein the doctor would connect with the patient 
via the internet (telemedicine). This way the patient 
does not have to spend extra for transport and 
therefore can utilise this time for other routine work. 
However, these programs and projects failed to 
materialise. First of all, examining a patient via 
online mode is completely different from physical 
examination. So, the doctor may not be able to 
identify the patient’s symptoms correctly. Secondly, 
medicines and vaccines would still have to be 
transported to such areas which of course is a big 
challenge as mentioned above. Therefore, every new 
solution faced a number of rejections. However, it is 
again drones that are deployed to resolve all the 
above-mentioned problems.  
 Balasingam, M. (2017) These unmanned aerial 
vehicles are used widely for different scientific and 
research purposes. Coupled with artificial 
intelligence, these aircraft are being deployed by 
various companies such as Google and Amazon for 
different purposes. Since they are pilotless aircraft, 
they can traverse through rough weather conditions 
and places with rugged terrain to deliver essentials. 
In particular, the medical and healthcare sector has 
benefited due to this innovative tech tool. Rescue 
operations need to be carried out quickly and it is 
thus a fight against time. This is exactly what drones 
do! They reduce travel time by ensuring that there is 
no compromise on safety and rescue operations. 
Even in times of a natural calamity or any other 
disaster, drones prove to be extremely efficient in 
carrying out various tasks. The one feature that 
stands out in drones is mobility. Hence, they deliver 
medical supplies such as first aid kits, vaccines, 
medicinal drugs, etc. to distant places such as 
villages in a very short span of time. 
 Apart from the already mentioned usage of 
drones during the times of a disaster, it has also been 
used to transport medicines in a well-structured and 
organised manner. One such example where they 
have been successful is in Papa New Guinea where a 
group of doctors used drones to transport fake (or 
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dummy) tuberculosis samples to and from a remote 
rural area. This was a significant step because the 
country was a major tuberculosis hub, and this 
efficient drug transport using drones proved to be 
very helpful to tackle problems. Similarly, these light 
weight aircraft have helped majorly in the battle 
against the deadly HIV (the virus which gave rise to 
new and tough challenges to countries across the 
world) by moving the HIV testing kits to and from 
different areas. Senior citizens usually have a lot of 
age-related issues and hence the use of small robot-
like creatures with manipulated arms can play a vital 
role to complete household chores and other tasks. 
However, this is still under investigation. 
Researchers suggest that these pilotless aircraft 
should become a part of man’s everyday life. These 
devices can be very important to detect a patient’s 
mood swings, behavioural changes, etc. But, once 
again they pose various challenges in terms of safety 
and reliability. If not used under supervised 
circumstances, it could lead to a lot of mishaps. 
Current Research shows that the goal is to design a 
system which would study people’s reactions and 
body movements to predict problems (if any). If used 
effectively, then drones can also be used in 
Diagnostic Ultra-sound Imaging which can be 
achieved using telemedicine- the transfer of medical 
knowledge over long distances. Thus, with the 
advent of technology, drones are evolving every 
single day.  
 Scott, J., & Scott, C. (2017, January)As 
mentioned earlier, due to their mobility and light 
weight, drones can access any part of the world with 
ease and hence they are used by the healthcare sector 
for different purposes such as delivery of first aid 
kits, blood samples, vaccines and AED’s (Automated 
External Defibrillator). Over the years they have 
proven to be a life saver during times of extreme 
crisis.  
 For example, DHL Parcel, a German company 
which focuses on delivery of goods have studied and 
explored up to three generations of drone delivery for 
medical supplies. These drones were given the name 
“Parcelcopter”. The first generation of Parcelcopter 
were used to transport vaccines and blood samples 

across River Rhine in Bonn. The following 
generation of drones were used specifically for 
delivery of emergency supplies to Juist, one of the 
many excluded islands in North Germany. In 2016, 
from January to March, the third generation of 
Parcelcopters were used to transport more than 130 
packs of urgent medicines in two Bavarian Alpine 
villages. This method takes hardly 10 minutes as 
compared to road transport which would take at least 
30 minutes. In Africa, in a place called Rwanda- a 
landlocked country in eastern Africa where road 
transport is limited, problems like infant deaths, 
mothers dying during child birth, diseases like 
malaria, tuberculosis, etc. are very common. To 
solve this issue, the UPS FOUNDATION with 
Zipline are working on a drone network to deliver 
vaccines, medical supplies and blood samples to the 
affected. A sim card and a new battery is inserted 
into the zipline drone for each delivery of a blood 
sample or vaccine. These aircraft are launched from 
a place called nest. After every successful delivery, 
the above step is repeated and the cycle continues. 
These drones are as big as large dogs and can carry a 
payload of up to 2 kilograms which can travel a 
maximum distance of 75 kilometres. 
 A lot of researchers have looked into various 
possibilities to use drones effectively for the delivery 
of small parcel items. A few models have been 
developed to expand drone delivery operations. Let 
us consider a situation where medical supplies 
should reach a remote location within 45 minutes. 
Now, these areas are not easily accessible by road 
and are too far away for drones to deliver on time. 
This is generally the case of an underdeveloped 
nation (Example: Rwanda, as mentioned before). 
Therefore, a concept has been developed wherein a 
land-based transport system delivers from a specified 
location (medical care/ hospital/ clinic). The supplies 
are sent in a truck to a drone nest which is in close 
proximity to the area where these substances need to 
reach. The main concern here is to position the 
warehouse and the drone nest in a way where no 
other activity gets hampered. Hence, the area, 
generally a village or a group of villages is divided 
into a number of clusters depending on demand and 
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then a drone nest is assigned for each cluster. The 
idea of these models is to ensure quick and safe 
delivery of goods by taking into account the budget 
factor. Therefore, all the above examples prove the 
efficiency and worthiness of drones.  
 Konert, A., Smereka, J., & Szarpak, L. (2019) In 
order to implement automated drones for commercial 
purposes, a lot of planning is required taking into 
account the technical glitches and operational 
difficulties.  
 For drones to be successful in the medical field, 
the laws should be updated to allow Beyond Visual 
Line of Sight (BVLOS) operations. In many 
countries, only VLOS is possible, as BVLOS is more 
complex. With regard to this legislation and the 
Aviation Law Act, in 2002, Poland was one of the 
first countries to get a sanction for drone operations 
(VLOS operation). Further, it was also discussed that 
these unmanned aerial vehicles would follow the IFR 
(Instrument Flight Rules) and the VFR (Visual Flight 
Rules) just as how commercial aircraft follow the 
rules. However, these legislations were very strict 
and therefore a change in the law was made in 2013 
with some relaxations. This creates extensive rules 
on the rights of drone operators, flight rules and so 
on. This change, however, was implemented only in 
2016 and 2018 in separate phases. But there was still 
a downside to this law. It still accounted only for 
VLOS operations where the operator has a direct 
contact with the aircraft. On January 17, 2019, a new 
regulation was put forward making amends to the 
2016 model where improvements were made to the 
existing VLOS operations and thus creating an 
opportunity for BVLOS operations to take place. 
Under the BVLOS operations, drones must register 
with the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). Secondly, 
all drones under this operation can carry only up to 
25 kilograms and must be equipped with anti-
collision and powerful lights similar to that on a 
normal manned aircraft with high resolution cameras 
to capture important information. These drones must 
also have devices to monitor the various parameters 
such as altitude, location, speed and the direction of 
flight. A provision should be made to tackle any 
emergency problem such as malfunctioning of 

aircraft, technical glitches, etc. Planning a flight 
under this operation again involves a big procedure. 
The flight is approved only if the President of the 
CAA gives his consent. An Air Traffic Controller 
would then have to publish all information about the 
various planned routes. Despite all such challenges, 
implementing the same is still possible.  
 Truog, S., Maxim, L. et.al (2020) To expand the 
services further, it is essential to get different 
people’s perceptions on these unmanned aircraft. 
Several surveys were conducted in various places 
and the perception of different people was assessed 
by conducting interviews, group discussions and 
competitions. An analysis was made which revealed 
that a lot of people had similar perceptions on the 
advantages of drones and the potential hazards of 
implementing them for transporting medical 
supplies. The success of drones is heavily dependent 
on community perception. This will determine 
whether drones can be a success or a failure in 
delivering health and medical products. There is very 
limited published information about how the public 
perceives the usage of drones for various medical 
and social purposes. This limited evidence has been 
issued majorly by academic schools and Non-
Government Organisations (NGO). 
 Extensive surveys were conducted in four 
different countries- Malawi, Mozambique, DRC and 
the Dominican Republic (DR). All citizens in each of 
the four countries were asked questions based on 5 
different categories- familiarity in the subject of 
drones, their opinion on the advantages of using 
drones, potential hazards of excessive drone usage, 
their suggestions on how to expand drone delivery 
and lastly how they would share information 
regarding the same. The surveys conducted in four 
different countries revealed that there was a 
significant difference between the perceptions of 
people in rural and urban areas. In general, 
healthcare workers are likely to have more 
knowledge about drones than other people. Such 
differences persist only because the government 
officials and healthcare workers are a part of the 
project and they answer media queries, whereas the 
common public are just given an overview of the 
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same. Some people mentioned that drones would 
help save a lot of fuel thereby contributing towards 
sustainable development. When asked about the 
negative impacts of drones, most of them were 
sceptical about its durability and were worried about 
the impacts of an air crash. A lot of healthcare 
workers and government officials were worried 
about the cost factor. Moreover, the fact that these 
aircraft are autonomous adds to the woes of the 
public. The respondents also gave their suggestions 
on how to implement these UAV’s in a better way. 
Some suggested that drone operators should be 
trained, while another section of people proposed 
that the operators should be people who are from 
other sectors. Many were apprehensive of the timing 
of these operations. Healthcare workers suggested 
that they shouldn’t be flown during peak hours and 
in the night to reduce the risk of a crash. Further, all 
respondents were asked to share it among their 
community groups involving children and the elderly 
people and they gave the assurance that they would 
market it in such a way that many people would be 
aware of such operations in the future.  
 Overall, it was assessed that many are optimistic 
about drone operations for commercial purposes. 
However, an equal number of people are sceptical 
about the same, but multiple sources reveal that the 
usage of these aircraft is only going to increase.  
 Laksham, K. B. (2019) So far in so many 
examples, we have seen that drones are an extremely 
invaluable resource in the transport sector as they 
reduce travel time significantly for treatment and 
diagnosis. They are used to transport blood samples, 
medical supplies, anti-venom for snake bite, dog bite 
and a number of other medical purposes. Over the 
years, with the advent of technology they have 
proven to be a game changer in saving many lives. 
Air transport in the form of helicopter, could be an 
alternative, but the small size and mobility of drones 
is what makes them unique. A John Hopkins study 
revealed that the delivery of lab samples via drones 
did not have any adverse effect on the composition 
of these substances meaning that all the parameters 
of the sample remained the same. However, the 
excessive usage of drones will have a huge impact on 

the job market. The common man would then be 
competing with a machine to keep his job secure! 
Therefore, a lot of unskilled labourers would have 
nothing to do in their lives. This is specially the case 
in developing countries like India. Countries like 
India can take ideas from the Rwanda government 
and implement it in a different way for different 
purposes taking into account various parameters such 
as population, poverty, etc. Another major threat is 
that of public safety. Instances have taken place in 
the past where drones have fallen down and injured 
people. However, over the years, people have given 
in their suggestions and changes that need to be 
made for further expansion of drone operations.  
 With technology evolving every single day, new 
systems being developed and used, drones have the 
potential to become an integral part of the primary 
transport system. However, despite all the issues, 
drones are vital to the country’s growth and 
development. They can be implemented successfully 
to improve healthcare facilities in developing 
countries like India. More studies and research are 
needed to understand all the possible drone 
operations.  
 
Disadvantages of Drone Usage 
Despite all the advantages discussed above with 
respect to drone usage for the various medical 
purposes, there are quite a few downsides too. Some 
of them are:  
1. The first major disadvantage is that of privacy. 

When operated on a large scale, the general 
public would start feeling very insecure about 
themselves. Drone operation is definitely a 
hindrance to privacy of individuals.  

2. Safety is the next major drawback. There is no 
guarantee on the safety of these unmanned aerial 
vehicles. If any of the components fail to work 
on a given day, then aircraft crash is inevitable.  

3. In the past, when drones were used only for 
military purposes, due to a slight software issue, 
some drones fired weapons at the general public 
resulting in a number of casualties. Hence, 
technical glitches and software issues are 
unavoidable and need to be taken care of.  
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4. These pilotless aircraft possess threats to nature 

and wildlife. While flying through rough terrains 
such as forest and mountains, the drone could 
crash onto some trees or could even hit an 
animal. In such a case, a lot of environmental 
damage could occur which would take months 
or even years to heal.  

5. Drones are quite expensive. Once bought, all the 
components of the drone require proper 
maintenance and need to be changed frequently 
to avoid wear and tear.  

6. Due to the above-mentioned reason, the 
regulatory bodies such as the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) and governments of 
different countries are authoritative in 
implementing the laws related to drone 
operation for commercial purposes. 

7. Another major downside to drone usage is its 
vulnerability. Hackers will find ways to exploit 
this and can hack the drone’s central control 
system. Thus, they gain control of the drone and 
can use it to their advantage. 

8. Drones have Lithium Polymer batteries which 
are very sensitive to moisture and therefore, 
flying drones on rainy days is very risky. 
Carrying out such an operation is a very big 
challenge and could possibly lead to a major 
disaster.  

9. Unlike manned aircraft, drones have relatively 
shorter flight time. Hence, these aircraft do not 
cater to long distance transportation of supplies 
and services. However, there are some types of 
drones that can travel for longer durations. 

10. Understanding the application and the structure 
of drones is a time-consuming process which 
involves a lot of study. Hence, the 
implementation of the same would take a very 
long time.  

 
Conclusion 
Despite all the drawbacks discussed above, 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s) otherwise called 
as drones have become an integral part of the 
transport system today. Many countries are now 
starting to use drones for commercial activities too. 

Recently, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
government of the United States sent out drones to 
monitor the movement of people to ensure that they 
maintained social distancing. However, these 
pilotless aircraft can do much more if utilised to its 
full potential. It is essential for developing countries 
like India, Pakistan, Nepal, Afghanistan and other 
African countries to start deploying drones on a large 
scale. In fact, a survey done couple of years back 
revealed that drones are vital contributors to the 
economy and help significantly in the development 
process too. This is why countries like China and the 
United States are far ahead in development and are 
much superior as well. Our country needs to start 
deploying drones on a large scale for various 
commercial purposes. Farming is a major occupation 
in India. The government can provide drones to the 
farmers. With the help of drones, farmers can study 
and examine their crops on a daily basis, can plan for 
the next harvest, see which crops are 
underperforming, etc. This would help them lead a 
happier life and can even render better yields and 
hence more profit. Apart from this, drones can also 
be used for delivery purposes. Since drones can 
reach out to inaccessible areas, they can be utilised to 
transport food and other groceries and essentials to 
people in the remote villages. Drone operators can 
collaborate with the companies to ensure that all 
these substances are delivered to inaccessible areas 
on a daily basis. This way, hunger can be reduced to 
a great extent and would help to eradicate poverty as 
well. In addition to the above mentioned uses, these 
aircraft can also be used for surveillance purposes. 
Since drones are equipped with high resolution 
cameras, they can be extremely beneficial while 
finding out evidence for crimes. They can capture 
minute details such as fingerprint, blood stains, etc. 
which would be extremely useful to find out the 
criminal. Automation is becoming increasingly 
popular every single day and as a result, the world is 
constantly changing. However, a lot of study needs 
to be done in order to utilise the full potential of 
these automated systems. This process will definitely 
take some time. But, with the help of the advancing 
technology, and with new systems being developed 
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every day, drone operations are only going to expand 
further. 
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Introduction 
Jaffe, A. B., et.al. (2001). The carbon intensity of 
energy can be reduced by using renewable energy 
sources. Enhancing energy efficiency plays a major 
role in producing the desired result, which is to 
reduce the pollution and increase the standard of 
living. Producing energy efficiently also depends on 
the development of each country. 
 Energy efficient technology has become rather 
common these days with modern technology. Every 
house has solar panels to utilize the heat energy 
which is available in abundance. All the water 
heaters, natural gas stoves, centralized air 
conditioners have all been optimized to the 
maximum as per modern technology to produce 
maximum amount of energy with least amount of 
energy wastage. The government of various 
countries are trying to implement measures to ensure 
that energy doesn’t get wasted by spreading 
awareness, drafting some policies which ensure the 
production of energy efficient technology is being 
used by everyone to save our environment. Energy 
efficient technology has spread become rather 
common these days like the usage of LED’s instead 
of CFL’s which are brighter and consume less 
power. 
 Hesselink, L. X., & Chappin, E. J. (2019). 
Energy can be used efficiently in our day-to-day life 
to save our environment. We have to use our 
resources very responsibly to ensure the sustenance 
of all life on our planet. The international community 
have adopted energy efficient technology to reduce 
the production of greenhouse gases also. 
 
Literary Survey 
Zhou, P., et.al. (2009).The consumption of energy 
has become very high due to the requirement of  

complex machinery. Leakage or wastage of energy 
causes a lot of problems to the environment. 
 Computers need a large amount of energy as it 
has so many internal components. Here many parts 
are very small so if the energy consumption was not 
efficient it would not be as cutting edge as it is right 
now. The usage of PCM technology for multicore 
processors in computers has been the author’s 
opinion as there is near zero loss of energy. Very 
high efficiency is attained by using PCM technology. 
PCM technology has its own limitations though. 
Although flash memory has less endurance than 
PCM technology, the PCM technology is quite 
limited compared to the conventional DRAM. PCM 
cells also need a lot of write energy, which means the 
dynamic energy consumption of the memory will be 
high. This writes energy surpasses the energy we 
have saved by using PCM cells. 
 The endurance of the PCM cells can be 
improved by reducing the write frequency of the cell. 
Reductant bit-write increases the life span by 5 
times, which increases the life span by 1.4 to 2 years, 
but this is a very short duration for main memory. 
 The usage of PCM cell is impractical as the 
operation to a PCM cell incurs state change on the 
write operations. 
 Quitzau, M. B., et.al. (2012). Policy makers in 
Europe have set targets to reduce power consumption 
by 20% by 2021. Latest research shows that about 
40% of the total energy consumption relates to the 
building sector. Many researchers have started 
strategizing how to get energy efficient technology to 
the public to conserve power. This paper discusses a 
case study on a small town near Copenhagen called 
Egedal as it has one of the most ambitious on-site 
projects for energy efficient technology. They came 
up with a special form of strategic niche 
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management. This process is where the strategist 
mixes up sustainable development with energy 
efficient technology which is a unique way to go 
about the ways to reduce energy consumption. 
Initially the local authorities of Egedal started in a 
more traditional method, which formulated various 
plans like agenda 21. Since the initial policies were 
too lenient, they started more advanced methods as 
they thought a deviation was needed. These new 
policies were stricter around the policies so the 
people working at the building companies were 
forced to follow it. But this caused huge problems for 
the building company’s profits. They were almost 
none, so they argued and came to a middle ground 
which helps our environment by at least more than 
before. 
 Berl, A., et.al. (2010). Using energy efficient 
technology to help in sustainable environment is 
always a good thing. Most energy (up to 70%) is 
being used by ICT Equipment in a data center. 
Increasing the efficiency have taken a major thrust 
these days and naturally came with a conclusion of 
cloud computing in which servers run remotely. The 
peak load has been moved out and spread out to 
reduce the work and using hardware that can pump 
out more power very efficiently. Now a days the ICT 
consumes more energy, which is vital for 
development in e-work, e-learning, e-commerce. 
Now a days ICT have been developed to consume 
less energy for giving out the same amount of energy 
by upgrading their hardware, software and the 
resources they use. The usage of hardware with 
labels such as US Energy star or the European TCO 
certification which rate IT products are only used. 
The load of a processor is being reduced by the usage 
of multicore processors which take in little more 
energy but gets more job done. Web based video on 
demand causes the largest internet traffic which is 
reduced by all these new energy efficient 
technologies. 
 Krishnamurthy, et.al (2015). Empirically this 
paper is about the house hold energy consumption. 
Home owner makes many technology choices, 
tenants who own the house they live in invest more 
in energy efficiency than occupants who are renters. 

This is an important in understanding the overall 
context the energy efficient technology at 
households. It is cheaper to buy inefficient products 
but on the longer run it is going to charge u more for 
maintenance and for replacement where as efficient 
products. Using this dataset, we can say that 
differences between owners and renters to energy 
efficient technology changing by technology type, 
after looking for differences in observed 
characteristics (like income). These differences range 
from a high of 50% for energy efficient bulbs, (and 
45% for appliances) to a low of 2.5% for solar 
panels. These effects provide strong evidence for the 
presence of inefficiencies in the market for “energy 
efficiency”. This inefficiency implies increased 
usage of electricity, and associated greenhouse gas 
emissions. These results point to increased scope for 
energy policy to enhance penetration of energy 
efficient technology and call for detailed country-
specific studies quantifying the magnitude of agency 
effect, in linking them to emissions and on 
formulating appropriate policies. 
 Jaffe, A. B., et.al. (2001). All the water heaters, 
natural gas stoves, centralized air conditioners have 
all been optimized to the maximum as per modern 
technology to produce maximum amount of energy 
with least amount of energy wastage. The 
government of various countries are trying to 
implement measures to ensure that energy doesn’t 
get wasted by spreading awareness, drafting some 
policies which ensure the production of energy 
efficient technology is being used by everyone to 
save our environment. Energy efficient technology 
has spread become rather common these days like 
the usage of LED’s instead of CFL’s which are 
brighter and consume less power. Energy can be 
used efficiently in our day-to-day life to save our 
environment. We have to use our resources very 
responsibly to ensure the sustenance of all life on our 
planet. The international community have adopted 
energy efficient technology to reduce the production 
of greenhouse gases also. 
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Advantages 
1. Energy efficient technology helps to reduce the 

amount of waste produced. 
2. Energy efficient technology helps to reduce the 

utility bills. 
3. Energy efficient technology earns you a greater 

return on your investment. 
4. Energy efficient technology increases the value 

of the product. 
5. Energy efficient technology enhances the quality 

of our lives. 
6. Energy efficient technology helps our 

environment a lot. 
 
Conclusion  
Energy efficient technology will have a large number 
of practical uses, especially to a country like India. 
There are a lot of natural recourses available in India 
and if these recourses are used optimally then there 
will be enough energy, water, food for everyone in 
the country. This will solve one of the biggest 
problems in our country which is poverty. Hence, we 
can say that energy efficient technologies play a vital 
role in a countries development and increase the 
standard of living for everyone. We should spread 
awareness and also try unique ways to convert all 
processes into amore efficient process which not 
only helps you but helps out our entire society. 
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Introduction 
Thangadurai, N., & Dhanasekaran, R. (2013) Energy 
efficiency refers to accomplishing a same task with 
less amount of energy, which basically means 
reducing energy waste. So, energy efficient 
technologies refer to any electronic device that can 
reduce the energy waste. For example, an escalator in 
a mall only would only turn on if it detects people 
near it, likewise there are still some escalators that 
operate the whole time which isn’t energy efficient. 
These technologies aim to reduce the overall 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. There are various 
ways we can reduce our daily energy consumption 
on a day-to-day basis. Lu, H., Brush. Et.al (2011) 
Heaters and cooling (AC) account for nearly 63% of 
typical home energy use while lighting uses 
approximately 6%. One way to reduce the use of 
heating and cooling is by installing a programmable 
thermostat, to reduce energy while asleep or at work. 
This thermostat will automatically turn off the 
heating/cooling during afterhours which greatly 
decreases the amount of energy used. Investing in 
some insulated drapes are helpful during the summer 
and winter as it blocks out the heat during the 
summer and keeps warmth during winter Water 
heaters require a lot of energy, so during the summer 
we can take cold baths, as it cools down the body and 
saved energy. While shopping for electrical 
appliances, buying an Energy Star approved product 
will save more energy compared to generic 
appliances. While travelling we should try to use 
public transport rather than private transport. If we 
use our own cars, we should turn off the ignition 
when parked or parked at a traffic light, this reduced 
the amount of gas used, which is good economically 
and environmentally. Gharavi, H., & Ghafurian, R. 
(Eds.). (2011) Offices tend to be places with high 

energy consumption as some amount of workforce 
will be at the workplace. Dakwale, V. A. et.al (2011) 
One technology which should be implemented is to 
add motion sensors inside certain parts of the office 
where there is no one. Moreover, they can be used in 
washrooms to further reduce energy consumption. 
Most companies if not all have a lot of waste paper, 
cardboard, etc. the waste must be recycled. As office 
spaces tend to be very large in size, installing solar 
panels on the roofs will be very beneficial as it 
reduces the need of non-renewable sources of 
energy. This will decrease the overall carbon 
footprint of the office.  
 
Literary Survey 
Strengers, Y. (2011) This research paper is meant to 
report on the visualization of current and water usage 
in Australian households. The problem in the 
research paper is the general increase in consumption 
of water and electricity. This is a unique method of 
reduction consumption as most research is in 
practices and routines to reduce usage. In-home 
display (IDH) is a device installed at a household 
which shows the amount of current and water usage, 
it also has a colour indicator which is like a traffic 
light. When the usage is high, the colour shows red, 
moderate usage, yellow, and lastly when the colour is 
green it means minimal usage. It was reported that 
householders with the IDH responded proactively to 
yellow and red colour. This is seen as an advantage 
and a disadvantage as householders considered 
yellow as approval for current consumption habits. 
The advantage is that many householders took the 
extra effort to reduce the unnecessary usage due to 
the colour being red or yellow. This method rather 
than educating householders on what extra methods 
to do to reduce consumption, now with an IDH they 
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will be able see their usage visually and change their 
usage accordingly.  
 Kumar, A. et.al, (2003) As more villages and 
rural areas are getting access to electricity in the 
early 21st century, many households are using 
incandescent bulbs due to their low initial cost. The 
problem arises when the efficiency of the bulb is 
only 10%, which means only 10% of the electricity is 
being converted to light. The solution to this is 
finding a better light source which can convert the 
electricity to light in a more efficient way. This is 
where a compact fluorescent lamp(CFL) came into 
picture. This light bulb consumed 4-5 times less 
energy compared to incandescent bulbs. Moreover, 
the lifetime of a CFL is 13 more times than an 
incandescent bulb. Since 75% of electricity was 
produced by coal, a more efficient light bulb would 
be better for the environment. The problem with 
adopting this widely in India is the price point, a 
CFL would cost 10-30 times more than an 
incandescent bulb, this initial cost looked absurd to 
the general Indian population. The awareness of CFL 
wasn’t prevalent at all in India, so to combat this the 
major sources of information was through 
advertisements, friends and the market. The usage 
and awareness of CFL bulbs were found to be 
increasing with the level of education and income 
level.  
 Rifqi, M. et.al (2016) This paper shows the 
general increase in mobile technology from the first 
generation to the current generation. It also shows 
why the demand for smartphones are increasing. 
Initially smart phones were only used for business 
purposes, due to the technology being too expensive 
for the general consumers. With the launch of iPhone 
in 2007 smart phones became a rapid trend. By the 
end of the year Google had launched its own 
operating system “Android”. The main focus of the 
smartphone market, was to provide customers with 
an affordable device which can have features like 
email, messaging, internet access, audio/video. The 
only problem was finding the right battery that can 
actually provide the usage of the mentioned features. 
There are 4 different types of batteries, Lithium-ion 
(Lion), Nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH), Lead-Acid, 

Nickel-cadmium (NiCd). Li-ion are the most 
common batteries found in smart phones, due to it 
allowing greater charge/discharge life cycles. The 
general degrades of Li-ion batteries lose up to 5% of 
charge per month, whereas its counterpart NiMH 
lose up to 30% per month. With time and the 
advancements in applications, the power 
consumption of smart phones is increasing, which 
calls for larger battery capacities and quicker 
charging times. We can say this as the growth rate of 
mobile phone advancements are 25% and the growth 
rate of batteries are only 10%. This calls for more 
research in batteries.  
 
Advantages 
1. Significantly reduces utility and electricity bills. 

As energy efficient appliances consume less 
energy throughout their service lives without 
sacrificing quality.  

2. Helps to protect the environment. A typical 
household can reduce up to 30% less energy use 
by investing in energy efficient technology. 

3. Insulate yourself from rising electricity prices. 
As electricity prices are steadily rising in the last 
decade, conducting energy efficiency 
improvements on your home helps to insulate 
you from the financial impact of unpredictable 
sharp energy prices. 

4. Helps to enhance quality of life. By optimizing 
your energy use, you can increase the comfort of 
living in your home and, in many cases, see 
notable health benefits. 

5. Increases property value. In the real estate 
market, energy efficient homes frequently sell 
for a higher price than standard homes with 
comparable features. 

6. Earn incremental returns on energy efficiency 
investments.  

7. Energy savings tips help you easily cut costs you 
can easily reduce your utility bills through 
simple energy conservation behaviors or small 
energy efficient purchases. 

8. It promotes sustainable development. By using 
these appliances, you minimize the exploitation 
of natural resources such as gas and water, 
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among others. Using energy efficiently helps the 
conservation of these resources, achieving 
sustainable development 

9. Helps save water. One of the best things you can 
do is to use home appliances that will consume 
less water and energy to help reduce your water 
and electricity bill for the next years to come 

10. Help prevent greenhouse emissions. 60% of 
electricity is from fossil fuels which release 
greenhouse emissions on combustion. So, using 
this technology will reduce the overall electricity 
usage thus reducing greenhouse emissions.  

 
Conclusion 
This technology will be very useful in many 
developing countries like India. In India the 
electricity bill is due after each month, it shows the 
number of “units” of current you’ve used. These 
“units” measure the amount of electricity is being 
used by each household. This technology will be able 
to give a real time display of the current being used, 
which will subconsciously make people waste less 
energy. The use of smartphones has been exponential 
in India as it has been more affordable to the general 
public. The use of Lithium-Ion batteries has 
increased and the optimizations to the battery is still 
an ongoing process in India. These technologies will 
be very useful to the common men and women as 
people from rural areas who aren’t taught about 
efficient electricity usage will gain knowledge. This 
will help them to generally use less electricity which 
reduce their monthly dues. In a developing country 
like India learning about energy efficient methods 
might not reflect in real time, but definitely in the 
future generations will show good results. I believe 
that these technologies need more research as to be 
more affordable to the lower income workers. Most 
of the technologies discussed about introduce a 
moderate initial cost. The government can subsidize 
and be more vocal about these technologies to be 
more affordable. I feel like once everyone is cautious 
about their energy consumption the environmental 
impact will decrease. As the literacy rate is 
increasing rapidly each year, with more jobs being 

created we can find more solutions for more efficient 
technology.  
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Introduction 
Nick Heath, (2018) Artificial intelligence is a branch 
of computer science concerned with building 
machines and programs which have the ability of 
performing tasks that require human intelligence 
such as planning, learning, reasoning, problem 
solving, knowledge representation, perception, 
motion, and manipulation.AI learns how to carry out 
different tasks by relating various branches. It uses 
multiple approaches and compares various outputs 
and as a result to completes a task to acquire a 
desired output. Artificial intelligence allows 
machines to learn from experience, adjust to new 
input and perform human tasks. 
 Rita Sharma, (2019) The health care industries 
face various challenges due to changing technologies 
and new market practices. A major problem faced by 
the health care industry is the shortage of health care 
workers. People living in remote areas have no access 
to medical help and have to travel long distances 
before receiving any. Time is an important factor and 
it can be a matter of life and death. 
 Mail My Statements, (2018) another challenge 
faced by health care industries is collecting payments 
form their patients. Healthcare providers are required 
to follow strict guidelines to protect the patient’s 
information. They must ensure that payment portal 
and processing system are fully safe. Cybercriminals 
target health care industries and the get access to 
highly sensitive patient information which health 
care industries collect as it is required for the 
diagnosis. These numbers are rapidly increasing. 
 Khanna, D., (2018) Artificial intelligence plays a 
very important role in the health care industry. AI 
has made medical imaging such as x-ray, CT scans, 
MRIs and ultrasounds possible. This helps us 
understand the inner workings of the human body 

and also helps with the diagnosis. It compares health 
information and physical characteristics of the 
patients to provide a more accurate diagnosis, 
resulting in a faster treatment process. Artificial 
intelligence helps manage and store large scales of 
data and records. It can also be used for the 
development of new drugs. As AI compares various 
outputs, it can suggest people best suitable of clinical 
trials for the drugs. 
 
Literary Survey 
Fiumara, Get.al., (2018) Artificial intelligence plays 
an important role in the healthcare industry, it not 
only helps with the management of data and analysis 
of the patients but also helps spread information 
about the profession through social media. Social 
networks can be used by medical professionals to 
distribute information about patient health. This 
information can reach large crowds and help 
distribute information on a particular disease or 
general health tips. This can lead to a faster detection 
of the symptoms of a disease resulting in a faster 
diagnosis. Patients can share their experiences and 
provide moral support to one another which can help 
create positive thoughts and a positive mindset. 
Knowledge on prevention of diseases can be spread. 
The spread of wrong information can take place. 
Healthcare workers must be qualified. They also 
might not have time to reply to all the patients. 
Symptoms stated incorrectly could lead to wrong 
diagnosis of a disease. Due to the lack of time, 
healthcare workers could reply to patients based on 
the severity. This can be done by categorizing the 
patients using artificial intelligence. Patients 
diagnosed with the same disease and showing the 
same symptoms can be grouped together. AI can 
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save time of patients and help with the prevention 
and diagnosis of a disease. 
 Manimegalai, J., & Khanna, D, (2018) Artificial 
intelligence plays an important role in the health care 
industry. It helps with the diagnostics, treatment and 
management. It has simplified the tasks of the 
doctors and patients by performing complicated tasks 
faster and at a cheaper cost. Complex modern 
medicines which require abundant amounts of 
information to analyse, AI simplifies the task. AI 
applications have overcome human performance in 
multiple medical areas, creating a worry of AI 
exceeding human tasks. Large amounts of healthcare 
data and algorithms with self-correcting abilities can 
be used by AI to increase the accuracy. AI also stores 
previous data and activities to reduce diagnostic 
errors and get a more efficient diagnosis, resulting in 
a faster treatment process. Large datasets allow the 
algorithm to learn similar instances and also allows it 
to associate between subject features and previous 
medical records. AI is also used for medical imaging 
and genetic testing. Machine learning procedures 
group patients based on their similarities and find the 
probability of the outcomes. AI has also made 
medical imaging like X-ray, CT scans, MRI and 
ultrasounds possible without which diseases would 
have taken months to detect. It is also used to collect, 
store and trace the source of data. It helps manage 
large scales of data and records.  
 Murali, N., & Sivakumaran, N., (2018) There 
are various applications of artificial intelligence in 
the healthcare industries. AI helps manage large 
scale of medical records efficiently, it collects, 
stores, re-layouts and traces data with ease. It can be 
accessed easily and quickly. Massive volumes of 
research, diagnosis data, patient information is 
generated every day. AI is also used in cardiology 
and radiology which helps recognize signs and 
symptoms of disease more accurately. It can be used 
for remote patient monitoring for health indicators, 
such as postoperation heart action, patient height and 
weight. Gadgets such as wrist watches also monitor 
activity and heart rate at all times. AI allows digital 
consultation which allows patients to receive help 
quickly and also lets people living in remote areas 
get a consultation. AI helps detect mental conditions 
and also provides ways of eLearning for the 

patients.AI also helps detect cancer and monitor 
diabetes. Medical data must be standardized so that it 
can be understood and used by the algorithms. 
 Mak, K. K., & Pichika, M. R. (2019) The drug 
development process starts with existing data 
collected from various sources. The process of 
induction and deduction is used. This provides the 
most effective compounds required. Active  learning 
algorithms allows the identification of new 
compounds helpful to perform activities against the 
target disease. It helps with the identification and 
validation of drug targets, designing new drugs and 
also helps recruit suitable patients for clinical trials. 
 Haider, H. (2020) Implementation of artificial 
intelligence in the healthcare requires advanced 
digital health infrastructure and automated 
technologies, this requires a substantial initial 
payment. This is the key barrier to investors, 
healthcare organisations, government and health 
systems. Important digitised patient data is required 
to give an accurate diagnosis using machine learning. 
Working with big data can lead to various problems, 
including unstructured data, lack of interoperability 
and unorganised data. Large amounts of data are 
required for AI to work efficiently, lack of open data 
can affect the working of AI. As patients give highly 
sensitive information to the healthcare industries, it 
has become a hotspot among cybercriminals. 
Cybersecurity concerns are one of the leading 
reasons preventing the application of artificial 
intelligence in the health care industry. Laws about 
liability for AI must be considered. Healthcare 
workers fear that robotic technologies expand over 
human tasks and cause job losses; this causes lack of 
trust. Specialised training must be given to the 
healthcare worker about artificial intelligence and its 
applications.  
 Jennifer Bresnick, (2018) Medical imagining a 
non-invasive way to look at the inner working of the 
human body. It helps with the diagnosis of diseases. 
Many diagnoses still require physical tissue samples. 
Next generation radiology equipment can be 
developed for imaging. Many areas still do not have 
artificial intelligence in their healthcare systems, this 
can be changed. Cybercriminals target health care 
industries, cybersecurity can be increased to protect 
sensitive patient information. AI can tell us the 
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infection pattern and patients at risk. AI can be used 
for the development of immunotherapy which uses 
the body’s own immune system to cure cancer and 
tumours. Expanding the web of data acquired by 
healthcare industries to provide a more accurate 
diagnosis and predict the risks. AI could help 
healthcare workers monitor health through personal 
devices, which would help in the early detection of a 
disease. 
 
Findings 
1. Social networks can be used to the advantage of 

the health care industry to distribute information 
about a particular disease to help curb its spread 
or to help with early diagnosis, but this can also 
lead to the spread of false information. It can 
also be used to spread information about the 
occupation. 

2. Artificial intelligence can be used to connect 
citizens living in remote areas to doctors. 

3. AI helps widely in management of data such as 
keeping patient records, keeping track of 
payments and medical records. 

4. AI has made medical imaging like X-ray, CT 
scans, MRI and ultrasounds possible. 

5. AI widely helps with the drug development 
processes and helps recruit suitable candidates 
for clinical trials. 

6. Cybersecurity is a major concern as 
cybercriminals can get access to highly sensitive 
patient information. 

7. Implementation of AI is expensive can thus acts 
as a barrier for investors, healthcare 
organisations, government and health systems. 

8. Artificial intelligence allows patients heartrate, 
diabetes, stages of disease, pulse to be 
monitored. 

9. AI can help detect the infection pattern and the 
patients at risk. 

10. Advanced digital health infrastructure and 
automated technologies is required to implement 
AI in hospitals. 

 
Conclusion 
Artificial intelligence can immensely help India’s 
health care industry. India is a vast country and not 
everyone has access to hospitals as large number of 
people live in remote areas. AI can help connect 
them with doctors and health care professionals. AI 
can help reduce the cost of various treatments 
making it to be affordable to a larger group of 
people. AI also allows an efficient disease tracking 

and management system which can also be used for 
fast spreading diseases. Even though artificial 
intelligence is not yet fully secure it will immensely 
help the health care industry especially the of India’s.  
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Introduction  
The Royal Society (2018) AI or Artificial 
Intelligence is the science of making machines and 
devices smart by using algorithms. AI helps 
computers to solve us problems which can be 
washed-up by humans. Radiologists can use AI to 
summate the word-for-word shape of tumours tabbed 
Revolutionising Radiology. Astronomours use AI to 
evaluate the variegated solar systems. The 
possibilities of AI is endless. It prevents fraud in 
internet and useful to determine new strategies in 
climate change. AI is the brilliat, dynamise and vast 
amounts of data to well-constructed a task. This 
technique is tabbed Machine learning. 
 Neil Nie.,et.al., (2017) Artificial Intelligence is 
the science and technology based on subjects like 
computer science,Biology linguistics etc. The major 
thrust of the AI is to make the computer functions 
associated with human intelligence. A computer 
program with AI can wordplay generic question it 
meant to slove.AI programs can swizzle highly self-
sustaining parts of information and moreover 
modifies minute part of the program without 
effecting it structure. 
 
Literary Survey 
The past of AI 
Stuart Russell (2010) the first work that is now often 
gave respect to as AI was washed-up by Warren 
Mcculloch and Walter Pitis in 1943.They drew on 
three starting points knowledge of full of force work 
making observations about the mind and purposes, 
uses of neurons 1 in the smart-ass. They offered one 
sort of stretched, pulled neuron 2 in which every 
neuron 2 purposes, uses an on or off. They showed 
that any able to be worked out purpose, use that 
could be worked out by some net-work of  

unfluctuating neurons 1 and that all the reasoning 
connectives could be unfluctuating by simple net 
structures. Mcculloch and pittis in addition suggested 
as right for given details of networks 3 could learn. 
But Donald 4 Hebb (1949) demonsrated a simple 
bringing up to the current state rule for making an 
adjustment the connection forces between neurons 1 
his rule now marked Hebbian learning remains a 
having great effect scaled-copy to this day. Two 
learner at organization for higher education students 
Harvard and Marvin minsky made the first net-work 
knowledge processing machine in 1950.There were a 
number of earlyexamples of work that can be 
characterised as AI but Alan turniv vision was 
perhaps the most influential. He gave the lecture on 
the topic as early as possible in 1947 at the london 
mathematical society and articled a voucher in 1950 
vendible Computing machinery and Intelligence.  
 
Earlier Enthusiasm in AI 
Peter Norvig, (2010) The early year of AI were 
stuffed with success in a very limited way. Given the 
primitive computers and programing tools of the 
time and therefore the incontrovertible fact that only 
some years earlier computers were seen as things that 
would do arithmetic and no more. The Intellectual 
establishment by and enormous to prefer that "a 
machine can never do X".AI researcher naturally 
responded by demonstrating one x after another. 
John Mccarthy reffered to the present period because 
the " look, Ma, no hands! 'era. Newell and Simons 
early success was followed with the unstipulated 
thinker or GPS -within the limited matriculation of 
puzzels it could handle, it clad that the order during 
which the program considered upgoals and possible 
deportment was almost like that within which 
humans approached the identical problems. Thus 
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GPS was probably the primary program to embody 
the thinking humanly approach. The success GPS 
and subsequent pro- grams as models of cognition 
led Newell and Simon (1976) to formulate the 
famous physical symbol system hypothesis, which 
states that “a physical symbol system has the 
neccesary and sufficient ways for unstipulated 
intelligent action. What they meant is that any 
system whether it's a machine or somebody's 
exhibiting intelligence must operate by manipulating 
data structures well-balanced of symbols.  
 
Use of AI in Health Care 
Thoma Davenport.,et.al., (2019) AI isn't one 
technology it's the gathering. In that machine 
learning is that the thing which we consider most. 
Machine learning also plays an important role in 
health care. This technology is employed to see 
which sort of medication and treatment is to followed 
to cure the illness. In 1960's the AI researchers 
introduced the NLP (National Language Processing. 
In healthcare, the dominant applications of NLP 
involve the creation, understanding and classification 
of clinical documentation and published 
research.NLP systems can analyse unstructured 
clinical notes on patients, prepare reports (eg on 
radiology examinations), transcribe patient 
interactions and conduct conversational AI. 
 
AI Importance in Health Care Development 
Fei Jiang.,et.al., (2017) AI used to mimic human 
cognitive functions. It is bringing a fundamental 
change to health care by increasing availability of 
health data and also rapid progress in healthcare 
techniques. An AI can assist the physicians and 
doctors by providing up to date information from 
clinical practices etc to inform proper patient care. 
Before AI systems can be developed in medical 
industry they need to learn from the clinical activities 
such as screening, diagnoisis etc. This clinical data 
often exist in but not limited to the form of 
demographics, medical notes, and readings from 
electronic devices etc. This problems will be faced 
but after introducing MI and NLP the minute 
problem also modified and also very helpful to 

physicians in proper observation of a patient. MI 
constructs data analytical algorithms to extract 
features from data. Depending on whether to 
incorporate the outcomes MI divided into two 
categories unsupervised learning and supervised 
learning. Unsupervised Learning is well known for 
feature extraction,while Supervised Learning for 
predictive modelling. Recently Semi Supervised 
Learning also introduced which is suitable for 
scenarios where the outcome is missing. 
 
Future of Artificial Intelligence 
Mike Thomas (2020) Artificial Intelligence is 
impacting the future of virtually every industry and 
every human being. AI has acted as the thing of 
emerging technologies like Big data, Robotics and 
IOT, It will also continue to act as a technological 
innovator for the foreseale future.Employing 
Machine Learning and Computer vision for detection 
and Classification of various safety event the 
shoebox sized device doesn't see all. But it sees 
plenty like driver seeing location to drive safe. IFL'S 
software automatically detects safely violations and 
notifies warehouse managers so they can take 
immediate action. The main goals are to prevent 
accidents and increase efficiency. There is no 
industry without AI more specifically 'narrow AI' 
which perform objective functions using data trained 
models and often fall into the categories of Deep 
Learning and Machine Learning hasn't affected. In 
health care sector also by using this diseases are 
more quickly and accurately diagnoised drug 
discovery speed up and streamlined. Virtual Nursing 
moniters patient and big data analysis helps to create 
more personalised patient experience. The role of 
current AI systems in aiding both doctors and 
patients are very immence.  
 
Opportunities and Challenges for AI in Health 
Care 
Karin Kelley (2020) Artificial Intelligence is no 
longer a thing of Science Fiction and that we interact 
with it daily in many ways. There already are some 
promising applications of AI. Path AI for instance 
has developed machine and deep learning that help 
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pathologists diagnose cancer more accurately. The 
clinical staff is busy people take intensive care unit 
nurses, For example who ever have multiple patient 
in critical condition under their watch.Limited 
mobility and Cognition during long term treatment 
can adversely affect the patients overall recovery to 
improve outcome hospital installed depth sensors 
equipped with ML algorithms in patients rooms to 
keep track their mobility. One of the biggest 
challenge in drug development is conducting 
successful clinical trails. As it stands now it can take 
up to 15 years to bring a new and potentially life 
saving a drug to market. Around half of time used to 
spent for clinical trails only. In that many will fail. 
By using AI physicians can identify the right patients 
to participate in clinical trails. By this they can 
monitor their medical responses and finds which is 
used for which. So in this by using AI it saves time 
and money. Clinicians would manually write down 
the conditions of patient but with AI and deep 
learning backed speech recognition technology 
however interactions with patients,clinical diagnoses 
and potential treatment can be documented and 
recorded accurately and in time. 
 
Advantages 
1. AI has the worthiness to unriddle big data sets 

pulling together patient insights and leading to 
predictive analysis. 

2. Integrating AI into the healthcare ecosystem 
allows for a multitude of benefits, including 
automating tasks and analysing big data sets to 
unhook largest healthcare faster and at a lower 
cost. 

3. AI can control some of these tasks, like 
gathering further information on unpaid bills, 
and maintaining records, so that it can ease the 
workload of healthcare professionals and 
ultimately save them money. 

4. Gadgets containing AI like FitBits, Smart 
watches etc which are prescribed by doctors are 
used to alert the users and their healthcare 
professionals on potential health issues and 
risks.  

5. AI based apps are getting wontedly misogynist 
now and are used to increase the serviceability 
of medical diagnosis in poor nations. 

6. Integrating information such as medical records 
with operating metrics which can help squire 
physicians. 

7. Reducing unnecessary visits by alerting staff 
only when patient super intendency is needed. 
Creating time saving legalistic duties such as 
voice to text transcription this all can be done by 
AI. 

8. There can be a positive impact on the decrease 
of mortality rates.AI can help modernize the 
efficiency of disease diagnosis. 

9. AI as a useful teammate while performing 
surgeries: AI and robotics are combining to help 
health professionals perform tiniest and most 
ramified surgeries. 

10. The robotic limbs with inbuilt AI functionally 
help patients suffering from peepers to learn 
from their personality traits and help them fell 
increasingly positive. 

 
Conclusion 
AI is growing science which has applications in 
various fields as well as medicinal services 
framework. Studies demonstrate that AI is a 
functionally developing market in the field of 
healthcare. It has wide variety of applications in this 
field such as data management, drug discovery, 
diabetic management etc. There is some proven 
vestige that AI can play an important role in helping 
the doctors and patients to unhook health super 
intendancy much increasingly professionally. 
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Introduction 
Diesendorf, Mark (2007) Energy Efficiency 
technology includes the development of the ways in 
which humanity can strive towards the mitigation of 
energy losses caused by the conventional methods. 
For example innovations of LEDs have drastically 
reduced the requirement of energy as compared to 
the incandescent bulbs for the same amount of 
illumination.  
 ‘Ecosavings’(electrolux.com) Decreasing the 
energy requirements is also a way of reducing the 
greenhouse emissions which is the major threat to 
our planet. These energy efficiency technologies 
must be implemented starting from the industrial 
processes, transportation services and right to 
everyone’s homes. Amendments must be made in the 
policies that promote subsidies for the methods 
involving higher energy costs and inefficient energy 
consumption, instead promote policies and educate 
people about the energy efficient and sustainable 
technologies available such as solar panels. Energy 
efficient technologies at home include the usage of 
various electrical appliances of the newer generations 
that are much better at consuming lesser energy for 
the same amount of workload to those appliances of 
the past about 10 years ago mainly due to the 
technological advancements. At home, the energy 
efficiency also depends on the architecture of the 
home primarily the circulation of air in order to 
decrease usage of air conditioners which also 
contribute the carbon negativity of the atmosphere. 
Environmental and Energy Study Institute With 
the use of advanced boilers and furnaces required to 
produce steam, industries are already in the race 
towards efficient energy use while consuming less 
fuel, emitting fewer pollutants and also using the 
byproducts such as heat in a productive manner and  

thereby maximizing efficiency. ‘What makes a car 
fuel efficient?’ (carsdirect.com)While in the 
transportation sector, fuel efficiency can be increased 
by making cars that are more aerodynamic and 
developing high mileage engines or encouraging 
people to switch towards electric vehicles that also 
include technologies like regenerative braking. It is 
necessary that people must be made aware of the 
ongoing crisis on earth i.e. climate change which is 
basically a byproduct of human activity, now it is of 
utmost importance that we must take steps to develop 
ourselves while trying to heal the nature and also 
while using our resources efficiently and sustainably. 
 
Literary Survey 
Energy Efficiency Technologies and Benefits 
(africa-toolkit.reeep.org) Energy efficiency is a 
term that is generally understood as the consumption 
of energy in the most cost effective way, which is a 
good understanding, but scientifically it is meant to 
be the ratio of the produced energy to that of the 
consumed energy. The technologies that are either 
being developed or are to be developed that decrease 
the loss of energy and thereby increasing the ration 
of energy efficiency are said to energy efficient 
technologies. With the increasing impacts on our 
environment due to the improper use of energy, 
everyone must be made aware or educated about the 
need for these efficient technologies. However the 
governments must take up prime responsibility in 
accomplishing the tasks and encouraging engineers 
and people to come up with encouraging solutions 
which in-fact is going to help our very own nature. 
Ultimately it is energy that is going to play a vital 
role in the country’s economy and thereby directly 
affecting GDP. This culture must be promoted and 
must be carried on by the industrial sectors as well 
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because more energy efficient companies do have an 
advantage over other less efficient ones as they 
would be accomplishing and gaining more profits 
with lesser inputs. Reduced emissions which would 
be a consequence of the efficient lifestyle would also 
greatly impact the environmental footprint and 
provide much more secure future with fresher air to 
breathe, lower fuels to consume and thereby making 
sustainable use of our resources. This paper also 
looks after some solutions to some avoidable losses 
such as maintenance of equipment and also the losses 
incurred from poor design and infrastructure. 
 
Energy Efficiency 
(www.eesi.org) Decreasing energy wastage and in-
turn increasing the efficiency brings plenty of 
benefits along with it namely, reduced harmful 
emissions, reduced energy imports decreased 
maintenance costs of households and improving the 
worldwide economy. With opportunities and room 
for improvement in the architecture and designs of 
buildings, it must be of our primary focus to develop 
zero waste buildings, industries, where leaked energy 
must be reused until the maximum of the limits. 
Combined heat and power systems use must be 
promoted as they have a certain chance of improving 
the energy efficiency in our neighborhood right from 
33% to a whopping 80%, which is a welcome move. 
Communities must be designed and planned to make 
optimal usage of space and hence promoting 
transportation services like cycles and public means 
like buses and metros and encouraging activities like 
carpooling. Private means of transport must be 
encouraged to be of electrical domain, that are fuel 
efficient to their counterparts that depend on fossil 
fuels. This paper also emphasizes the fact that human 
behavior and psychology play a vital role at the end 
of the day, as to how devoted they are to their 
responsibilities. 
 
Energy Saving Technologies 
(www.prismengineering.com) With the estimated 
energy expenditures in the forthcoming times, 
dependence on these efficient technologies is seen to 
be uprising even in the residential sector. This article 

is seen to be focusing on the ways that a common 
man could contribute towards energy conservation 
and its coherent use, which include condensing 
rooftop units that work as great alternative to heating 
and ventilating systems and are currently the most 
efficient in the market, usage of induction light and 
LEDs, efficient chillers, water efficient urinals that 
use gravity and low water to flush the waste could 
help save up-to 15 liters of water per use, with the 
implementation of practices such as the optimization 
of electrical distribution system which is an idea 
based on the adjustment of the voltage supply to the 
buildings which is generally higher than the required 
amount for the appliances if that building. This 
practice reduces electrical demand and energy 
consumption thereby also bringing down the costs on 
the electricity bills. It is also found to have been 
increasing the lifespan of the appliances. 
 
Energy Efficient Solutions for Existing 
Communities 
(www.worldenergy.org) The geographical location 
also determines the energy requirements and it is 
better to have a place well ventilated naturally and 
allowing passive cooling of the place and hence 
reducing energy consumption. Consumers are also 
advised to invest in appliances that are certified with 
government recognized energy saving procedures. 
Buildings are to be designed with south facing 
windows to allow maximum light and decrease the 
use of artificial lighting and hence avoiding energy 
use. Roofs must be painted with lighter shades to 
reflect off excess heat. This article also establishes 
the fact that the target of energy efficiency goes 
beyond technical advancements and further into 
terms of financing, cost effectiveness and 
environmental impact assessment. When it comes to 
cost effectiveness, governments must encourage 
studies of cost and benefitting assessments 
comprehensive and unbiased study. As energy saving 
methods do not always turn out to be as planned due 
to phenomenon like rebound effect, govt. and people 
must be able accept and also adapt to new usage 
patterns for successful implementation of essential 
policies. 
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Energy Efficient Technologies at Industry 
(ec.europa.eu) The motto of improving energy 
efficiencies lies at the core of development especially 
economic growth which include reduced costs and 
hence more profit margins. Small business 
enterprises are often encouraged by their bigger 
clients to be opting for energy efficient methods of 
services and production which gives them an edge 
over their counterparts which lack them. Achieving 
same developments while using lesser energy will 
positively influence as their requirements of directly 
imported energy sources would be minimized. These 
measures in-turn help fight ecological imbalances 
and also mitigate the climate changes including 
untimely rains through minimum emission of water 
vapor and carbon. This particular paper also focuses 
on the solutions for the small business enterprises 
where they aren’t able to invest in the energy 
efficient technologies where there is a clear 
economic demand for them to do so, due to lack of 
their financial resources, where govt. is expected to 
provide subsidies and promote those enterprises 
which ultimately support our economy and may also 
provide more job opportunities. To sustain these 
enterprises, they must keep in mind to keep a count 
of their energy usage and teams must be set to 
accomplish these tasks and they must be assessed on 
their management of energy. 
 
Renewable Energy Resources in South Asia 
A.K. Shukla, K. Sudhakar., et.al, The growth of 
renewable energy technologies has been a 
compelling factor that is shedding light on solutions. 
It’s a crucial time for us to gather and build a better 
and cleaner future for ourselves. Developing 
countries of South Asia have begun searching for 
alternatives to meet their energy requirements, as 
currently the fossil fuels are expected to be depleted 
owing to the population growth.If these measures 
aren’t taken, the energy requirement and energy 
supply gap cannot be filled by the governments. As 
the environmental conditions are worsening 
especially with poor air quality, it is the need of the 
hour for us to focus on these energy efficient 
technologies while mitigating the coal consumption 

and pollution which also leaves renewable energy as 
an inevitable choice. Governments must be able to 
understand the negative impacts of certain methods 
like, solar energy that requires huge pacts of land, 
hydro-plants that also require large lands and also 
have other consequences such as soil erosion. It is 
important for everyone to invest their time, money 
and skill to providing a better future for ourselves, as 
they do have a potential for this type of development. 
There are some commonly faced challenges while 
accomplishing this as well, such as weak 
environmental regulations, less importance given to 
these methods of development while planning and 
also their weak implementation if done, limited 
supply of standardized technology, lack of quality 
information and insufficient expertise. Even when 
South Asian countries are seen to be slowly 
implementing these policies, they are expected to 
increase their rate proportional to the scope of their 
development where methods like public and 
government collaborations might ensure phenomenal 
achievements. 
 
Advantages 
1. Improving the efficiency of technologies 

provides an opportunity to perform more tasks at 
lesser costs of energy. 

2. It can provide long-term benefits by minimizing 
overall electricity requirement, hence reducing 
the need to invest in new electricity generation 
and transmission infrastructure 

3. Energy efficient technologies have proven to be 
emitting lesser greenhouse gas emissions, 
thereby helping the environment. 

4. Increasing energy efficiency reduces the utility 
bills. 

5. It helps stabilize electricity prizes. 
6. It creates more job opportunities. 
7. Governments can attain significant energy cost 

savings across facilities, and exemplify energy 
and environmental leadership. They can also 
incorporate energy efficiency criteria into 
product procurement decisions and hence 
promote them. 
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8. Improving the energy efficiency of equipment 

and operations at municipal water and 
wastewater facilities can reduce energy costs, 
Greenhouse gas emissions, and increase 
treatment efficiency. 

9. Helping residential homeowners improve energy 
efficiency in their homes could be effective 
strategy for governments to diminish energy 
needs, help households save money. 

 
Conclusion 
With the above done research, I get to conclude that 
it is essential for mankind to invest time and capital 
in development of efficient technologies and hence 
implement the usage of energy efficient 
technologies, which will greatly influence our lives 
along with the environment which is almost in a state 
of emergency due to depleting energy sources owing 
to the constant increase in energy demand. This not 
only impacts the environment by decreasing 
pollutants and reduced energy usage, but also 
improves our living conditions, with reduced cost of 
living benefiting especially the developing countries 
like India. 
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Introduction 
Gerarden, T. D et.al (2017) Energy-efficient 
technology provide significant assurance in order to 
reduce the damages done to the environment and the 
financial costs which are associated with the use of 
energy, however it’s been observed that these 
energy-efficient technologies have not been taken up 
spontaneously by individuals as well as firms to a 
justifiable level, even financially. Accepting energy-
efficient technologies could reap private as well as 
social returns potentially, in the environmental, 
economic, and additional social benefits by the 
reduction in energy consumption. However, several 
policies and programs have been developed by 
governments and firms around the world in order to 
increase the energy efficiency and to get more 
benefits. 
 Day, R et. al (2016) The electricity grid has been 
economically advanced in the beginning of the 20th 
century. The effects of less energy consumption can 
be seen through the garnering policy and civil society 
campaign. Since the need for approach to clean 
energy has been identified by many Millennium 
Development Goals, recently organizations and 
researchers have begun to approach energy 
efficiency diagnosis from the number of energy 
services that have been accessed, this would indeed 
be in line with the identification of energy services 
that is important to eliminate poverty and also 
understand the seriousness of Multidimensional 
Energy Poverty recognize the significance of 
appliances like washing machines, water heaters and 
also space heating, but these aren’t added in the 
indicator because they believe that many counties 
would go against this due to constraints in 
availability of data, they rather believe in developing 
such an indicator that can compare countries.  

Staddon, S. C et.al (2016) Industries and workplaces 
are the prime cause of carbon emission, even a small 
change in the pattern of energy usage has large scope 
for carbon savings. Household conservation of 
energy by social and environmental changes focuses 
more on change in behavior more than contextual 
factors. Sources suggest that psychological 
components are more significant in determining the 
changes than socio-demographic. Among employees 
the perception of community and social norms may 
indeed help to motivate them to conserve energy in 
the work place. In addition, the contrast in sector and 
size can also influence the future of savings. 
 Saurabh Kumar (2017) derived from 
https://energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/energy
-speak/how-india-is-leading-the-energy-efficiency-
revolution/2423There has been immense growth in 
the field of industrialization which has expanded the 
global carbon footprint. Several agreements were 
adapted and the success of it mainly depends on how 
we adopt clean energy, which is a responsibility 
citizen should take up. Efficiency of energy is work- 
saving method. It does have few drawbacks like not 
being able to give quick results in terms of climate 
change, but it does have scope for improvement in 
the long-run to achieve sustainable development.  
 
Literary Survey 
Arshad, R et.al (2017) The main idea of Green IoT 
was to reduce the energy consumption of IoT devices 
and to make the environment safe. In addition, it also 
tells about how the IoT can change the course of 
technological advancements if focused and dedicated 
work is put in. The few problems in the idea were 
security and privacy issues, energy and the emission 
of CO2 due to ICT products which damages the 
environment. The uniqueness of the idea was that the 
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mechanism of IoT consisted of several elements such 
as identification, sensing, communication, 
computation, services and semantics. In order to 
solve the problems Green IoT was introduced which 
provides energy efficient ways in IoT to reduce the 
greenhouse effect caused by the existing applications 
and also to eradicate the same. The findings show 
that IoT can be made a green IoT by software-based 
Green IoT techniques, hardware-based Green IoT 
techniques, awareness-based techniques, policy-
based techniques, recycling for Green IoT and 
changing habits towards Green IoT. In the above 
review we get the overview of green IoT and the 
challenges faced due to excessive usage of energy 
hungry IoT devices. The techniques that can be used 
to reduce the energy consumption in IoT. In addition, 
we also see the five principles that can be adopted to 
achieve green IoT. Then a case study of an important 
aspect of IoT, that is, smart phones and also the need 
of research for generic architecture, recyclable 
material and policy making to achieve Green IoT is 
highlighted. We get an easy and concise view for 
enhancing the day-to-day practices to make IoT 
greener for the world in 2020 and beyond. 
 Jawad, H. M et.al (2017) The main idea of 
precision agriculture (PA) is a management strategy 
that employs information technology to improve 
quality and production and also how utilizing energy 
-efficient wireless sensor technologies and 
management tools can lead to an effective, green 
agriculture. The problems in the idea are power 
consumption and battery life, communication range, 
propagation losses, routing, storage and recording of 
data, reliability, scalability, cost, security, delay 
tolerance, fault tolerance, data management and the 
use of Heterogeneous sensors. The few solutions to 
the above-mentioned problems are agriculture-based 
power reduction technique and agriculture-based 
energy-harvesting techniques. This review outlines 
the potential of using wireless communications 
protocols (WCPs) in agriculture research as well as 
classifies and compares various WCPs. Also, the 
taxonomy of energy-efficient and energy harvesting 
techniques was examined in order to address the 
power consumption problems in agriculture and to 

identify the methods that are most suitable for 
solving these problems. In addition, the existing 
solutions, applicability, and limitations of applying 
wireless sensor networks in agriculture were 
analyzed and compared. There were studies using 
WSN in PA applications based on Internet of Things 
(IoT) which were surveyed and then compared in 
terms of the type of sensors and actuators, IoT 
platforms, and IoT application layer. This 
perspective may indeed increase the number of 
opportunities for processing Internet of Things (IoT) 
data. 
 Hester, J et.al (2016) The main idea of a 
wearable platforms is to focus on getting a longer 
battery life along with holding up many applications 
with security and flexibility. The few limitations in 
the idea were the cost of the software energy, and 
how it cannot withstand the loop conditions. It also 
presumes the average power of sensors, even though 
different sensors have different rates. Also, if the 
applications are complex it leads to problems of 
usability. Apart from this there are also problems 
related to management and communication. The 
uniqueness of the idea was the introduction of 
Amulet Platform which has a large number of 
features. There are immense number of findings from 
this idea; some of which include the fitness sensing 
feature. It permits many new sensing paradigms. If 
worn for a long period of time, they interconnect our 
body-area network with the electronic devices 
around us. This review outlines the many 
applications of wearable platforms and how it 
influences the battery life of various electronic 
devices, since not many researchers know about the 
sensing system of several applications. We analyzed 
the use of firmware-production tool chain. Also, the 
benefits of the use of multi-application system was 
examined. Then, we also look into how the ARP-
View tool assists users to get better battery life. 
Lastly, the review gave an insight of the Amulet 
platform and the tools related to it. 
 Larsen et.al (2020) The main idea of space-
heating practices is the thorough interview and tours 
inside the houses. This review outlines the practices 
of space heating with the help of smart home 
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technology. It shows many kinds of ways of how 
occupants perform space heating operation. We also 
come to know about the opposition in terms of 
adopting smart home applications. It is important that 
energy usage needs to be interpreted into relevant 
details for inhabitants. The review also shows that 
different inhabitants perform different space heating 
practices. Similarly, few occupants are better 
furnished that the others and have encountered 
internet connected technologies previously, so this 
helped them to understand the new technology and 
they find the present life really easy. In addition, we 
also come to know about the district heating which is 
considered the principal source of heating. Further, 
the capability of the elements was also analyzed. We 
also see that there is constant flux in reconfiguration. 
The practices of heating are related to the standard 
the inhabitants have and the money they have. Space 
heating is interconnected to the everyday practices 
like playing video games etc. Hence, the 
understanding of practices of reconfiguration are 
related to the basic understanding of one’s own life. 
Lastly, we have to understand that the proficiency in 
smart home technology is not utilized the way it is 
planned. 
 Shirani, F.et.al (2016) The main idea of the 
review is that it gives an insight on the new 
techniques that flourished within the Energy 
Biographies project that helped to get a relation of 
the future and past. The advantage of keeping the 
future that we imagined in mind can be seen in 
various social researches like youth adaptations. The 
review outlines the technologies that contributed in 
making the Energy Biographies project a success. It 
also highlights the need for disclosing the future and 
social addition in the long-term future as matters for 
social view and argument. Also, we come to know 
about the viewpoint that present various challenges 
and advantages in the near future. In addition, if we 
ask directly about the future it helps people to hold 
on to their plans and thoughts. It also tells about the 
multimodal advantages that make future aspects 
simple to talk over. There are SMS techniques which 
help to extract important data around. The video 
tasks also helped to take the matter to a wider 

audience. The paper also brought out the related 
strengths and weaknesses which helped inhabitants 
expand their secular discussions which is a very 
important allowance for developing the plan that can 
help to initiate the discussion for the past as well as 
the future in the long run, this would in turn be 
beneficial for temporally-focused study and QLL. 
 Jasrotia, A., & Gangotia, A. (2018) The main 
idea of the paper centers around the smart cities as 
well as smart tourist stations and the relationship 
between them. It also tells about how smart cities is 
the step for setting up smart tourist stations. Both of 
these, make use of remodeling and information 
technologies. This would in turn help in studying the 
recent ballooning demand of India’s smart cities. 
This review outlines on how several cities and towns, 
hang on to their respective development levels, 
policies and studies which give a different 
perspective of the smart tourism and smart cities 
abstraction. Also, tourist stations are a combination 
of the products and services of tourism which are 
otherwise extremely hard to understand, hence some 
meaningful supervision are predominant to escort 
towns and cities in this orientation. This paper also 
highlights the meaning of smart cities, that is, places 
and the cities that make use of the innovative tools, 
technologies, methods and happenings for gains in 
the destinations and companies. It is also really 
important to analyze the execution of sustainable 
development ideas for the growth of smart cities 
which would indeed pave the future of smart tourism 
destinations. It also tells about the how smart cities 
help to upgrade the standard of life for the 
inhabitants. Lastly, the paper explains the 
fundamental importance of smart tourism. 
 
Advantages 
1. It helps to decrease the electricity bills. 
2. It helps to provide a notable future saving.  
3. It helps to improve our standard of living. 
4. It helps to improve the worth of a real estate. 
5. It decreases the harmful consequences of climate 

change. 
6. It helps to provide many benefits from the saved 

energy. 
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7. It helps to decrease the harmful environmental 

consequences. 
8. It helps to enhance the existence of the primary 

sources of energy. 
9. It helps to increase the potency of inhabitants. 
10. It offers better accessibility to energy resources 

at lower costs. 
 
Conclusion 
Energy- efficient technology will be useful in 
countries like India because when the renewable 
energy division expands, reduced primary energy is 
needed for the providing the corresponding degree of 
energy resources. Assigned renewable energy along 
with energy efficiency development decreases the 
demand of electricity and also reduces the loss in 
transmissions. It is also useful to common men and 
women because progressing and coping energy 
technologies plays a significant role in the alleviation 
plan which in turn provides employment 
opportunities for both men and women. In addition, 
it also helps to reduce poverty. Energy efficient 
technology is extremely important considering the 
current situation of the world, as there is a rise in 
environmental consequences due to the rise in 
population and other aspects. It provides numerous 
benefits and in order to assess the technology in its 
complete ability it is important to look into the 
potential and economic perspective as well. 
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Introduction 
Gibson, M. et.al. (2004)Information Technology and 
Analytics have become a crucial part of almost every 
industry that exists today. The Business industry is 
no exception to this. Indeed the once traditional 
approaches of making Business Decisions are now 
merely in use. The IT sector in Business has made 
such a great foundation not only because of 
operational and efficiency advantages but because of 
the crucial feedback that it provides on important 
strategic decisions. Business Intelligence (BI) is a 
new domain of technology that provides businesses 
an advantage on crucial managerial business 
decisions. It increases the efficiency of the Business, 
especially in the current highly competitive market, 
by providing strategic information. Indeed Business 
Intelligence, in recent years, has become an essential 
part of all major corporations for it helps them to 
understand the needs and wants of the consumers and 
predicts the volatility of the market. BI is a domain 
containing multiple sub domains which are an 
integral part of it. Data Mining, Data Storing, 
Querying, Analysis, and Management Reporting are 
some of the major skills required to have a successful 
Business Intelligence. In some cases, BI takes a 
certain amount of time for it to be trained before it 
can finally be implemented in the real world. This is 
a usual behaviour for most applications involving 
Data. 
 Nelson, G. S. (2010)Business Intelligence helps 
businesses make crucial strategic and managerial 
decisions by providing them with instant access to 
real time consumer data, advanced analytics to 
understand the data gathered, machine learning 
models to predict upcoming trends and possible 
threats to the business, and most importantly it helps 

the business visualize the data. These data in turn 
helps them to analyze their business to improve their  
services, providing them better returns on revenue 
and consumers. The companies retrieve data from 
various sources, for instance, through the web, 
mobile devices, and social networking sites. Though 
Businesses receive huge quantities of Data, the 
challenge lies in successfully sorting these various 
forms of Data, storing them, and making better 
models of Business Intelligence through these. This 
paper focuses on the problems and the 
implementation of a better, efficient, and optimized 
Business Intelligence. 
 
Literary Survey 
Claudia Cahill (2018) showcases in her paper the 
concerning statistics about how most businesses are 
not ready for a data driven approach. The paper “An 
Inflection Point for the Data-Driven Enterprise” 
polled 729 business leaders and personnel across 
various industries worldwide that verifies the 
authenticity of the statistics. The statistics revealed 
that 32% of the respondents were still operating on 
backward-looking and static reporting, that only one 
in ten respondents had embedded data analytics into 
all its decision making and processes. 72% of the 
businesses were not focused on introducing new 
business models. The success of a business depends 
on the ability of the business models to adapt to 
changing time and it is utmost essential to review 
and update the business models. Organizational 
Silos, lack of key digital or data analytic skills, and 
resistance to change are some of the organization 
barriers that most businesses face while moving 
towards a more data driven approach. The paper also 
mentions how “The Intelligent Enterprise” is the 
ultimate data-driven organization who is capable of 
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fueling the experience of people, devices, and 
applications in unique ways by leveraging data.  
 Philip Evans (2014) in his speech mentions how 
Business Strategies has always been premised on the 
assumption of technology. How different 
components of a business had to apply different 
strategies. He compares the late 1990’s to the 2000 
when Data suddenly exploded. The ability to 
communicate connected data helps let anyone view 
half of the world’s data from anywhere to find 
patterns. Indeed one can find tens and thousands of 
patterns from data available only from the last 10 
years. He gives an example on how the combination 
of genomic data, clinical data, and drug data can help 
find patterns that can help revolutionize the medical 
industry. He ends by saying how traditional business 
strategies will slowly go obsolete and how now in 
the data age it is required to think fundamentally 
differently. 
 Business Intelligence is an important factor for 
companies of all sizes. Aimee Tariq (2020) 
elaborates on this factor talking about how new 
companies especially have the availability of tools 
that offer historical and predictive data analysis to 
help them. She mentions the need to take Business 
Intelligence as a top priority for it goes beyond just 
simply reporting the data. Analytics help look for 
connections between multiple sources of data to help 
discover the causes behind the new trends and 
events. It provides not only predictive but also 
prescriptive analytics to find possible workable 
solutions to help improve business operations. Many 
founders don't take up additional software tools to 
help them with the data analysis with the assumption 
that they can go through the data themselves. These 
rarely turn into actions as most are too busy with 
other responsibilities. In a poll mentioned in the 
article it is shown that 56% of small to medium size 
businesses rarely checked their data. It is necessary 
for them to understand the need for proper Data 
Analysis. Jim Rich, global VP of sales for Sisense, 
said, “everybody’s looking for the same stuff. Truly 
exceptional companies are those that modify and 
pivot their KPIs based on a combination of 
macroeconomics, what’s happening in their industry 

and identifying new KPIs that set them apart from 
the competition.” 
 Lori C. Bieda (2020) in her paper talks about the 
need for Business Intelligence and Analytical Agility 
to survive in times of constant changes and crises. 
One of the problems is the gaps in Data Quality that 
becomes intolerable amid chaos which is crucial for 
business decisions. Nor does historical datasets 
provide the standard observation to build the 
projections and baselines in Crises like the COVID-
19. It is in these times that it calls for better Business 
Intelligence Agility to enrich Data from crises to 
improve customer understanding. She mentions 
about “datasense” which is a blend of analytical facts 
and business intuitions. The ideas provided in the 
paper include the augmentation of data driven 
approach with business rules to define business 
parameters. The need for a greater blend of “art and 
science”, of data models and business rules to 
provide better results. There is an introduction 
provided of the “Business Analytics Hybrid” where 
datasets are interrogated from multiple perspectives 
using Business rules to help leaders make best 
possible decisions in a rapid time frame. Indeed the 
paper talks about the blend of the objective nature of 
Data Analytics with the subjective nature of Business 
Intuitions to frame an efficient, agile Business 
Intelligence. 
 While in most occasions data is first stored in a 
“data warehouse” and then analysed to give insights, 
Amber Lee Dennis (2020) in her article refers to a 
different approach. She defines the idea of 
“Streaming Analytics'' that gets insights from data by 
analysing it as it is “in stream.” This process helps 
interrogate the data and decide what has meaning and 
what value to store and when, primarily including the 
process of pattern detection or changes in pattern. It 
includes the idea of Lori C. Bieda (2020) agility in 
Business Intelligence and Analytics Systems helping 
make quick, rapid, and efficient decisions. Streaming 
analytics is extremely advantageous for risk 
detection in real time, and also in circumstances 
when massive data storage becomes impractical 
where it helps to determine relevant data that can be 
stored and ones that need to be discarded. 
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 Alainia Conrad, mentions about the new 
proactive, insightful, and collaborative Business 
Intelligence of the future. Though most present tools 
are independently operated, Alainia talks about the 
gearing towards connected networks of Business 
Intelligence to enable teams to collaborate to work 
towards making decisions through side-by-side 
analysis of data. The future Business Intelligence 
needs to have the concept of integration in forms of 
application programming interfaces (API) allowing 
data analysis from within existing systems. This 
ability to integrate will help expand the scope of 
usage of Business Intelligence in the industry. There 
is undoubtedly an expectancy of the use of Machine 
Learning to help make these systems more intuitive 
in the coming years, to provide insight based on the 
context of the proposition. Data Pro activity is 
perhaps one of the important concepts highlighted in 
the article which is a concept where “the relevant 
data finds you, and not vice versa.” This can be 
simply the better visualization or advanced 
notification of data. The article thus discusses the 
future of the growing industry of Business 
Intelligence and the ever growing need for a data-
driven approach to be taken by companies. 
 
Advantages 
1. Accuracy and Speed: Business Intelligence help 

companies make quick and accurate financial, 
operational, sales and management decisions 
which are crucial elements for the success and 
growth of a company. 

2. Opportunities: Companies can identify current 
market trends and expected market performance 
which in turn provides them new opportunities 
to focus open and build strategies to have better 
profitable outcomes compared to their 
competitors. 

3. Revenue Increase: Business Intelligence tools 
help visualize different dimensions that effect 
the performance and sales of the company and 
improving upon the weakness and operations 
using these data can help companies increase 
revenue.  

4. Competitive Analysis: Companies can track and 
compare their sales with their competitors, get 
personalized feedback on budgeting, forecasting, 
operational planning that can help identify 
possible weak points of the company to be 
improved upon. 

5. Data Driven Approach: Using Business 
Intelligence helps companies make decisions 
using a Data Driven Approach which helps 
make efficient and better decisions with better 
accuracy and quick results. 

6. Customer Experience: Understanding the 
customers are a crucial part of any Business, and 
Business Intelligence tools can directly help find 
relation between the parameters that impact the 
customer experience and customer satisfaction. 

7. More Profits: These tools can help find 
inefficiencies and errors from volumes of data, 
help the sales teams get better insights for future 
sales and plan out the areas where budgets 
should be focused on thus improving the Profit 
Margin of the company. 

8. A Step Ahead: Business Intelligence offers the 
incredible tool of Forecasting which helps 
companies look and prepare for the possibility of 
upcoming customer trends and helps them yield 
better revenue. 

9. Quality of Data: These tools further help 
companies in maintaining and storing high 
quality data and updating them by removing 
irrelevant data, thus saving storage space along 
with providing better quality. 

10. Operational efficiency: Providing an all-round 
view of all dimensions of the company, Business 
Intelligence helps improve operations and sales 
and in turn the performance of the company in 
the market. 

 
Conclusion 
Business Intelligence is not the future but instead it is 
very much the present. For a company to be 
successful one, in today’s age, has to be one with a 
more Data Driven Approach. Data predicts patterns, 
forecasts upcoming trends, and shows possibly 
weakness, and these data when processed through 
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Business Intelligence tools help companies make 
crucial decisions that help them improve their 
performances. Giants like Google, Amazon, and 
Facebook have been data driven since the very 
beginning which is why they now hold the titles of 
“Tech Giants”. Since acquiring data takes time, one 
should start from the initial stages of a company to 
plan out on obtaining data and analysing it. For a 
developing nation like India, with the fire of startups 
raging in almost every corner, it can be said 
undoubtedly that it is a country with an 
entrepreneurial spirit. But for a startup to establish 
into a strong business, they must focus on customer 
satisfaction and operational and financial efficiency. 
Business Intelligence tools provide them with just 
the required information, moreover starting with BI 
from an early stage will help them acquire relevant 
data which one day will help them become a possible 
Business Giant. Indeed, Business Intelligence is a 
crucial part of every company and as time progresses 
these tools are just getting more efficient and faster. 
Undoubtedly, the companies that adapt a more Data 
Driven Approach are surely the ones that are here to 
stay with a strong foundation for years to come.  
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Introduction 
Artificial intelligence machines can learn and 
predict. Using these crucial skills several AIs these 
days are trained in activities such as searching 
relations between genetic codes or be used in robots 
for assisting in surgeries. Use of AI in varied tasks 
across the healthcare industry has improved 
efficiency, safety, research and reduced operating 
costs. This literature review of papers and articles 
surveys different aspects of artificial intelligence in 
health care. It covers a wide variety of important 
topics from the ethics to the practical challenges, 
advantages as well as to the future potential and 
requirement of Artificial intelligence in the health 
care industry. 
 Darrell M. West (2018). John McCarthy first 
used the term “Artificial Intelligence” to describe 
machines that possessed the ability to reason. He 
described it as “getting a computer to do things 
which, when done by people, are said to involve 
intelligence.” The definition of “Artificial 
Intelligence” is a highly debated question since the 
1950s in which experts in the field have argued over 
what is “thinking” and “intelligence,” and what 
exactly would be called “fully autonomous.” The 
general definition well agreed upon by most people 
these days is “machines that respond to stimulation 
consistent with traditional responses from humans, 
given the human capacity for contemplation, 
judgment, and intention.”  
 Lori Belton. Healthcare industry faces a lot of 
technological challenges. Security is an important 
concern in healthcare applications since they often 
deal with confidential and sensitive patient data. 
How providers share information is bound by several 
data and privacy protection laws including  

regulations in HIPAA (and other such acts) which 
leads to slow down in adoption of new technology in 
everyday use. Since the adoption of new 
technologies is slow, the integration of new and old 
technologies is required. This is often hampered by 
compatibility issues. 
 
Literary Survey 
How Artificial Intelligence Helps in Health Care  
Lauren P. Kennedy (WebMD) Man-made 
intelligence in medical care mostly alludes to 
specialists and emergency clinics getting too huge 
informational indexes of conceivably life-sparing 
data. This incorporates treatment techniques and 
their results, endurance rates, and speedy care 
assembled across a large number of patients, 
geographical locations, and multitudinous and here 
and there interconnected medical issues. New 
registering force can distinguish and break down 
huge and little patterns from the information and 
even make expectations through AI that is intended 
to recognize potential wellbeing results. Machine 
learning utilizes measurable procedures to enable PC 
frameworks to "learn" with approaching information 
and to recognize examples and settle on choices with 
negligible human direction. This article talks about 
the various strategies of Artificial intelligence and 
their likely application in medical services. There 
are, obviously, doubters concerning the utilization of 
examination in medical services, however, concerns 
will in general zero in less on man-made intelligence, 
AI, and prescient following and more on how 
enormous information can be utilized to gauge, 
reward, or punish a whole emergency clinic's - or 
even an individual specialist's - execution. 
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Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare: Past, 
Present, and Future 
Jiang F, Jiang Y, Zhi H., et al., (2017) Computerized 
reasoning (artificial intelligence) expects to 
impersonate human intellectual capacities. It is 
bringing a change in outlook to medical care, fueled 
by expanding the accessibility of medical care 
information and fast advancement of investigation 
strategies. In this paper, they review the current 
status of simulated intelligence applications in 
medical services and talk about its future. Artificial 
intelligence can be applied to different sorts of 
medical care information (organized and 
unstructured). Mainstream artificial intelligence 
procedures incorporate AI strategies for organized 
information, for example, the classical support vector 
machine and neural network, and the advanced 
profound learning, just as normal language handling 
for unstructured information. Significant healthcare 
zones that incorporate AI instruments include 
Cancer, Neurology and Cardiology. They at that 
point survey in more subtleties the artificial 
intelligence applications in stroke, in the three 
significant regions of early identification and 
determination, treatment, just as result expectation 
and forecast assessment. The paper finishes up with a 
conversation about pioneer artificial intelligence 
frameworks, for example, IBM Watson, and 
obstacles for the genuine arrangement of man-made 
intelligence. 
 
The Potential for Artificial Intelligence in 
Healthcare 
Davenport, T., & Kalakota, R. (2019) The 
complexity and growth of data in healthcare means 
that artificial intelligence (AI) will increasingly be 
applied in this field. Already, many types of AI are 
being used by life science companies as well as 
payers and caregivers. The main categories of 
application include recommendations for diagnosis 
and treatment, patient engagement and adhesion, and 
management measures. AI can do medical tasks 
better than humans in many cases, but its 
implementation factor hinders large-scale automation 
of medical workstations for a significant amount of 

time. The ethical issues of AI in healthcare are also 
discussed. 
 Algorithms are now at the forefront of 
radiologists who can detect malignant tumours and 
help researchers generate a group of people with a 
shared characteristic for expensive clinical trials. 
However, for several reasons, we believe it will take 
years for AI to replace humans in key areas of the 
medical process. In this paper, the potential that AI 
offers to automate aspects of healthcare delivery, as 
well as some of the barriers to rapid adoption in 
healthcare are discussed. 
 
Practical Guidance on Artificial Intelligence for 
Health-Care Data 
Ghassemi, M., et. Al., (2019) Advances in machine 
learning and artificial intelligence (AI) are opening 
up opportunities to provide personalized treatments 
that are equal or better than humans for multiple 
treatment problems. Artificial intelligence models are 
often based on clinical data created and managed 
through healthcare systems, and the primary purpose 
of data collection is to support treatment rather than 
facilitate subsequent analysis. So, applying AI 
methods directly to healthcare has to do with 
challenges and opportunities. 
 Patient’s health data is recorded and documented 
in the electronic health record (EHR) format. It is 
mostly recorded without any consideration of 
algorithms.AI is used to analyze all the different 
types of data retrieved as different data types have 
different challenges. The paper further describes 
various challenges in detail about how different types 
of high-frequency data or low-frequency data is 
recorded and analyzed. High-recurrence screens 
record clinical signals (e.g., oxygen saturation, etc.,) 
with a minimal human association, yet they give only 
a narrow perspective on the patient's state. 
 Clinical data tends to be irregular and biased. 
Imputation, sparse encoding, or matrix factorisation 
methods can be used to address incomplete or 
missing data features, but they must be used with 
caution because the correct method depends on 
which data are missing. Due to patient privacy 
restrictions, getting a sufficient amount of data for 
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the AI to work with can also be challenging. In the 
long term, full capture of data from robust sources is 
needed to match self-reported patient data with 
expert-verified clinical outcomes. 
 
Ethical Dimensions of using Artificial Intelligence 
in Health Care 
Rigby, M. J. (2019) Artificial intelligence is an 
incredibly integral asset that has amazingly varied 
applications. It has definite contributions to 
biomedical research, medical education, and delivery 
of health care as well. With its hearty capacity to 
integrate and learn from large sets of clinical data, 
Artificial intelligence can serve functions in 
diagnosis, clinical decision making, and customized 
medication. In any case, this incredible innovation 
makes a novel arrangement of moral difficulties that 
must be distinguished and alleviated since artificial 
intelligence innovation has an enormous capacity to 
compromise tolerant inclination, wellbeing, and 
protection. The current efforts to regulate ethics seem 
to be lagging behind the advanced artificial 
intelligence has made in the medical care field. Some 
of the main ethical issues tended to in this journal 
include the additional danger to patient privacy 
protection, parsing out the limits between the doctor's 
and machine's part in the care of the patient, and 
changing the training of future doctors to proactively 
go up against the unavoidable changes in the act of 
medication. One significant subject to be tended to in 
this issue is how to adjust the advantages and 
dangers of artificial intelligence innovation. There is 
an advantage to quickly incorporating artificial 
intelligence into the medical care framework, as 
artificial intelligence represents the occasion to 
improve the productivity of medical care and quality 
of patient care. Be that as it may, there is a need to 
limit moral dangers of AI usage—which can 
incorporate dangers to privacy and confidentiality, 
informed consent, and patient autonomy—and 
consider how artificial intelligence is to be 
coordinated in clinical practice. Partners ought to be 
urged to be adaptable in consolidating artificial 
intelligence innovation, no doubt as an integral 
instrument and not as a replacement for a physician. 

The Future of Artificial Intelligence in Health 
Care 
Kaushal, A., (2019) et.al., There are 3broad 
groupings of purposes for artificial intelligence in the 
health care industry – Patient-oriented, Clinician 
oriented or Administrative-and operational-oriented. 
The future of AI in health care could include tasks 
that could range from simple to complex-everything 
from answering the phone to medical record review, 
population health trending and analytics, therapeutic 
drug and device design, reading radiology images, 
making clinical diagnoses and treatment plans, and 
even talking with patients. AI systems help in 
diagnosis and analysis of image data help in 
diagnosis, drug discovery, clinical trials, pain 
management and generally improving patient 
outcomes. AI analysis is extremely handy for 
physicians to help in clinical decisions as it can help 
to get more accurate and speedy decisions. The time 
saved here is often vital to save someone’s life. It is 
extremely handy for patient data management as this 
data can increase incredibly fast and AI is useful for 
its ability to highlight only the important parts of 
huge chunks of data. Drug discovery would be a 
much more lengthy and expensive process without 
the use of AI because of key features such as pattern 
recognition. Often these algorithms are too complex 
to be capable of being replaced by humans. Other 
fields where AI has contributed to healthcare include, 
robot-assisted surgery, virtual nursing assistants, 
administrative workflow assistance, fraud detection, 
dosage error reduction, connected machines, clinical 
trial participant identifier, preliminary diagnosis, and 
automated image diagnosis. 
 
Advantages 
Artificial intelligence can be highly effective in a 
variety of places in the healthcare industry and 
therefore has several advantages: 
1. Data science and Big Data in healthcare is 

facing a tremendous problem of having too 
much data. AI has played a role in converting 
huge chunks to smaller relevant statistics and 
analysis of data and using it to understand and 
improve healthcare. 
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2. The healthcare industry needs to deal with data 

from multiple streams and efficiently 
consolidate all of them to make a meaningful 
analysis. 

3. Artificial intelligence is used to make 
predictions in different fields in medical science 
such as genetics and virology to find cures and 
vaccines to diseases. 

4. Artificial intelligence is being used to analyse 
patient data sets to predict and diagnose in the 
patient’s body. Early diagnosis using AI can 
save lives and contribute to reducing the risk of 
diseases. 

5. Artificial intelligence acts as a tool to support 
healthcare professionals and monitor patients 
thus fulfilling the role of another set of eyes. 

6. Like in most other places, AI can be used to 
perform automation to increase the speed of 
basic tasks that took a long time earlier. This 
way, it complements the practice of any 
healthcare professional. 

7. AI is also being used to make research and 
development into new cures and vaccines by 
techniques such as AI DNA sequencing. 

8. The use of AI in healthcare has significantly 
reduced costs in healthcare by automating busy 
work and simplifying administrative tasks thus 
benefitting the general public greatly. 

9. AI surgical systems have been developed to 
conduct certain surgeries with minimal pain and 
blood loss and more precision than ever before. 

10. Artificial intelligence can reduce human 
involvement in the handling of sensitive patient 
information. 

 
Conclusion 
All in all, artificial intelligence has both pros and 
cons that have impacted the industry. It has, 

however, saved millions of lives over the years and 
with continuing advancements that shall only 
improve. 
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Introduction 
Thomason, Richmond, Artificial intelligence (AI) is 
the branch of computer science that makes the 
machine to perform tasks like human and to learn 
from experience and is the most effective technology 
used in the modern world. The term ‘Artificial 
Intelligence’ was first coined by John McCarthy. AI 
is of two categories- Narrow AI and Artificial 
General Intelligence (AGI). Narrow AI-It is also 
known as weak AI as it is limited to some extent. It 
is focused on executing a single task extremely good 
and has limitation than the most basic human 
intelligence. Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)-It 
is also referred to as strong AI. It is much like a 
human being and it is capable of solving any 
problem. 
 et.al.,Poole, 1998, AI is more popular today due 
to the advanced algorithm ad improvement in 
computing storage. Some examples of AI include 
smart assistants like Cortana and Alexa, filtering 
spam on email, self-driving cars, etc. The 
fundamental concepts of AI are Machine Learning 
and, deep learning is the major machine learning 
techniques that allows a data to solve a complex 
problem even using an inter-connected and 
unstructured data. Machine learning is the statistical 
technique that makes the better task to be done by the 
machines. Rita Sharma, Challenges faced by the 
healthcare industries such as lack of advanced 
technology in diagnosing and treating the patient, 
lack of staff, cyber security, rise in healthcare costs, 
processing and invoicing of payments etc. Using AI 
in healthcare industry will help you diagnose more 
accurately and efficiently and reduce errors and also 
helps in several ways. Few examples: 
• Path AI is a developing machine learning 
technology that diagnoses the cancerous cell more 

accurately in the earlier stage so patients can be 
treated and prevent them from such a life-threatening 
disease. 
• Collecting and checking the patient details. 
• Observation of patients. 
• Controlling and arranging the cure techniques in 

order. 
 
Literary Survey 
Use of Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare and 
Medicine 
Fei Jiang, et.al.,  June 2017, Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) plays a significant role in every field in a day-
to-day life of every human being. The use of 
Artificial Intelligence in the field of healthcare 
industry paves a better way for the development of 
the future. Before using an AI device in healthcare 
industry, we must intimate the devices with analogy 
and morphology of the human body by means of 
advanced machine learning algorithms. It intakes the 
information provided, in the form of machine 
language and respond us in the Natural Language 
process (NLP), as in the same way the translator 
works as how it translates one language to other for 
the better understanding between two people. Based 
on the organs and its process in the body, Artificial 
Intelligence can categorize the diseases into 10 types. 
Firstly, AI try to figure out the kind of the diseases or 
disorder that a patient is being affected using the 
tools they possess. Then it analyzes and store data 
and doesn’t matter that either it is structured or 
unstructured data. It suggests all the possible ways to 
treat the disease that human can ever imagine and 
also propose us the safety measures that has to be 
taken during treatment. It uses the past records as its 
feedback in order to avoid mistakes in the future. 
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Health Social Networking (HSN) by AI 
et.al, Giacomo Fiumara, Health Social Networking 
(HSN) platforms have emerged with the purpose to 
enhance patients’ care and education. Few examples 
of HSN systems include Doximity, Orthomind, 
Serno, QuantiaMD, WeMedUp, Digital Healthcare 
and so on. Both patients and medical personnel can 
interact by means of HSN platform. A Patients’ Posts 
Analysis System (PaPAS) works as batch process 
that continuously analyses patients’ posts of a HSN 
platform and in the case of critical situation, it 
generates an event that is caught by a Complex Event 
Processing (CEP) component and elaborate and 
sends an alert message to the interested medical 
personnel and they will intervene in the HSN 
platform and reply or can suggest medication to the 
patients (doctors can directly contact or send an 
ambulance with a required medical equipments if 
required). AI approach on PaPAS include the 
following components:  
1. Extractor, whose role is to extract the content of 

the patients and analyze. 
2. Selector, its role is to select the relevant 

keywords that trigger medical personnel 
intervention. 

3. Rank Generator, it ranks the selected keywords 
in order to evaluate the seriousness of the 
patients. 

4. Categorisator, which will categorise the various 
levels of seriousness of the patients. 

5. Classificator, it classifies the patient according 
to the categories divided. 

6. Evaluator, its role is to access the quality of the 
results. 

 Application AI to HSN open towards the various 
scenarios of big data analytics. 
 
Artificial Intelligence Devices and its use in 
various organs 
et.al, Sudipto Datta, December 12th 2019, Artificial 
intelligence devices are divided into two categories: 
firstly, machine learning category, which usually 
analyze the structured data as like genetic data, 
imaging data and electrophysiological data. The 
second type of artificial intelligence device is natural 

language processing (NLP) technique which will 
analyze the information from unstructured data such 
as medical observations and health journals. The 
researchers mainly focus the region where there is 
dire need for the function of Artificial Intelligence. 
Regions of three major diseases are cardio vascular 
disease, nervous system diseases and dreadful 
cancer. In cardiology, AI system is mainly used to 
diagnose the cardiac diseases with the help of cardiac 
images. Cardiac stroke is the natural and becoming 
leading death causing disease in the world as it 
influences more than 500 million people all around 
the world. For those reason, research on prediction 
and medication has a profound impact. AI 
procedures are used in earlier disease analysis and 
calculation, healing. A movement detecting device 
was developed for predicting pre stroke indication 
and also machine learning process can also be used 
via Computing Tomography (CT). AI also find the 
early cancerous cells and oncogene which saves the 
lives of the person. In nervous system disease, an 
artificial intelligence is used for repairing the body 
regulation movement in quadriplegia patients. 
Moreover, AI is used for other disease too apart from 
these three likewise to examine the ocular image data 
for diagnosing inherited cataract diseases. 
 
Progress in Retina 
et.al., Litjens, 2017, Deep learning-based AI has 
shown its abilities across multiple domains. It shines 
particularly in electrocardiogram (1D signal) and 
colour funds photography or optical coherence 
tomography (2D or 3D medical imaging). 
Application of Artificial Intelligence in dermatology 
was based on diagnosis by visual appearance and it 
was demonstrated by a study where authors trained a 
Convolutional Neural network (CNN) to classify 
lesions from photographs of skin diseases. Another 
dermatological application is that onychomycos is 
diagnosis. Radiology is another medical field where 
AI is expected to complement or substitute some of 
the visual recognition tasks performed by physicians. 
Mammography screening is expected to be supported 
by AI in future in oncology. The accuracy of the 
diagnosis by CNN system is quite amazing than the 
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experienced radiologists. CNNs can be also be 
successfully trained for detecting the lymph node 
metastases in tissue sections of women with breast 
cancer. AI has a target of automated screening based 
on retinal images in ophthalmology and also a 
remarkably high sensitivity and specificity. In 
cardiology, a CNN was trained to map a sequence of 
electrocardiogram samples to a sequence of rhythm 
classes. 
 
Artificial Intelligence in Biomedicine  
et.al., Smart, S. K, 2006, Rapidly growing area of 
interest for industries is smart biomedical and 
medical packaging with the application of polymers. 
A mesh with nano fibers have been created by the 
electro spinning process is highly desirable in 
modern drug delivering systems. Electro spinning for 
biomedicine includes the application of natural 
substances and biopolymers, along with the mixture 
of drugs such as naproxen, sulfisoxazole and 
essential oils with anti-bacterial properties such as 
eugenol and tocopherol. Especially in biomedical 
and pharmaceutical areas, the usage of biopolymers 
for a number of applications is increased 
enormously. The effect of the biopolymer 
functionally is based on the physiochemical 
properties, structural features and composition of that 
compound. Some other uses of AI in biomedical 
includes the prediction of blood pressure heart beat 
and body temperatures, etc. AI makes the path easier 
to progress the medical care in rural areas where 
healthcare access is limited. 
 
Artificial Intelligence in Drug Development and 
future challenges 
Deekshaa Khanna, 2018, Artificial Intelligence also 
plays a major role in drug creation. Drug discovery 
time is being decreased with the health system with 
machine learning algorithms. Development of drugs 
by clinicians and analysts using clinical test method 
takes many years and also costs high. Therefore, 
using AI makes the discovery process cheaper, 
quicker, quicker and safer. AI can be used to identify 
the application of the compounds that were 
previously tested in the laboratory. For example, 

Artificial Intelligence was used to scan the accessible 
medicines that has been redesigned to fight the 
disease after the outbreak of Ebola in West Africa. It 
nearly takes months to years to discover medicines 
by human intelligence but two medicines were 
discovered in the same day via artificial intelligence. 
Artificial Intelligence also a vital role in managing 
the medical data and records securely. It involves 
collecting or gathering, storing, normalizing, and 
tracing the source of the data. AI has a positive 
impact on doctors and patients in healthcare because 
of its greater ability to gather and analyse huge 
amount of data quicker and more accurately. It also 
led to the reduction in healthcare expenses. 
 
Advantages 
1. Advancement in technology in robotic solutions 

for more types of surgery helps robot assisted 
surgery in healthcare industry. 

2. AI in healthcare cope up the shortage of medical 
labour by means of virtual nursing assistants. 

3. Integrate easily with the existing infrastructure. 
4. Easily detect the fraudulent payment attempts 

and addresses the increasing complex services. 
5. It reduces the error in dosage and medicine 

which may lead to tangible penalties. 
6. It advances the use of immunotherapy in cancer 

treatment. 
7. It has a maximum storing capacity and 

automatically diagnose the images and this 
increase the great trust in AI. 

8. AI is extremely useful in cybersecurity as it 
protects the health data with great security. 

9. AI easily predict and detect the chance of the 
diseases which saves the life of the patients in 
the earlier stage of the disease. 

10. Detect the diseases and its cause with prominent 
level of accuracy and process the patient’s 
medical and lab records. 

 
Conclusion 
Artificial Intelligence has transformed many of the 
sectors of economy and also have a significant 
impact in healthcare industry. As the healthcare 
delivery is becoming more challenging over years AI 
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gives a better solution to deal them with ease.AI has 
been applied in various fields of medicine including 
drug creation, managing health care records and data 
securely, diagnoses with image, treatment design, 
etc. These techniques provide a more accurate and 
efficient and faster diagnosis of the patients and more 
targeted to recover the patients as soon as possible. 
Though there are challenges that need to be 
addressed, the advantages of AI outweigh them. 
However, technology couldn't replace the human 
importance in health care. But they never fail bring a 
remarkable advancement in past years and It is 
believed that AI will have a great significance in 
healthcare offerings of future. 
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Introduction 
Davenport, T., & Kalakota, R. (2019). Artificial 
Intelligence is a collection of several highly 
potential, necessary and ever-evolving technologies 
which have improved and progressed over the years, 
to come to our use in almost all of our daily 
necessities. Artificial Intelligence includes several 
technologies like Machine learning; which is a 
technique which bases its fundamentals in statistics 
and helps any device to learn, ‟by using the previous 
data and strategies of the user. The next level of this 
is Neural learning; where it identifies any given 
problem in terms of inputs, outputs and their 
relations. And the most intelligent ‟level is the Deep 
learning; Though it is very complex, it understands 
human nature and behavior to the maximum extent a 
machine possibly can. Along with these, other 
technologies like robotic process automation-which 
is used to perform structured digital tasks for 
administrative needs where not much of decision-
making is required; natural language processing-used 
to understand human language through speech 
recognition, text analysis and other aspects of 
language; etc. are all included in Artificial 
Intelligence. 
 Elsevier Australia (2018).There are a number of 
challenges faced by the present-day health- care 
industry. Few among which are: The necessity to 
avoid preventable medical errors. More than 43 
million patient injuries a year are preventable 
according to Dr Ujjwal Rao, Senior Clinic Specialist, 
Elsevier, which shows the intensity of the challenge; 
Proliferation of medical information is another such 
problem due to which everyday huge amount of new 
discoveries are made in the field which makes a 
human learning it completely impossible; Diffusion 
of medical knowledge is another serious issue which  

 
leads to the delay of information and new discoveries 
to be put into use in clinic practices; Yet another 
challenge is the transformation of the payment 
models from 'fee-for-service' to 'pay-for-
performance' mode which demands the health-care 
workers to give their best and avoid as many errors 
as possible as they will be penalized for any mistake 
they do or for any deviation from the best service 
possible. 
 Davenport, T., & Kalakota, R. (2019). There are 
many challenges facing the health-care sector and 
many researches show that AI is the best possible 
solution to help the industry as it not only acts as an 
alternative or a helping hand for human resources, 
but also is better than the human capabilities in many 
aspects. In healthcare, Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) can be used to create, analyze and classify 
clinical information. Deep learning is widely applied 
in radiomics and recognition of potential cancer-
causing lesions in radiology images. It is used to 
analyze details beyond a human eye can perceive. 
Also, physical robots, with enough learning and 
testing, can also be used as an aid in surgeries and 
operations as they can be evolved to the extent of 
becoming error-free and also, they can analyze all 
the possible solutions and outcomes and provide the 
best possible and most feasible solution, using the AI 
provided to them. 
 Elsevier Australia (2018). Implementation of 
technologies such as Clinical Decision Support 
System (CDSS) will help reduce preventable medical 
errors and also improve the quality of care given to 
the patients. 
 Also, the issue of proliferation of data and 
diffusion of data can be easily solved by installing a 
supporting AI as these technologies not only can 
store all the data and show when necessary, but also 
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give the best possible solution for a given medical 
case, through the previous logs and success to failure 
ratios of various methods. 
 Though they have so many positive aspects, 
many believe it will take a longer time than we 
expect for AI to replace humans because of their 
inability to think as spontaneously as a human brain 
does. But with further research and development, AI 
will surely take over the health-care industry's 
responsibility and will also be successful in it. 
 
Literary Survey 
Teaching Machines to Read Radiology Reports 
Swetha Tanamala (2018). Qure.ai is a company 
which works on the development of AI in the 
healthcare industry, especially in radiology. They use 
the radiologist reports as a reference data for the 
input for AI. Though this data is not the most precise 
and clean, they have no other option but for this, 
right now. Their AI machines input data in the form 
of free text and not as a structured language and 
using rule-based NLP, it processes the data. The rule-
based NLP uses a set of manually created rules to 
structure and organize the raw data inputted. This 
manual inputting allows the user to modify the NLP 
based on the purpose and requirement. This also 
makes it easy to interpret as Auto-generated rules 
can't be easily interpreted. The makers have input 
various text formats for the same finding so that the 
AI can detect the findings, without the necessity of 
the doctors to mention the findings in a particular 
form. They have mentioned an example of the 
finding „blunted CP angle‟, which can be inputted in 
various forms such as Obscured C Pangle, "Hazy 
costophrenic angles", etc. By the users but the final 
detection will be the same for the AI. This is done by 
the analysis of keywords present in the diagnosis 
(Here, “Angle”, “CP” are all key words which helps 
the AI to relate the diagnosis term which is “blunted 
CP angle”). This makes the Machine Learning far 
less complex and also reduces the effort of the users. 
Not only the keywords such as intracerebral 
hemorrhage or contusion but also the words such as 
'present' or 'absent' are crucial to find the status of 
their existence and also the words „is‟, „was‟, etc. 

are necessary to find the preposition of the diagnosis 
with respect to time. These are important as, if they 
aren't taken care of, may lead to wrong diagnosis of 
the diseases and in many cases it may be fatal. They 
say they have tested their algorithm on a dataset 
containing 1878 clinical radiology reports of head 
CT clinical radiology reports and have proved that 
rule-based NLP algorithms perform evidently better 
than ML based ones on clinical reports. 
 
Automatic classification of mammography 
reports by BI-RADS breast tissue composition 
class 
Percha, B., et.al, (2012).Breast tissue composition is 
a very important part of the radiological evaluation 
because dense fibroglandular is a symptom of breast 
cancer and also this dense tissue reduces the 
mammographic sensitivity in breast cancer detection. 
So, most of the mammography reports contain breast 
tissue composition as a description. 
 The American College of Radiology Breast 
Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) has 
put up breast composition into 4 categories 
predominantly fatty, scattered fibroglandular 
densities, heterogeneously dense and extremely 
dense. These standardized reports help to reduce the 
ambiguities and also helps the radiologists to justify 
their observations. So, having reliable and 
standardized information on breast composition can 
provide large-scale studies on breast cancer and also 
helps identify malignancy in the initial stages itself. 
 The limitation in the BI-RADS system is that the 
information is not inputted in structured form but in a 
narrative and varied forms which, though is easy for 
the radiologists to understand, is not simple for the 
computer to interpret it. This leads to a challenge for 
communication between the AI used and the user. 
Automated classification method is being used by 
them for addressing the problem of classifying 
mammography reports automatically by breast 
composition. This method classifies the reports 
according to its BI-RADS tissue composition 
category automatically, which might aid users who 
need access to large-scale mammography data. They 
take the keywords from the report of the users and 
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link them to the coded standard keyword for the 
diagnosis and give a result. 
 Their algorithm of processing unstructured data 
automatically to the standard coded form and giving 
the result has produced diagnosis in almost all cases. 
 
Health Information Management: Implications of 
Artificial Intelligence on Healthcare Data and 
Information Management 
Stanfill, M. H., & Marc, D. T. (2019). Healthcare 
Information Management (HIM) is an allied health 
team which works to provide accurate, secure and 
always available healthcare data. The digitalizing of 
this data has made the HIM work more on securing 
the data and also providing space for the ever-
growing data. This digitalized mode of data storage 
has reduced the production and storage cost saving 
billions of dollars annually. Now, developing AI to 
do the work of managing the data will make the work 
much more fool-proof and error free. Also, the AI 
will be able to input data way faster than any human 
or even group of people possibly can. 
 In HIM, AI can be used for computer assisted 
coding or automated medical coding; where the NLP 
is used to assist the user to input the medical data, for 
diagnosis specificity; where the AI can both input 
and also fetch the user most accurate and user 
specific data from the entire medical data, and for 
early detection information; where the AI assists the 
healthcare workers with early detection of diseases 
through their initial stage symptoms so that they can 
help the users from being cautioned about their 
health before the condition becomes serious. The 
increased adoption of AI in the data management 
systems enables HIM professionals to help develop 
and manage the policies and procedures related to 
governing healthcare data and also helps to modify 
and develop the AI models to increase their 
efficiency and accuracy. While developing AI 
models, the primary objective in the mind of the 
makers is to ensure the privacy of the patients. They 
follow the guidelines specified in the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) while making the technology for usage. 
Along with the privacy, accountability and liability 

on the AI is another major issue which is to be 
addressed. Also, another regulatory problem will be 
the finding of efficient methods for diagnosis and 
treatment of the patient's illness. As the time passes, 
AI will occupy the majority of the work in the 
healthcare industry and not only will it reduce the 
time consumed when compared to manual labor, but 
will also give efficient and best possible solution for 
the disease of any patient. 
 
How can hospitals better protect the privacy of 
electronic medical records? 
Sher, M. L., et.al.(2017). Adoption of Electronic 
Medical Records (EMR) has a great chance of 
improving the quality of healthcare and also reduce 
the burden of financial pressure on cost of 
administration. But, safeguarding this electronic data 
is a major issue which arises when EMRs are 
implemented as security breaches could be a very 
serious threat to the patients and healthcare 
professionals. Their aim was to study the influencing 
factors on the safeguarding of the healthcare EMRs 
and to discuss on the ways to develop the 
technologies to achieve the necessary security. They 
used the methodology of surveying the staff 
members of the HIM department in 9 Taiwanese 
hospitals which were using EMR. They got around 
209 valid responses which they collected and 
surveyed the collected data using partial least 
squares. Benefits, barriers, self- efficacy and triggers 
to the action were found to be in association with the 
intention to protect the EMR while susceptibility and 
severity were not. Based on the survey and result, it 
is advised for the hospitals to provide awareness and 
ethical and legal knowledge to the respective 
workers in the HIM department and also work on 
designing more efficient and effective AI 
technologies to work in the department for the 
exclusive protection of data. 
 
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) Applications 
in the Healthcare Industry 
Karl Utermohlen, (2018). The inclusion of robotic 
process automation (RPA) in hospitals and clinics, 
has been spreading like fire across the world because 

https://medium.com/%40karl.utermohlen?source=post_page-----4d449b24b613--------------------------------�
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of their ability to automate tedious works, allowing 
the healthcare professionals to concentrate and put 
their manual human efforts and intelligence in more 
complicated and important works with high value. 
The RPA uses a set of structured instructions with 
proper planning and execution. This is why many 
professionals and developers believe it is                       
very efficient and crucial to include the RPA in the 
industry. 
 The RPA can help in the healthcare industry in 
the following 4 ways: 
 Bolstering revenue cycles: The technology 
makes it possible for the organizations to                    
benefit greatly by the ability of the technology to 
improve the revenue cycles and the administrative 
process. The technology automates repetitive 
processes such as data digitalization and accounts 
payable, reducing the time consumption and 
improving the efficiency of the system. 
 Offering optimal care: RPA can be given the 
ability to analyze all the possible solutions                     
and outcomes which helps it to give the best possible 
solution for the given problem. It can also                         
keep a record of the patient’s history to give better 
prescriptions for the patient. The technology is also 
time-efficient and labor-efficient and hence can                  
be used widely in this perspective. 
 Claims Administration: One of the major time-
consuming tasks of the healthcare is to input and 
process claims along with adjusting and dealing                   
with appeals. RPAs can deal with this issue 
effortlessly and can save a major amount of time and 
effort to the HIM 
 Saving Human labor: The RPA can do                      
many of the long, time-consuming, and manual effort 
seeking works with less of intelligence required 
easily. So, this not only reduces the labor but also 
saves the Administration a lot of money and helps in 
building its revenue. Also, it is almost fool-proof and                    
can avoid most of the human errors.                    
Conclusion: RPAs offer a wide range of benefits and 
uses for the healthcare industry and is highly 
recommended to be installed in every clinic if 
possible. 
 

Advancing drug discovery via artificial 
intelligence 
Chan, H. S., et.al. (2019). Drug discovery can be 
classified majorly into 4 sections: target selection 
and validation, compound screening and lead 
optimization, preclinical studies, and clinical traits. 
The AI machines try to mimic the human abilities 
such as thinking, learning and solving. It also is 
designed to adapt, improvise and overcome any 
given situation based on its prior knowledge or data. 
To predict the outcomes of the use of any drug on a 
living being, the AI uses its existing data and ‘learns’ 
new data using the concept of machine learning. 
Later, deep learning does its job of analyzing big sets 
of data to understand the properties of the chemicals 
involved in the drugs which helps in producing a 
more precise and accurate outcome. Then deep 
neural networks are used to generate the outcomes of 
the drug usage. Algorithms are used to add very 
specific amount of each chemical component in the 
drug to ensure the drug being made has only the 
measured and expected results.  
 As visual inspection is a very inefficient method 
for analysis of big data, AI is the best way to do drug 
screening. The AI stores the information of different 
kinds of cells in a human body and all their special 
features and instantly and effortlessly recognizes any 
given cell by inputting the detected features of the 
given cell and analyzing using principle component 
analysis. The AI has proven to be highly sensitive 
and successful in recognizing and differentiating 
different kinds of cells. 
 The AI is also powerful enough to predict the 
physical properties of a given drug such as melting 
point, solubility, etc. Most importantly it predicts the 
biological activity and toxicity of the drug in the 
organism it is being used, which is very essential in 
preventing accidents and disasters to occur. The AI 
also analyzes and provides the best and most 
efficient method to synthesize the drug. 
 AI gives a boost in the development of drugs 
and on further development can be a very reliable 
companion in the drug industry. 
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Applications 
1. AI increases the accessibility of healthcare to the 

underdeveloped and developing countries. 
2. The instruments which have AI inbuilt give the 

benefit of early detection of diseases which other 
instruments and sometimes even human can’t 
identify. 

3. They have proven to be cost, energy and time 
efficient in many cases. 

4. They can be a very reliable and trust worthy 
assistance in terms of both diagnosis and 
surgery. 

5. AI instruments can be used to foster mental 
health and also can act as a helpful companion to 
patients who are in need of one. 

6. AI has the learning component and thinking 
component which allows it to modify and 
become personalized to the patient it is being 
used for which regular equipment can’t do. 

7. AI machines can record, store and manage a 
huge amount of data with minimum effort and 
also can easily access it when necessary. 

8. AI can help in training new doctors by 
simulating medical cases and teaching them how 
to solve it. It can also act as a record and even a 
library of medical data which provides necessary 
and accurate study material needed instantly. 

9. Also, it can be used to design new medical 
equipment to accurately satisfy the necessity and 
can make the production of the medical 
equipment cost, time and energy efficient also. 

10. AI will help boost the drug development 
industry largely by predicting the outcomes of a 
new drug on an organism. It will be able to 
predict the physical and chemical properties of 
the drug. It can also be used to add the right 
amount of each chemical component of the drug 
to avoid any failure and disaster as it is human 
lives they will be dealing with. 

 
Conclusion 
Though AI is being opposed by many and also not 
developed enough to satisfy all the needs without 
errors, i.e. perfectly, it can be defended as being a 
new and developing technology. In years to come, it 
surely will be matured enough to satisfy a large 
number of medical needs and will prove to be better 
than human resources in many aspects. For a country 

like India which is still a developing one, AI is very 
necessary for increasing the accessibility of 
healthcare and to meet the necessary medical needs. 
It will also give the world class treatment to remote 
areas also which is a very stressed benefit of it. So, 
AI is to be encouraged and publicized everywhere 
for its predicted benefits.  
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Introduction 
“Energy can neither be created nor destroyed”, the 
modern world runs through various technologies and 
machineries fueled by the transformed electrical 
energy. Various technological industries all have 
been attempting to enhance their efficiency of energy 
consumption in our day-to-day life’s devices. 
Efficiency depends upon how much the input energy 
is converted to effective desired output energy. Users 
are becoming more proactive and are being 
empowered to engage in energy consumption 
decisions affecting their day-to-day lives. At the 
same time, energy needs are continually expanding. 
Factors like inadequate energy infrastructure and 
extensive energy usage needs intelligent energy 
management systems to be incorporated in order to 
use energy more efficiently and to make an effective 
safe environment not only in industries but also in 
other ways of our day to day lives. Kumar, (2003), 
One such technology that that had a success in the 
implementation is the compact fluorescent lamp 
(CFL) which is one such well-known product that 
consumes only 20% electricity for the same light 
output as given out by the incandescent lamp and 
which has the potential of reducing peak electric 
power loads very significantly. Likewise, many such 
hardware and software developments in technologies 
are being experimented to provide efficient devices. 
Other than improving the ways of conventional 
energy consuming devices the search and utilization 
for a renewable energy is also occurring. Solar 
energy is one such form of renewable energy that we 
try to use as much as possible. Apart from energy-
efficient technologies, innovative time-efficient 
technologies also have a huge impact in our daily 
life. 
 

Literary survey 
Mary, M. (2018), Street lights are one piece of 
equipment that is needed by all of us. Moreover, they 
are one of the most consumable sources of electricity 
which plays a crucial role in our daily life. 
Conventional street lighting systems require manual 
operation and that often consume a significant 
amount of power as the lights run from evening to 
early morning. The conventional manual operated 
street lighting systems consume a large amount of 
energy, need manual operators and heavy cost on 
installation which has been a great disadvantage and 
an area of major concern. The costs of energy can be 
reduced immediately to 35% through intelligent 
on/off mechanism and targeted progressive dimming 
and organized way of power consumption. We can 
reduce the overall consumption costs up to 42% by 
proper maintenance. This approach controls the 
street lights by automatically switching them when 
there are people or vehicles around the post when it 
is dark. The smart street lighting system is so flexible 
and it consists of various sensors and a controller 
which make it as an intelligent street lighting system. 
Thus, it overcomes the disadvantages of the 
conventional Street Lighting System. 
 Myer, 2015, In addition, to reduce the usage of 
fuels the alternate source solar can be implemented 
in street lightings, which when experimented gives 
an energy efficient output. 
 KÜHNE, 2010, Electrically driven bus transit 
systems are a significant addition to post-fossil fuel 
mobility. In the form of electricity, most renewable 
energy sources provide energy. Therefore, electric 
motors have potential in the production of the 
'beyond oil' way. The reactivation of trolley bus 
systems for short distances, grid-bounded but also 
catenary-free, paves this way. The current drawbacks 
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of conventional buses using fossil fuel are resolved 
by the construction of modern trolley bus operations. 
Gentle but efficient, the trolley bus is cost-effective 
and easy to incorporate into an existing system while 
starting and braking. An electric bus system like this 
is environmentally friendly, customer-friendly, and 
ideal for cities. It has a high degree of economic 
efficiency and also extends the area of traffic 
planning towards future ecological technology. This 
paper demonstrates examples of how electric buses 
accomplish energy-solving modern urban traffic at 
home and abroad. It offers insights into technological 
advances in the equipment of electric cars, catenaries 
with characteristics of fast driving handling and the 
use of plain electric and hybrid powertrains. 
 Van der Woude, 2006, Many with lower limb 
disabilities also rely on manually powered 
wheelchairs for their mobility. This means a switch 
from leg to arm for ambulation work and all other 
everyday life tasks. Arm work is less effective and 
more difficult compared to the legs, and contributes 
to lower physical ability. There is a serious chance of 
mechanical overuse, too. In addition to pain or 
discomfort, issues with long-term wheelchair use are 
often a risk of a physically inactive lifestyle. 
Significant secondary impairments like obesity, 
diabetes, cardiovascular problems can gradually arise 
subsequently. Manual wheelchairs have developed 
from chromium-plated heavy foldable wheelchairs 
over the past decades into task-specific and 
individually configured assistive instruments. 
 Faris, 2014, Layer farming is also one growing 
innovation in the field of agriculture. Plant 
optimization, yields, photosynthetic energy 
conversion efficiency and the efficiency of use of 
other resources, including time, space, water, and 
nutrients, are the main factors that has a betterment 
in the implication of layer farming. More precisely, 
the invention relates to indoor, environmentally-
controlled,, 3D farming, space farming, vertical 
farming, without dependence on sunlight or soil.  
 Kurfess, 2018, The work of robots in 
laboratories and research foundation have been 
filling the gap of the concern of the safety in human-

workers. These allows to collect samples from areas 
that a human cannot. 
 
Advantages 
1. Energy is saved as these improvisations in 

technologies increase the efficiency 
2. Pollution can be reduced as the implication of 

resources like renewable resources is being 
replaced for fossil fuels 

3. Better lifestyle is provided for the society with 
adaptive controls and ergonomic technologies 

4. AI and other adaptive control systems saves time 
as these technologies are more efficient than 
conventional manual work 

5. Mobility and transformation have become much 
easier and efficient 

6. Improvisation in the field of safety might save 
many lives  

7. Robots and machines can be replaced for 
humans to work in toxic and dangerous 
environments  

8. Economy is also an area of impact in the 
improvisation of these technologies as energy 
and time efficient technology also tend to be 
economically-efficient. 

9. Industries can operate faster, make faster 
decisions and remain adaptable because of 
technology. 

10. It is possible to manage less waste and the best 
use of all other resources. 

 
Conclusion 
Improvisation in technology definitely has proved to 
have a positive impact on the daily lives of ours. Few 
examples of technology that has been listed in the 
section literary survey has brought an insight that 
these advancements cover aspects like; economy, 
time, pollution and energy-efficiency. In my opinion, 
in India with one of the high-density populations, 
these technologies might bring an organized 
workflow and an efficient use of the resources. 
Moreover, carbon credits (A carbon credit is a permit 
which allows a certain amount of carbon dioxide or 
other greenhouse gases to be emitted by the company 
which holds it. One credit requires a mass equal to 
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one ton of carbon dioxide to be released) can be used 
flexibly as renewable resources are used. 
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Introduction 
Widely known as drones by civilians are also named 
as Unnamed Aerial Vehicle (UAV) are the aircrafts 
without pilot on board. Drones are the component of 
Unnamed Aircraft System (UAS) which consist of a 
UAV, a ground-based controller and a 
communication between the UAV and the ground-
based controller. Drones comes up with a various 
way in which it can be controlled as it can be 
controlled by human operators or onboard computers 
or piloted by a robot. In the late 1800s and early 
1900s drones were mostly used for military operation 
but with time their use and popularity were rapidly 
expanding to commercial use like product deliveries, 
drone racing, infrastructure inspection, smuggling, 
aerial photography, agricultural, public safety by 
policing and surveillance, scientific purposes. With 
such a wide option for civilian UAV has outnumber 
the military UAVs vastly. Now they are being 
manufactured in various sizes and shapes. They are 
so powerful that larger drones can go to high 
altitudes and are also capable of carrying large 
payloads whereas smaller drones’ sizes can be as 
small as insects sized devices. To fly high, drones 
use rotators which consists of propeller attached to 
motor, the more the number of propellers and motors 
more thrust it produce, a power source and a 
controller to operate. At times, during emergency it 
can act life as a life saver, as some specialized made 
drones have the potential to delivery of life saving 
equipment’s, and treatment to victims and disaster 
sites before the emergency personals reach. They 
have components such as GPS, power source, 
antenna, accelerometer, receiver, altimeter, cameras, 
sensors, ESC (Electronic Speed Controllers), 
controller are some of them. Thus, a comprise in one 
of its efficiency can limit the use of drone during  
 

emergencies. In nation and areas with deserts, forest, 
mountains road is impassable, which results in taking 
long distances to travel leading high excessive duty. 
And in such areas air transport was only the option 
which was low in cost as compared, in air transport 
helicopter was only an option but now we have drone 
too in an option. And in such areas air transport was 
only the option which was low in cost as compared, 
in air transport helicopter was only an option but 
now we have drone too in an option. 
 Being overloaded with advantages it has some 
disadvantages too like they have short flight time as 
they are powered by lithium power batteries, they are 
affected by weather, being wireless it has wireless 
issues which limit its use, but still it is expected to 
have an active role in present and coming years. 
With the advancement in drone technology its being 
proposed that use of drone is going to expand further 
with a huge scope of development, Jim Fisher Using 
drones for flying for fun or for a purpose or for 
emergency responses if your drones weight exceeds 
0.450kg then you need to get register it for a FAA 
identification number. Still, it does not end here you 
cannot fly it below 400 feet nor in restricted airspace, 
or fly it near emergency responses, and the most 
basic important you need a large green space to get 
trained how to fly drone. The aim through this is to 
present real possibilities of drones in life saving 
activities. 
 
Literary Survey 
Health industry 
Balasingam, Manohari, in health sector the rapidly 
growing telemedicine technology (sharing of medical 
knowledge and delivery of healthcare over a long-
distance using telecommunication system) has made 
access to cardiac ultrasound (echocardiography) 
providing long distance consultation and remote-
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controlled examination in areas, where it’s hard to 
reach. In medical field there is huge scope for drone 
technology as drones has the potential for 
transportation of organ for transplantation, has the 
potential to transport defibrillators during cardiac 
arrest in patients, storage and transportation of drugs 
when carefully monitored and implemented which 
includes correct temperature of storage and duration 
of transportation as a little change in this may affect 
drug efficiency and any compromise in those regard 
may lead to serious health issues and wellbeing of 
patient. The use of drones can overcome all lack in 
infrastructure by delivering medicines. As we can 
look back and see in Papua, we can see drones 
transported TB (Tuberculosis) test samples from a 
remote village to cities were laboratories were well 
equipped. They are also used for the fight of Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) by delivering HIV 
test kits by which a large number of samples of 
infants were collected within a short interval of time. 
 
Natural calamities 
Konert et.al, Anna natural calamities like flood, 
earthquakes, nuclear accidents, forest fire drones can 
trace, predict, guide along during calamities times as 
during forest fire it’s very hard to find the hotspots 
but during this having a drone patrol can detect the 
hotspots quickly, at the time of spread of hazardous 
material like nuclear accidents the most important 
part is to find the leakages which is unexpected from 
a living being, but as our thinking stops of finding 
ways somewhere in our subconscious mind, we think 
it would be so helpful if there was something which 
could fly above and show us the footages, gone are 
those days when it was limited to only subconscious 
mind now this came in the form of drone which will 
help and thus reduce the effect. The most important 
use is it reduces the travel time a lot, as it can be 
operated in and places from mountains to snow 
covered ground to canyons to rescue teams in search 
operation. As we look back, we can see drone were 
used to deliver aid packages in the earthquake in the 
year 2010 in Haiti, two years later in 2012 we can 
see hurricanes which effected the north eastern 
Caribbean, Canada, United states were drones were 

used then again in the year 2015 earthquake in 
Nepal. 
 
Regulation of using drone 
Villasenor, John, Regulation is what limits the use of 
drones, in USA (United State of America) there is an 
authority which exercises this known as the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) sets the rules and 
regulation. The rules which they made are too 
limiting the use of drones then lack of legislation 
timely with the advancement in technology. In the 
same way the EASA (European Aviation Safety 
Agency) make rules and regulation on regulation of 
union European for civilian’s drones’ usages. They 
provide the guidelines for the safety of public and 
environment as this includes drone registration, noise 
from the drone must be in control so that it doesn’t 
disturbs others as well as having a check on how 
much carbon dioxide it emits, check on it doesn’t 
harm environment and the most important issues 
related to security of civilians and restriction to fly 
on restricted zones. 
 The European Aviation Safety Agency 
(EASA’s) and United State of America (FAA’s) 
regulation includes all the regulations which were 
needed from safety to security, technical to 
administrative issues. All this includes drone’s 
ability to collisions, hijacking, accidents, espionage, 
problems from homes related to payloads, battery 
life, drone operating which needs training and 
licensing, fiscal health, service cost. Thus, for the 
advancement the regulation must be look after. 
Around the world aviation’s regulation are gearing 
up for the era when the skies will be shared by 
unmanned and manned aircraft. 
 
Creating employment 
Laksham, Karthik Balajee, having some limitation in 
the aspect of manpower as operating this UAV 
require specially trained staff and continuous 
monitoring which requires an updated infrastructure. 
Being able to carry heavy payload its payload is 
restricted between 2 kg to 4 kg as being practical this 
weight limits its use. Being wireless electromagnetic 
interference interrupt the signal reception in 
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monitoring the drones from the ground. There may 
be job loss to those who are currently involved in 
transport of medical products, but this can be coped 
up by training them to control drone. Lack of 
laboratory facilities in rural areas bound the residing 
people to go to cities, the charges of transport may 
not be affordable by many, so by recruiting health 
workers and training them to collect samples from 
patient and transport it to nearest laboratory by 
drones. And result and needed medicines can be sent 
back through drones, this will result in more 
employment than loss in employment as health 
workers and drone controller need to be recruited. 
One of the biggest challenges in present scenario is 
transporting organs within a short interval of time, as 
of not its being transported by vehicles through road 
which really makes it tough and risky for civilians 
and the driver to transport in short time, but with the 
use of drone’s transportation of organ an easily be 
done without any such delays. Surveys which were 
earlier done from ground which takes lot of time can 
be easily be done through drones which will create 
more employment as we will be needing additional 
people to operate thus creating more employment. 
 
Case studies 
Blood delivery by drones in Zipline 
Gangwal et.ac This is a case study of blood delivery 
by drones on Zipline – devolving continent Africa 
many of the countries in Africa are densely 
populated, lack basic infrastructure and lack of fund 
makes it tough to develop themselves. There was a 
huge mortality rate among children and women due 
to inaccessibility of blood and vaccines. Looking on 
this uncontrolled situation Zipline partnered with a 
US based drone delivery start-up to deliver 
medicines, blood and vaccines and saved the life of 
the people. The first person to get blood transported 
by drone was a two-year child and this blood saved 
her life, and the quantity of medical waste produced 
was reduced significantly. Insite of such a success 
people of Zipline speaks out that it would be better if 
the country would invest this money for the 
development of the country. 

COVID-19 tests through drones in Ghana 
Demuyakor, John Drones once again showed its 
potential on the ongoing pandemic COVID- 19by 
delivering COVID-19 test kits in Ghana. 
Africa has 17% of the world population but to be 
surprised it has been recorded with less than 1,00,000 
positive cases of infection which is just 1.4% of total 
world positive cases of infection and to be astonished 
Ghana has recorded less than 3000 deaths which is 
0.7% of total fatalities due to this infection. The 
Ministry of Health of Ghana claims that they are 
capable to carry out to 15,000 tests in single day by 
the use of drones which the authority says is more 
than enough. As per WHO (World Health 
Organization) Ghana health services as of mid-
May.2020, they conducted 23,37,340 COVID-19 
tests and more surprisingly Ghana country has the 
highest testing capacity on continent, compared to 
US where chemical reagents that are required for the 
test are running out. Thus, drones came out to be 
warrior against this deadly coronavirus. The adopted 
theory on why individual and countries adopt new 
technologies is because their everyday activities is in 
diffusion of Innovation. 
 
Advantages 
1. Its affordability, due to its cost saving 

technology. 
2. Its handling, as it’s easy to control. 
3. Quick deployment during emergency time. 
4. Reduce the dangers and health risks. 
5. The reach it has when it comes to hazardous 

area. 
6. Can capture the special moment in life from 

different views. 
7. Quality of imaging when streaming live. 
8. It can be used in transportation of things. 
9. The flexibility it has during quick inspection. 

10. Use of drones for advertising. 
 
Conclusion 
We can see that nowadays usage of drones is not 
limited to military, they already broke barriers the 
way companies do business, they are set to open new 
opportunities as this industry is not too far from 
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becoming a commercial industry. The sales of drones 
are seeing a huge rise with passing years. Their uses 
in bomb detection, surveillances, air strikes, filming 
and journalism, shipping and delivery, disaster 
management, rescue operations and healthcare, 
archaeological surveys, geographic mapping, safety 
inspection, agriculture, wildlife monitoring, weather 
forecasting, aerial photography. It can be seen its 
vast applications in different sector. In India with a 
huge population many remains unemployed which is 
even one of the major problem government is facing, 
so by replacing the traditional ways with drone 
technology many jobs will get lost in this process but 
more than job loss many jobs well be created and 
which can help government reduce the 
unemployment in India. As we know India is a 
developing nation, drone technology can change the 
way we live for instance during natural calamities 
like flood it’s very hard to find people struck but in 
such case, drones can be flied there without much 
delay and through live streaming people struck can 
be found and emergency needs can be assisted 
further, even they can be evacuated and can be 
brought to relief center. The enforcement of laws on 
drones have been also been eased which is another 
reason for its outreach and because of its cutting-
edge technology it makes the lawmaker to curb its 
use. Using drone technology replacing the traditional 
way in delivery can also reduce traffic result in less 
pollution in country like India, if done this will create 
an excitement and help business to grow 
exponentially and also help overcome the loses or 
debt they have, with all this development we can also 
see a huge increase in India’s development.  
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Introduction 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a vast and wide-ranging 
branch of computer science that helps in developing 
machines that reduce work load as well as work 
labour as it helps us perform tasks that require 
human intelligence. It is basically intelligence 
demonstrated by machines, a few of such machines 
are smart assistants such as Siri and Alexa, 
conversational bots for marketing and customer 
service, etc. These are great examples of machines 
that use artificial intelligence in daily life. 
 Rita Sharma (2019) In the current landscape, 
with the great developments in technology, the 
healthcare industry faces challenges while trying to 
cope up with the latest health technology. For 
instance, according to the UK Centre for Health 
Solution report, 48 percent of medical devices are 
connected through IoT, which is expected to rise up 
to 68 percent in the next five years. Some other 
challenges faced by the industry involve 
cybersecurity, payment processing and invoicing and 
many others. Cybersecurity is a major challenge 
faced by the industry as records of patient 
information attracts the attention of a lot of malicious 
hackers due to which there has been an increase in 
data breach. All such challenges can be avoided if 
the healthcare enterprises implement a new plan that 
harnesses the new technology as well change their 
market practices.  
 In order to avoid a few of such challenges, AI 
may come in handy. It is expected that within 5 years 
limited use of AI may be observed in clinical 
practices but at the same time within 10 years there 
would be an extensive use of the technology. Even 
before adopting AI systems in the daily clinical 
practice, it must be taken into note that  
 

these systems will be adopted only when they are 
approved by regulators and are integrated with EHR 
system. With the rapid advancements in AI it is 
expected that radiology and pathology images will be 
examined at some point by a machine, some of the 
challenging tasks such as providing diagnosis and 
treatment recommendation will be mastered by AI. 
Although the AI systems will not replace human 
clinicians on a large scale and the healthcare 
providers who will lose their job are those who 
would refuse to work alongside AI. 
 
Literary Survey 
The Evolution of Artificial Intelligence in 
Healthcare 
Artificial intelligence in the field of healthcare is 
simply the use of complex software to emulate 
human cognition of interpretation and 
comprehension of complicated medical and 
healthcare data which is basically the use of 
computer algorithm in the absence of human input. 
The study of AI in healthcare has been going on for a 
time period of over thirty years and it primarily 
revolves around the basic idea of development of 
programs that help perform diagnosis and make 
recommendations and the research of AI in medicine 
has its roots originating in campuses like MIT, 
Pittsburgh, Stanford and Rutgers.  
 Researches in the early 60s and 70s led to the 
creation of the first problem solving program known 
as Dendral, although it was primarily designed for 
the sake of applications in organic chemistry, it had 
become the basis for a subsequent system called 
MYCIN which was one of the earliest application of 
AI in medicine. But these systems were not in 
routine use by medical practitioners. The 80s and 90s 
saw the recognition of a need of AI systems that 
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would accommodate perfect data with approaches 
involving fuzzy set theory, Bayesian networks and 
artificial neural networks. 
 With the great development in technology, AI 
had developed to a great extent and the wide range of 
specialties in medicine contributed to an increased 
research of AI. This enhanced research of AI in 
medicine helped in the development of 
specializations such as Radiology, Screening, 
Psychiatry, Disease Diagnosis, etc. 
 
Artificial intelligence in medicine 
Ramesh, A. N, et.al (2004) Modern medicine is faced 
with the challenge of solving complex clinical 
problems by acquiring, analyzing and applying the 
available knowledge. The development of AI in 
medicine has been intended to help the clinician in 
the formulation of a diagnosis, making of therapeutic 
decisions and the prediction of outcome; basically 
help them in their everyday duties. Such systems that 
help clinicians solve such problems include Artificial 
neutral networks (ANNs), fuzzy expert systems, 
evolutionary computation and hybrid intelligent 
systems. 
 Artificial neutral networks: Artificial neutral 
networks or ANNs is the most popular AI technique 
which involve computational analytical tools and this 
was inspired by the biological nervous systems. 
ANNs have been used for clinical diagnosis, image 
analysis in radiology and histopathology, data 
interpretation in intensive care setting, waveform 
analysis, diagnosing cytological and histological 
specimens, predict outcome in lung and prostate 
cancers. 
 Fuzzy Expert Systems: Fuzzy logic is a data 
handling methodology that permits ambiguity due to 
which it is particularly suited to medical applications. 
These systems have a structure of a series of ‘if-then’ 
rules for modelling and uses the concept of fuzziness 
in an effective manner. Fuzzy logic has been applied 
to medicine for analysis in diagnosing lung cancer 
using tumour marker profiles, diagnosis of acute 
leukaemia, breast and pancreatic cancer, to 
characterise ultrasound images of the breast, 
ultrasound and CT scan images of liver lesions, MRI 

images of brain tumours, to predict survival in 
patients with breast cancer. 
 Hybrid intelligent systems: The advantages of 
ANNs and Fuzzy Expert Systems can be combined 
to produce Hybrid intelligent systems, which works 
in a complimentary manner. Their synergy allows 
them to accommodate human common sense, use 
human like reasoning mechanisms and learn to adapt 
to a rapidly changing environment. These systems 
help analyse breast cancer diagnosis, diagnosis of 
coronary artery stenosis and controlling the depth of 
anaesthesia. 
 Although AI has become helpful in solving 
various clinical problems, medical AI technology has 
not been embraced with enthusiasm, a primary 
reason being the attitude of clinicians towards such 
technology being used for decision making. But the 
attitude of these clinicians can also be approved of 
because there is no evidence by researchers that such 
techniques work on a practical level. 
 
Artificial intelligence in medicine: current trends 
and future possibilities 
Current trends in AI 
Varun H Buch, et.al (2018) (There have been great 
developments in AI, especially in the field of 
medicine over the past few years, but with the 
introduction of this new technology it is important 
that they integrate with the current system, gain 
regulatory approval and most importantly the health 
clinicians and patients must show an enthusiasm 
towards investing in a new paradigm. These 
challenges led to great research in AI adoption.  
 AI excels at well-defined tasks as they are 
effectively able to demonstrate the work of a human 
doctor, to be precise they are able to fulfill tasks that 
are clearly defined, it would take an input that is well 
defined and a binary output that is easily validated. 
Under such circumstances researchers have 
demonstrated that AI had superior sensitivity and 
specificity. But this developing AI will not pose a 
threat to human doctors by replacing them, their only 
purpose is to support these doctors as machines 
cannot show human emotion such as empathy, 
compassion, therefore patients are not expected to 
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immediately trust AI due to which AI handles tasks 
that are essential. 
 
Future Possibilities in AI 
The current rate at which AI is being extremely 
supportive to healthcare providers, it would only 
seem possible that over the forthcoming years AI 
would be in greater use as compared with today’s 
scenario, For instance, there is a patient with type 2 
diabetes, then a clinician would spend a lot of time 
reading outpatient letters, checking blood tests and 
finding clinical guidelines but at the same time AI 
would automatically prepare the most important 
actions and risk given the patient’s clinical record 
without spending a lot of time. As these systems are 
well-validated their responsibilities would also 
increase. Hence this example shows that future AI 
research should be directed towards carefully 
selected tasks. Also it is important that as clinics 
adopt AI systems, they should build a mutually 
beneficial relationship between the clinicians and AI. 
Although in the future, AI would be adopted on a 
great scale the human face of medicine will not 
vanish as the increased adoption of AI would only 
lead to public hesitation to embrace an increasingly 
controversial technology. 
 
Overview of artificial intelligence in medicine 
Amisha, P. M et.al (2019) As there has been an 
increased use of AI in fields like medicine and many 
others, it could be seen that AI is slowly growing 
into a public health sector and will have major effect 
on primary healthcare. Healthcare physicians use AI 
to take notes, analyse their discussions with their 
patients, and enter required information directly to 
EHR systems. These systems will collect and analyse 
the available patient data and present it to the 
physicians. A study in 2016 showed that physicians 
who used documentation support engaged in more 
direct facetime with their patients as compared to the 
physicians who did not use these services. This 
shows that increased usage of AI helps free up the 
physician’s time but also increases productivity and 
precision. 
 

Disadvantages and advantages of AI usage 
With the increased usage of AI in clinics it also 
becomes a major concern about loss of jobs. But this 
concern becomes completely useless because 
machines cannot demonstrate human emotions and 
human common sense due to which they can only be 
of support to the human doctors and there wouldn’t 
be a fear for loss of jobs. The major advantage that 
the usage of AI has brought in is that physicians 
workload has been decreased and they can be more 
productive by focussing their mind and time onto 
more critical cases and this new gen AI also helps 
save money as well as provides even better 
monitoring. Hence AI in medicine has both its pros 
and cons. 
 
Disadvantages of AI 
1. AI doesn't yet have the ability to take into 

account false negatives or false positives. 
2. A mismatch in data due to a change of 

environment or circumstance can result in 
erroneous predictions. For example, over time, 
disease patterns can change, leading to a 
disparity between training and operational data. 

3. With AI, predictions are not open to inspection 
or interpretation. For example, a problem with 
training data could produce an inaccurate X-ray 
analysis that the AI system cannot factor in. 

4. Clinicians may start to trust AI tools implicitly, 
assuming all predictions are correct and failing 
to cross-check or consider alternatives. 

5. Unlike a human doctor, an AI system can 
diagnose patients without having confidence in 
its prediction, especially when working with 
insufficient information. 

6. AI can’t adapt when developments or changes in 
medical policy are implemented, as these 
systems are trained using historical data. 

7. An AI machine trained to detect a certain illness 
may lean toward the outcome it is designed to 
detect. 

8. AI systems may suggest a treatment but fail to 
consider any potential unintended consequences. 
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9. In order to learn new strategies or get the 

outcome it is searching for, an AI system may 
start to test boundaries in an unsafe way. 

10. Proxies for intended goals serve as “rewards” for 
AI, and these clever machines are able to find 
hacks or loopholes in order to receive 
unearned rewards, without actually fulfilling the 
intended goal. 

 
Conclusion 
As discussed in the information above, the use of 
Artificial Intelligence in the healthcare industry such 
as diagnosis, treatment and patient-care would 
greatly improve the general efficiency and 
functioning of the industry. At present there is a wide 
range of applications of AI in the healthcare industry 
that aids clinicians and medical professionals by 
analysis large amounts of data for diagnosis, 
providing better treatment solutions by analysing the 
medical history of a patient and various other factors, 
increasing accuracy of drug development process, 
providing direct solutions to the patients through 
various smart devices and services etc. Many more 
such applications are being actively discussed and 
researched even now. The implementation of all 
these AI systems is an extremely slow process in 
many countries due to the lack of resources and also 
because many of these systems aren't full proof and 
come with some drawbacks along with it. In a 
country such as India with a patient to doctor ratio of 
1,700:1, with 70% of the infrastructure being limited 
to major cities that account for only 30% of the 
country's population, and low expenditure by the 
government in the healthcare sector, it is important to 

implement all the latest available technology in order 
to increase the quality of patient care and ensure that 
a maximum amount of people benefit from the 
services provided at the lowest cost possible. In 
addition, artificial intelligence enables hospitals to 
introduce patient-centric plans and reduce excessive 
hospital procedures, making delivery of health care 
quicker and more efficient in India. 
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Introduction 
Amjad Mehmood., Houbing Song., (2015) Energy 
efficient technologies can be very useful in our day 
to day life. With the technological advancements, 
inexpensive manufacturing of large amount of 
products, energy efficient technologies will easily 
reach everyone in their day to day life. Sensors play 
an important role in reducing the energy 
consumption. The sensors can be used to turn off the 
machines or lights when they have no use. This may 
look like no difference, but it can make a huge 
difference in the energy consumption. 
 Fuel cells are very good at energy conservation. 
Energy loss is very low in these. Fuel cells use 
hydrogen as fuel and the excreted product after 
producing energy is water, so it is not polluting the 
environment. 
 Singh, D., Basu, C., (2015) Use of LED (Light 
Emitting Diode) can also be very helpful in reducing 
the energy consumption and it is far more efficient 
than the traditional halogen lights. LEDs do not emit 
the radiant heat as the halogen lights, so they are 
more energy efficient.  
 Ain, Q. U., Iqbal, S., Khan, S. A., (2018) From 
the total energy consumption of all the sectors, 
residential sector consumes approximately 25% of 
the total energy, in this 25%, 64% is consumed by 
heating appliances, air-conditioners, and ventilators. 
Fuzzy logic system and other techniques can be used 
to reduce the energy consumption. Fuzzy Inference 
System is the best of all the techniques, uses 
humidity as an additional parameter to maintain the 
thermostat set points set by the user themselves. 
 Energy efficiency is very important as it can 
help in reducing the cost of manufacturing in 
industries and the monthly expenses in our home. 
Energy should be used in an efficient way because  

no source is unlimited. Use of renewable energy 
should be entertained and appreciated. Now a days 
the government give loans and subsidiary for those 
who install solar panels at their homes and their 
farms. This is really a good way to encourage the use 
of renewable energy. 
 
Literary Survey 
Energy Efficient Motors 
Navjot Kaur Gill., Dr. Gursewak Singh Brar., (2020) 
Nowadays electric motors have become very 
important in our day-to-day life from toothbrush to a 
car electric motors are used, so use of motor cannot 
be reduced. So the next step is thinking about making 
it more efficient.  
 According to a survey the energy lost during 
transmission of electricity is about 25% to 30% or 
even more and also the power lost due to the in-
efficient motors is also equal to 25% to 30%. 
Improving the efficiency is the fastest, easiest, and 
most environmentally friendly way to energy saving 
 Mostly in industries three phase induction 
motors are used. In all the sectors power consumed 
by motors remain in the top. Importantly old large 
motors should be replaced by EEM (Energy Efficient 
Motors), these type has a huge power loss, changing 
the motor will reduce the production cost. 
 Efficiency of a motor is denoted using the 
symbol (Ƞ)  
 Efficiency (Ƞ) = [(Mechanical energy output) / 
(Electrical energy output)] x 100 
 The factors affecting the efficiency of motors are 
starting characteristics, load factor, operating 
voltage, speed, duty cycle. 
 There are only a few disadvantages for this type 
of motors, those are higher cost and lower starting 
torque. 
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Use of IoT in street lighting 
 Pardeshi Mayuri S., Shaikh Aafrin M., (2019) 
with the help of IoT a lot of innovation is possible. 
One such innovation is the smart street lighting 
system. The basic function is turning on and turning 
off the lights. Not just with timer, but with the help 
of IR sensors, moving objects or movement is 
observed and turned on only when necessary. 
Lighting constitutes about 38 percent of the city’s 
total energy bill. In addition with these IR sensors, 
use of LED Lamps can be very useful in in reducing 
the power consumption. 
 LDR (Light Dependant Resistor) sensors can be 
used and the lamps can be turned on only when the 
area is dark enough and turning the lamps off when 
there is enough lighting in the surrounding. This 
LDR sensor increases its resistance when there is 
enough sun light and thus restricting the flow of 
electricity and dimming the lamps reducing the 
power consumption, when there is not enough sun 
light around the resistance falls and allowing the 
flow of electricity. These can be first implemented in 
college campus and small residential areas and then 
it can be implemented in a large scale. 
 
Smart Windows 
Ke, Y., Zhou, C., (2018) Smart windows are 
becoming popular among the city people who care 
about the energy conservation. People really spend a 
lot of money in these type of technologies. These are 
really efficient. These smart architectural windows 
smartly regulate the incoming solar radiation coming 
from the sun by changing their optical transmittance 
in response to thermo stimuli. These are developed 
after a lot of research and funding as a promising 
solution for reducing the consumption of energy in 
the building. These energy efficient smart windows 
have drawn many scientific interests, desired making 
multifunctionality by exploring the energy efficient 
novel materials and as well as integration with 
practical techniques. The materials used in making 
the smart window is called thermo responsive 
materials as the react to the amount or intensity of 
the light falling on the window, it includes hydrogels, 
ionic liquids, perovskites, metamaterials, and liquid 

crystals. All these materials are compared with 
vanadium dioxide (VO2). Vanadium dioxide is a 
conventional and large, popularly, deeply studied 
material for thermo chromatic smart window uses. 
Recently many new techniques for smart window are 
implementer such as self-cleaning, wettability of the 
windows to reduce the temperature of the window. 
And on the top of all these the integration of 
transparent solar cells in the windows can be very 
impressive in bifunctional energy conservation and 
generation. 
 
Use of solar powered HVAC Systems 
Sinha, S. (2020) the modern world has a lot of 
energy requirement but the supply of fossil fuels 
have fallen deep down, this made the engineers and 
researchers to focus on the utilisation of energy in 
buildings. The largest energy consumers in the 
building are the heating, ventilation, air conditioning 
(HVAC) system. In India AC systems accounts about 
32% of electricity consumed by the building. Even 
now most of the energy generation (80%) is done 
only using fossil fuels. In summer months the 
consumption reaches sky high due to the increased 
room temperature because of the hot sun. All these 
problems can be rectified by using the renewable 
energy sources. 
 Solar, Biomass, and Wind, these are the 
renewable energy sources. These type of energy 
source have great potential and are capable of 
replacing or hybridise fossil based energy source for 
HVAC systems. The main advantage of using the 
solar energy is the abundant availability of solar 
energy and the increased demand of cooling.This can 
help in reducing the demand for electricity from the 
grid. Solar cooling makes a significant difference in 
the electricity consumption compared to the 
traditional cooling system. 
 Adsorption refrigeration system has many 
advantages over the traditional refrigerators. 
Adsorbent bed, condenser, evaporator, and expansion 
valve are the four main parts of the adsorption 
refrigerators.  
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Use of Metamaterial in Windows 
Ko, B., Lee, D., Badloe, T., & Rho, J. (2019), Global 
warming has become a serious problem. The main 
reason behind the global warming is the emission of 
greenhouse gases such as CO2, Methane, etc. The 
technique of radiative cooling is very impressive as it 
requires no energy to bring down the ambient room 
temperature. Metamaterial based radiative cooling 
can maintain sufficient daytime cooling as they are 
designed in such a way. Metamaterials are man-made 
or artificial structures. This material have a lot of 
optical properties developed with the help of top 
level nanofabrication methods to make it a perfect 
adsorbent materials. 
 The basic principle behind this genius idea is the 
law of thermodynamics that is heat will flow from 
higher to lower. By exploiting this concept energy 
free radiative cooling is made possible. The key 
ingredient behind this concept is the metamaterial. 
Nano photonic structures are designed to reflect the 
sunlight so by preventing the adsorption of sunlight. 
There are a variety of techniques for radiative 
coolingsuch as multilayer films, nanostructured 
design, and randomly arranged Nano spheres. There 
are few drawbacks for this method, condition of high 
humidity, high dust in the air and pollutants these can 
reduce the efficiency. These are just minor problems 
but its advantages and profits are massive. 
 
Desalination using MTES method 
Ahmadvand, S., Abbasi, B., Azarfar, B., Elhashimi, 
M., Zhang, X., & Abbasi, B. (2019) Desalination of 
water has been an important part of our life as the 
availability of fresh water has become thin and slim, 
a lot of energy is being used in the desalination of 
water. Nowadays even the ground water has become 
salty and its hard water, which is not suitable for 
drinking. Water desalination is a physical process of 
separating salt and water. There are commonly two 
groups of desalination in use currently, one is reverse 
osmosis and the other is zerovalent iron technology. 
MTES (Minimum Thermodynamic Energy of 
Separation) is a thermodynamic process which is 
very helpful and efficient, it uses only the minimum 

required energy. Other methods use high energy for 
desalination. 
 Reverse osmosis method is efficient but not as 
MTES. RO uses high grade equipment which are 
costly whereas thermal desalination needs very low 
cost instruments. The heat generated as waste by 
other machineries can be used to preheat the intake 
water and can be brought to its saturation point. 
Unlike boiling (Vaporisation) evaporation requires 
only less amount of energy as it is concentrated on 
the surface and not the whole volume. MTES cannot 
be commercially used as it’s a slow process and 
takes time for desalination. Solar power can be used 
to desalinate the water in this way it will be very 
efficient. 
 
Limitations 
1. These technologies are not easily available to the 

general public. 
2. The cost of such advanced technologies canhigh.  
3. Many people can’t afford such technologies.  
4. These technologies requires great care. 
5. The maintenance cost of these technologies can 

be high. 
6. Very complex mechanism. 
7. Repair and service can be tiresome work. 
8. Many of these technologies are theoretically fine 

but it may not fit in practical life. 
9. May require highly skilled and highly qualified 

person for repair and service. 
10. May not be user friendly. 
 
Conclusion 
These technologies can be very useful in a country 
with such a large population like India. The 
availability of resources from the earth are limited. 
So the best we can do is to reduce the consumption 
of such very limited resources. These products with 
the improvement in technology and science, energy 
efficient products are made. These products may not 
be available to everyone but these are very 
interesting and efficient. These advanced 
technologies should made available to everyone from 
village to large metropolis. The government should 
encourage the use of energy efficient technologies. 
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Small start-ups should be encouraged by funding 
them and making the loan process easy. Many start-
ups go unnoticed. The government should also 
encourage the people to use energy efficient 
technologies by giving allowances on such products. 
If government gives allowances everyone will think 
about using them as the amount they have to pay for 
the product will be reduced. Making the products as 
simple and user friendly will be more advantageous 
for the consumers and service men. These energy 
saving technologies are the saviours of our future for 
pollution and overexploitation of natural resources. 
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Introduction 
Yuan, et. al., Energy efficiency concentrates on use 
of less energy to do a certain task and reducing waste 
of energy thereby lowering the energy loss, by 
improving the presently available technology. In 
today’s fast growing world, which is technologically 
so advanced but people are still facing energy crisis. 
Energy consumption is a vital element for the 
development of any country and as the world 
population is increasing at a fast rate with that the 
energy consumption is increasing at an alarming rate 
too. Due to this, globally, a large a number of people 
have to face issues like electricity, sanitization, etc. 
About 783 million people are devoid of clean water, 
2.5 billion people lack proper water sanitization, 
more than 1.3 billion people don’t have access to 
electricity, etc. With the increase in consumption of 
energy, more people are growing aware of the 
negative impacts of this too and therefore, a better 
and more compatible alternative is the need of the 
hour. Day, et. al., Billions of people living in the 
rural areas don’t have access to clean and reliable 
energy, instead rely on firewood, biomass burning, 
etc for their basic needs like cooking, washing, etc. 
This is known as ‘energy poverty’. Burning of these 
solid fuels, like cow dung, dry leaves and twigs leads 
to air pollution which causes various respiratory 
diseases and deteriorates the health of people, 
especially women and children. Many organizations 
like Millennium Development Goals (World Health 
Organization, 2004, World Health Organization, 
2010) have not only provided reliable clean energy 
that improved the health of the women but also made 
available communication and transport facilities. 
This eliminated the need of women to collect 
firewood, biomass and instead introduced them to 
various opportunities to do something better such as  

focussing on the education of their kids. Paul Lester 
(2015), Today’s world is highly connected and so are 
our homes. Mostly all our home appliances, 
electronic devices are connected to the internet 
making our tasks easier and lower the energy usage. 
A programme supported by the Energy 
Department’s Building Technologies Office will 
result in making the electronic devices cost effective 
and smarter. For example: automated control systems 
for heating and cooling units, systems that have 
control over data such as outside air, room 
temperature, moisture and light levelwork on 
wireless sensors that is developed at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory that will enhance the home 
energy efficiency. In order to improve the 
connectivity between the various smart appliances 
and to access the electric grid; Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory, National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory and Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory have developed new protocols and 
standards.  To dry our clothes, a new type of clothes 
dryer developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
and General Electric that works on the principle that 
a heat pump cycle produces hot air required for 
drying. This dryer is capable of lowering the energy 
consumption by 60 per centin comparison to 
conventional ones in the present day market. Another 
eco-friendly development by Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory and General Electric is the magnetic 
refrigerators, which works on water-based cooling 
fluid, that makes use of magnets to create cold, and 
this is known as the magnetocaloric effect (lowering 
or raising the temperature of material by changing 
the magnetic field). The conventional refrigerators 
use coolant (based on vapour compression) which 
harms the environment causing air pollution while 
the new ones are more efficient leading to low 
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energy consumptions as well as produces less carbon 
pollutions.  A new highly insulated window 
(advanced window controls) created by Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory and Pella Windows, 
are based on sensors and microprocessors that 
automatically adjust shading depending on the 
amount of sunlight available for proper lighting and 
comfort. This saves consumption of energy and is 
cost efficient. The Industrial Science & Technology 
Network is on its way to develop a new foam 
insulation using environment friendly and advanced 
composite materials that guarantee heat doesn’t 
escape from the roof, walls, windows and other areas 
of the house during winter season. New fluorescent 
pigments that are materials containing specialized 
pigments developed by Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory and PPG Industries are coated on the 
house top roofs that reflect approximately four times 
the amount of sunlight as reflected by the standard 
pigments and absorb less amount of heat, keeping the 
house cool during summer seasons. In the present 
day scenario, high performing lights (LEDs) 
consume 85 percent less energy than the 
conventional incandescent bulbs and are undergoing 
continuous research and development by The 
Building Technologies Office’s Solid State Lighting 
Program to make it more efficient, cost effective and 
long lasting. Efficiency is anticipated to double from 
 125-135 lumens per watt (present) to 230 lumens 
per watt, in the near future. 
 
Literary Survey  
Richard Beadle, there is vast range of untapped 
energy efficient resources that can reinstate energy as 
well as economic efficiency. Research and 
development, Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) can be used to unveil this 
potential. In a unique way, energy efficient 
technology canupgrade our quality of life and at the 
same time help save the planet too. The electric 
energy that we use is obtained from various energy 
sources like 63% fossil fuels, 20% nuclear, and 17% 
renewables approximately. Burning less of these 
fossil fuels, imply lesser amount of GHGs emissions 
and other pollutants in the air, soil and water 

resulting in less environmental pollution. This also 
reduces the requirement of additional fuels, thereby 
preserving them for the future. As a result of lesser 
environmental pollution, quality of life has elevated. 
A recent study made by ACEEE and PSR in the 
U.S. found that by decreasing energy consumption 
by 15% for a year resulted in 2,190 saved lives, 
$20Billion saved in health expenditure, and 30,000 
fewer asthma cases. Moreover, energy efficiency is 
considered to be a low cost energy resource which 
generates energy at a low expense than any other 
means. It is found that about 2-5 per cent investments 
lead to the same amount of power generation as by 
conventional sources that costs double. In addition to 
this, investing in energy efficiency could be 
beneficial for the country’s economy. This improves 
the condition of the pre-existing jobs and creates new 
opportunities. In 2017, 133,000 jobs were added in 
energy efficiency sector i.e. double the jobs in coal 
industry. All of this makes energy efficiency 
technology unique in its own ways leading to the 
economic development and stability. Jaffe, et. al., in 
today’s world, using innovative ideas in efficient 
energy technology has revolutionized our lifestyle 
completely. It has influenced our lives and 
surrounding massively. There are various sectors that 
have made use of this technology to develop 
equipment like electric natural gas heat pumps and 
water heaters, efficient central air conditioners, etc. 
In addition to this, Public-private partnerships have 
initiated recent policies and proposals with the goal 
of developing residential and commercial energy 
efficient technologies for their respective fields. 
Many programs for advancing technology in 
housing, energy smart schools, energy star program, 
golden carrot super-efficient refrigerator program for 
home electronic devices, energy star buildings, green 
lights for workplaces, new generation of vehicles, 
etc. are installed. Investments and extensions are 
made on combined heat power systems, fuel-efficient 
vehicles which are powered by hybrid power, 
electricity and alternative fuels replacing fossil fuels. 
Some other upcoming ideas and plans are on its way 
of execution like investing in the field of research 
and development, information and communication 
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technology, sustainable development, mass 
distribution of energy efficient products all around 
the world in a cost effective manner. Gerarden, T. D., 
et. al., it is seen that the energy efficient technology 
is not widely used as much as it was expected to be 
at individual as well as industrial levels though it 
eliminates the high cost factor and ensures less 
environmental degradation. This, in technical terms, 
is actually known as “energy efficiency gap”. So 
basically, energy efficiency gap can be split up into 
three main categories: market failures, behavioural 
explanations, and model and measurement errors. 
Market failures refer lack of advertisement by their 
respective producers to create awareness among the 
buyers. Also these new technologies have to face a 
lot of competition on financial grounds when 
competing with conventional technologies. 
Behavioural explanations are related to the issue that 
it’s difficult to influence peoples’ mind set and 
change their views. As they are more inclined 
towards the conventional technologies rather than the 
modern and more efficient ones, so they prefer them. 
Also they lack knowledge regarding the benefits and 
profits of these energy efficient equipments based on 
this technology. Till date, the equipments based on 
this technology are produced in quite less number 
and also lack manufacturing accuracy which is 
required for its mass production. This is known as 
model and measurement errors. Ganandran, et. al., 
the energy efficient technology uses improved and 
advanced methodology to fulfil our demands and 
provide us a comfortable and secure atmosphere. The 
basic principle of this methodology is to consume 
minimum amount of power and to give out 
maximum amount of energy as well as lesser amount 
of waste. Nowadays, our lifestyle is mostly 
dependent on electricity and hence, it is really 
necessary that we use this resource judiciously. 
Improved lighting systems are one step towards this. 
For example: LEDs (light emitting diode), etc. LEDs 
are based on the principle of “Ideal Light 
Technology”. LED tubes are mercury free as 
compared to CFLs, Fluorescent lamps, etc. Mercury 
is hazardous for the environment and as a waste 
requires special disposal technique or recycling 

method which is not needed for LEDs and hence it is 
considered to be eco-friendly. LEDs have about 80% 
less energy consumption as compared to 
incandescent and fluorescent lamps which consume 
30% to 40% more. It is easier to replace the 
fluorescent lamps with LEDs as they just require a 
change in the starter. LEDs have a long lifespan 
about five times more than the conventional ones. 
For instance, by replacing a 36 W fluorescent tube by 
a 19 W LED tube can save up to 48% energy. Thus 
LEDs can be an effective way of saving energy. 
Schall, et. al., Transportation and communication 
also play a pivotal role in modern world. It has a 
great impact on people’s life and environment. With 
all this advancement and progress, we should not 
ignore the fact that it has a negative impact on the 
environment. It is silently degrading the 
environmental conditions as well as adversely 
affecting our health too. The road transport sector 
plays a major role in this. As per reports, 30 – 40 per 
cent of world’s carbon dioxide emissions are caused 
by road transport sector alone. This means a lot of 
pollution and thus calls for an immediate action to be 
taken for the benefit of the environment. So for this 
fuel efficient, affordable and environment friendly 
vehicles have been designed. They have a specific 
driving style known as “eco driving”. The vehicle 
works on some specific rules and regulations such as 
accelerating the vehicle moderately and changing its 
gear optimally, to prevent abrupt breakings and 
accelerations, follow traffic rules and maintain a safe 
distance from other vehicles, maintaining appropriate 
speed limits and maintaining a constant driving pace 
and avoid excessive unnecessary driving. Another 
way of making people aware of these things is by 
giving incentives to the ones who drive and have 
positive outlook towards following the notion. Ajay 
N Bhagwat, et. al., Conventional technologies rely 
on energy extracted from fossil fuels i.e. non-
renewable resources that are depleting at an alarming 
rate. The world economy is not actually energy-
efficient for the present day energy consumption 
levels, it is estimated that about 86 % of the energy is 
wasted in order to maintain economic activity. This 
along with the growing population, climatic changes 
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and world economic conditions demand a new 
alternative which is cost effective, highly efficient, 
environment friendly, and time effective. This comes 
as a challenge to research and development as it 
demands revolutionary ideas without compromising 
with the comfort and quality of life. The main 
objective of this is to achieve reduced energy 
consumptions and ease the way of life. Researchers 
have upgraded the existing technology by using 
unique configurations to come up with energy 
efficient technology. The success of this technology 
depends on factors such as availability of energy 
resources, capital, knowledge, technical support, 
expert reviews and advice. Fulfilment of these 
factors would lead to the success of this technology 
and in turn will enhance the human resource 
development thereby making a country’s 
infrastructure and economic background strong and 
stable. 
 
Advantages 
1. In today’s world, where there’s excessive 

depletion of energy resources, the energy 
efficient technologies have taken over a large 
part of our energy needs and reduced the burden 
on non-renewable energy resources and 
decreased the carbon footprint.  

2. Energy efficient systems in buildings and 
housing societies are not only investments with 
utility savings that improve the quality of life 
but also provides health benefits and enhanced 
comfort. E.g. the green buildings initiative is 
concerned towards the environment though a bit 
expensive initially it is cheaper in the long run. 

3. Energy efficient technologies implemented on 
proper ventilation and airflow, air ceilings, 
canals and sewage systems lower the chances of 
respiratory problems and getting infected by 
various diseases. 

4. Though inducing these energy efficient 
technologies in various arenas is a bit premium, 
the cost-benefit ratio along with the comfort and 
health standards covers 75% of the expense. 

5. Energy efficient products like LEDs can save up 
to 76% of the energy in comparison to the 

incandescent lamps and thus reduces the 
mercury emissions that can affect the marine 
life. 

6. Usage of ACs, refrigerators, geysers etc. leads to 
CFC and other GHG emissions that cause global 
warming and climatic change, that can be 
lowered by adopting energy efficient 
technologies and alternative ways. E.g.: HVAC 
Overhauls, etc.  

7. Green Cellular networking is one approach 
based on the energy efficient technology that 
saves a significant amount of energy at cellular 
network base stations. 

8. Implementing energy efficient technology like 
automated daylight efficiency electronics and 
other equipment in educational institutions can 
save a huge amount of usable energy. 

9. Instead of investing in new machineries, 
improving and using energy efficient 
technologies is much more cost effective and 
further helps boost the economy of the country. 
E.g.: US Department of energy says that we can 
save up to 5-30% on our utility bills, hundreds 
of dollars on geyser bills, etc. 

10. Associating energy efficient technologies with 
current national plans can be beneficial in the 
long run by reducing the pressure on the 
country’s economy thereby achieving a stable 
condition. 

 
Conclusion 
A developing country like India, which is so diverse, 
multicultural and richly populated has enormous 
energy needs. Energy plays a key role in all 
economic endeavours as well as in providing the 
basic needs of human life such as food, shelter, 
healthcare, etc. To fulfil all these requirements, the 
global demand for energy is increasing day by day in 
the developing countries. As per records, a minimum 
of 4000 kWh per capita is the average annual energy 
supply of a country to be considered developed. In 
India in 2018, the average annual energy supply was 
only 1181 kWh per capita; whereas the global 
average was about 2674 kWh per capita. But this 
rapid increase in energy demands has negative 
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impacts too. The industrial sector causes the largest 
emissions of CO2 gas followed by the transport 
sector. A lot of energy can be saved by switching to 
alternative possibilities and by adopting efficient 
equipment, processes, and methodologies across 
various sectors and arenas.Right from our day to day 
life requirements, energy efficient technologies are 
used in workplaces, institutions, IT sector, industrial 
sector, etc. in an environment friendly way. Even 
though the energy sector keeps on expanding, 
billions of people are out of its fold. For a developing 
country like India where a major part of the 
population resides in sub-urban and rural areas, men 
and women can’t access the outputs of the energy 
efficient technologies. Providing the common men 
and women with these amenities would upgrade their 
quality of life. The government of India has taken 
many initiatives and steps towards this by 
implementing programs and projects like Unnat 
Jeevan by Affordable LEDs and Appliances for All 
(UJALA) scheme under ministry of power, The 
Energy Conservation Act (EC Act) (2001), etc. From 
my perspective, for the sustainable development of 
the country, minimizing the usage of fossil fuels and 
non-renewable energy resources and lowering the 
energy needs is the only way to fulfil developmental 
aims of improved energy usage, enhanced quality of 
life, increased employment and increased per capita 
income of the citizens. As our country is still majorly 
driven by natural resources, tapping of every 
negawatt of energy will reduce pressure on natural 
resources, and so is considered as a boon. So we 
need to use these natural resources judiciously and at 
the same time adopt the energy efficient technologies 
to make the country strong in terms of infrastructure, 
economically stable and developed. 
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Introduction 
Kok, J. N et.al(2009)The theory and development of 
computer systems able to perform tasks normally 
requiring human intelligence, such as visual 
perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and 
translation between languages. The task of making 
computer has impress many people, from the time 
computers are in existence. There is no specific 
definition for artificial intelligence, as it can also be 
called as the area of the computer where computer is 
visualizing similarly to human and performs task 
according to situation. There are also some test to 
check that a system is artificially intelligent or, not? 
This can be done with the help of Turning Test. 
Coppin, B.(2004) Artificial Intelligence is newest 
field for computers and also for research work. The 
concept of artificial intelligence was already 
introduced 1000s of year back. From that time 
different people define artificial intelligence 
according to them. As artificial intelligence can also 
be define as the study of the system which can 
perform the task according to humans. Jiang.F 
(2017)et.al In recent times artificial intelligence is 
introduce in the field of heath care. After the 
introduction of artificial intelligence in heath care a 
question arises that, Artificial intelligence would be 
able to remove humans from the health care 
industry? So the answer is no, But artificial 
intelligence can assist humans in various area of 
health care. From the above we can conclude that AI 
falls into two categories: first is Machine 
Learning(ML)it is use to study the structure such as 
genetics of patients. The second one is Natural 
Learning Process(NPL) it target text and make them 
comfortable for the machine to understand. AI is 
used to detect many diseases which are the major 
cause of death all over the world because of it’s vast  

knowledge. Disease like cancer, cardiology and 
neurology. If these disease are detected earlier then 
they can be cured without harming the human this 
can done by improving analysis structure, EP or 
EMR and by improving AI. Besides these three 
disease AI can be used in different areas. For 
example, for cataract even for diabatic retinopathy 
through retina photography fundus. Mesko.B 
(2018)et.al. In today’s world people believe that 
along with AI in health care they can solve the 
problem of health crises. This crises is due shortage 
of doctor, large chronic attention is required and 
availability of skilled doctors in health care. 
 
Literary Survey 
Zang, Y (2015) et.al Pressure is define as force upon 
area. It is the common function of human and nature. 
There are different types of pressure in humans also 
which are blood pressure, intraocular pressure etc. 
These are also known as heath indicator and can be 
check with the help of pressure sensors. They 
generate signal with the help of pressure and AI is 
used to convert these signals to check the pressure. 
This make AI very useful in health care industry. The 
pressure sensors are divided in two groups: first is of 
low pressure and other of high pressure. It is 
important to know the range of pressure for good 
health. Human machine along with AI understand the 
pressure distribution more clearly. With the 
development of pressure sensors in past years has 
shown huge growth and allow the sensors to be used 
in real time application. These are also inspired by 
the development of organic electronics, and flexible 
pressure sensors are in fashion. E-skins with 
significantly improved properties have been used in 
artificial intelligence. Despite of these development, 
it also has many challenges which will come in near 
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future. Like, focus attention, consideration key, 
sensitivity of sensors and to perform perfectly is a 
big challenge to make them a high performance 
sensors with low cost and low power consumption. 
 Davenport, T. and Kalakota, R.(2019) Artificial 
Intelligence is a group of technology and most of 
them are directly related to heath care. Few of them 
are very important for health care. In health care 
common method is used PMP(Precision medicine 
predicting) means what treatment is to be given to 
the patient according to it requirement with the help 
of AI they have make specific data type. This process 
is called supervised learning. The most complex 
form of ML is neural networks which were 
introduced in 1960. It is use to check whether a 
person will suffer from disease or not. It work only 
in input or output. There is another branch (NLP) 
which has only one goal to understand human 
language. In healthcare (NPL) applications are used 
for classification and creation. It can convert clinical 
report and converse in AI. Since 1970 AI focus on 
diagnosis for treatment of disease. AI promise to do 
treatment accurately, but was not introduce for 
clinical practise because were better in diagnosis. But 
still we believe that AI will play major role in health 
care. It is believed that AI will make diagnosis easy 
for all disease which are not diagnosed by humans. 
With advancement in AI brings some major 
challenges. Like, these technologies are adapted by 
daily clinics or not? All clinics will overcome from 
the problem but still it will take another 10 years for 
complete adoption. 
 Yu, k. (2018) et.al Artificial intelligence has 
changed medical practices. With the help of Machine 
learning and computer infrastructure AI is spread in 
all the areas. AI also enter in the field of health care, 
earlier was considered to be a field of humans 
completely. It is used to make radiology image from 
the MRI, CT scanner and offer x-ray image which 
offer non visibility of human body. Artificial 
intelligence will enable the next generation radiology 
machine which will be more accurate in finding test 
results of a person. Artificial intelligence could help 
mitigate the impacts of this severe deficit of qualified 
clinical staff by taking over some of the diagnostic 

duties typically allocated to humans. For example, 
AI imaging tools can screen chest x-rays for signs of 
tuberculosis, often achieving a level of accuracy 
comparable to humans. This capability could be 
deployed through an app available to providers in 
low-resource areas, reducing the need for a trained 
diagnostic radiologist on site. 
 Bennett, C. C., & Hauser, K. (2013). The aim of 
AI is to provide the model and improve the decision 
making and make it familiar with health care and 
clinics. All the things that are related to healthcare 
system is interaction with human and gives out the 
last result. It provides the base for the introduction of 
clinical AI by the advancement and this can be done 
by implementation of different plan properly. In 
present day world people are trying to make AI 
decision making similar to humans. With proper 
design and formula AI decision making capability 
can surpass human decision making in complex 
situation and can perform the task easily as compare 
to humans. All this can happen but there are some 
questions that this be cost efficient? Will it be simple 
or remain complex? With the continuous use of EHR 
it make data types where AI compute the data and 
gives appropriate results. Like, AI will predict 
correct treatment with minimal cost and minimum 
side effect. 
 Choi, D.J (2020) et.al. It is difficult for the 
doctor to check the heart failure. But with artificial 
intelligence-Clinical Decision Support System (AI-
CDSS) is design in such a way that it will help the 
doctor to check the heart failure. The aim is to 
improve the accuracy for testing the heart failure. 
Then a survey is been done with the help of people 
some of them were tested with AI-CDSS and some 
of them were treated by heart’s specialist and it was 
found that heart specialist were more accurate then 
AI-CDSS. But in the absence of doctor it can be used 
for the diagnosis. With daily increase in heart failure 
cases it is difficult for heart specialist to do proper 
diagnose. In new era with lots of rules and 
regulations and drugs in market for the treatment of 
the heart failure patient is difficult. In these kind of 
situation AI play a important role by storing huge 
data and recovery methods, AI play a crucial role in 
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Heart related issues. With the help of AI-CDSS it can 
create an environment which include expert driven 
knowledge, Machine learning rule generation.  
  Holzinger, A.(2019)et.al. Now the biggest 
challenge for AI is medicine. But this can be solved 
by making proper data sets for particular treatment 
and the future of medicine is to make models where 
they compile everything like, complexity of the 
treatment. 
 AI is in great demand in the field of medicine 
because of it’s accuracy, capability of storing huge 
data types, reliable behaviour and obviously it’s 
performance, Research is been done to use AI in the 
field of medicine to use AI in the field of medicine. 
As artificial intelligence is very common in today’s 
world in every field then it would be possible to use 
artificial intelligence in the field of medicine? 
Because in many people has to understand what 
decision will artificial intelligence take while treating 
a person. There are many problems which cannot be 
solved by simple logical formula. This happen 
because AI will not be able to recognize human 
simple problems, emotion and jokes. The major 
drawback of the most successful branch ML is that it 
works on models and it limits its performance. 
 
Advantages 
1. Artificial Intelligence has changed the decision 

making for the people in medical field and help 
them so, that they can cure people easily. 

2. Artificial Intelligence in healthcare is common 
to support clinical behaviour through the 
analysis of medical data. Most of the studies 
mentioned that artificial intelligence technology 
is useful in disease diagnosis. 

3. Artificial Intelligence technology can analyse 
medical images to identify the disease, and 
distinguish between common and chronic 
disease. 

4. Artificial Intelligence play a vital role in disease 
prevention, By merging A.I model with the 
human behaviour data this can be used to 
identify the risks related with the brains. 

5. Artificial Intelligence also play a important role 
in identifying the suicidal tendency in the person 

which are suffering from mental issues or help 
in identifying this in common people. 

6. In Nursing department, some devices based on 
Artificial Intelligence are used to monitor 
patient, So Nurse can more easily correct real 
time information. 

7. Electronic health records system based on 
Artificial Intelligence can be used to collect 
progress report about the patient. It contains 
clinical information about the patient so Doctors 
and Nurses can monitor the properly. 

8. Robots based on the principle of Artificial 
Intelligence can be used as strong nursing 
assistant in the hospitals. 

9. There are robots which can help the person in 
the mobility, for example if a person having 
back pain then this robot can help the person to 
change it’s position from one place to another, 
when command is been given by Nurse through 
touch pad. 

10. Artificial Intelligence devices can be helpful to 
the person which are suffering from the 
problems related to vision. So, they can wear 
these devices which help them to get self-health 
situation in real-time 

 
Conclusion 
Artificial Intelligence has broad applications in 
medical research and clinical application. In addition 
to its advantages and potential for healthcare, 
Artificial Intelligence induces special ethical issues 
and challenges to ethical governance, especially in 
some frontier Artificial Intelligence fields, which 
pose potential risks to the environment and 
humanity’s future. Some valuable ethical governance 
guidelines have already been established as 
important components of the Artificial Intelligence 
governance system. However, to govern the 
trustworthy Artificial Intelligence in healthcare and 
medicine, further globally applicable refinements and 
special guidelines, especially for frontier Artificial 
Intelligence fields, are required. Therefore Artificial 
Intelligence is very useful for the country like India 
as this can reduce the risk of life of the people’s. It 
can be used by everyone in the country by so it can 
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easily maintain the data for all the people related to 
their health. This, Artificial Intelligence in the 
Healthcare plays a very vital role by treating a person 
more efficiently, and in the near future it going to be 
possible that patients are treated by Artificial 
Intelligence completely without the assistance of the 
doctors. In all over the w0orld.  
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Introduction 
According to Elizabeth Howell, in aviation or space, 
a drone is referred as an unpiloted aircraft or 
spacecraft. Also known as an "unmanned aerial 
vehicle," or UAV. On Earth, drones are mainly used 
for military purposes because using them don't put a 
pilot's life at risk in combat zones. In addition, 
drones do not require rest, they can fly as long as 
there is fuel in the craft as there are zero mechanical 
difficulties or challenges.  
 Drones are very useful in many ways. Using 
drones, one can do remote sensing. Drones can be 
used by police in commercial aerial surveillance. 
Drones are used in entertainment industry for 
commercial and motion picture filmmaking. Drones 
can also be used in oil, gas and mineral exploration. 
Drones can save lives as well. Drones can be of huge 
help in disaster relief. Drones are useful in great 
businesses like real estate and constructional sites.  
 The use of drones for medical purposes have 
many merits, such as instant help, reducing the time 
of traveling to the patient, reduction of complications 
in the injured owing to a short time to wait for 
rescue, support and improvement of basic operations 
of medical emergency teams, and the opportunity to 
reach places not feasible for basic means of medical 
transport (e.g., because of floods and blocked roads) 
 It is mandatory to be aware of the present 
regulations. There are many safety information 
bulletins but neither information bulletins nor the 
most perfect regulations will be able to protect us 
from threats that may be caused by the presence of a 
drone in a place not intended for. An appearance of 
an unreported unmanned aircraft in the controlled 
space is a problem identified worldwide as affecting 
aviation safety. Example like filming a large 
passenger aircraft from a close distance, or an 

intervention in approach to an international airport 
associated with an identification of a drone. 
 
Literary Survey 
Drones in Medicine 
Current Applications of Drones in Medicine 
In the first government-approved drone delivery in 
the United States, the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) recently tested a 
medical supply delivery to a small clinic in rural 
Virginia using a drone. In that supply, there were 
medications for asthma, high blood pressure and 
diabetes. The testing of the efficiency of this state-of 
the-art technology for such a purpose was a great 
success, as it proved to be safe and drastically 
reduced the delivery time. In Rwanda, Africa, drones 
were used to transport blood products and medicines 
to critical access hospitals and hard to reach regions. 
The drones navigate with the help of the Global 
Positioning System (GPS) and Rwanda’s cellular 
network. Hospitals ordered blood and medicines via 
text messages and received the supplies in as less 
than 30 minutes. The ability to transport blood is 
essential; a single patient with massive bleeding can 
easily deplete the blood supply in medium-sized 
hospitals, and larger hospitals can run low on certain 
blood types. Several prior studies have also shown 
that drones are a safe method for transporting blood 
products, donated blood and vaccines using samples 
containing microbes. 
Potential applications of drones in medicine.:  
 In emergency medicine, studies have showed 
that the use of drones may prove to be safe and 
efficient for delivering an automated external 
defibrillator (AED) for out-of-hospital cardiac arrests 
in areas identified using GIS (Geographic 
Information System) models. The various methods of 
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delivering an AED after arrival onsite while keeping 
the drones within the line of sight were further 
studied. This study showed that the use of an AED-
equipped drone might have the potential to reduce 
the time to defibrillation for out-of-hospital cardiac 
arrests. A similar study conducted in the Netherlands 
showed that the use of an ambulance drone designed 
to deliver an AED directly to heart attack victims. In 
this application, doctors provided instructions 
regarding AED use and cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation procedures to persons assisting on-site 
with the help of livestream video and audio 
connections. The use of drones in this application has 
the potential to reduce response times and increase 
survival rates, especially for patients in cardiac 
arrest. 
 
Advantages and Disadvantages of drone 
technology in medicine 
Advantages 
1. Delivering laboratory samples or blood, as well 

as unique products brought to village area’s 
clinics or hospitals. 

2. Delivery of prescriptions and other supplies to 
people who are in hard to reach areas. 

3. Organs transport for transplantation.  
4. Potential to transport defibrillators to patients in 

cardiac arrest. 
 
Disadvantages 
1. Regulatory limitations need to be addressed and 

updated before drones can be used in the 
medical field. Rules and Regulations are to be 
made before drones come into play. In medical 
emergencies, the fastest route needs to be made 
for ensuring life-saving therapy, including 
‘flying out of sight’. As such, any disturbance 
might adversely impact the health and survival 
rate of a patient. 

2. The effectiveness of drones will depend on the 
individual focussing to deliver help to the 
emergency victim. This could be a layperson 
and not anyone who can necessarily take charge 
of medical treatment. Such an arrangement 
might be a failure when compared with the more 

traditional medical transport methods and 
delivery of medical aid. 

3. Storage and transportation of all drugs and 
specimens with the help of drones needs to be 
carefully implemented and monitored. This 
includes temperature of storage and duration of 
transportation as these can make difference in 
drug efficacy and specimen data results. Any 
kind of non-seriousness on these parameters 
could lead to serious consequences to the health 
and well-being of a patient. 

 
Disaster Management Supported by Drone 
Applications 
It is not true that water related disaster means only 
flood. In case of drought, amount of water is below 
required while in case of flood, amount of water is 
too much but both of them is considered as disaster. 
Drought and flood mean extreme positions of the 
water amount scale. With drone applications, 
services can detect hot spots earlier than the 
traditional civil report. If the reduced response time 
is able to save as much value forest as the costs of 
using drone, this indicates that the drone application 
is effective not only in experts view but also in 
economic view. In accordance to time, there are three 
different options for using drone to support water 
related disaster management. Before floods drone 
can take river bed surveys as a kind of preventive 
measure. During flood drone can support decision 
makers with the crystal-clear view of the flooded 
area providing objective and relevant information. 
After disaster, experts can use drones for mapping or 
remapping the affected area for making quick 
analysis about damages caused by the flood. The 
above approach can also be used in case of forest 
fire. Drone can be a very effective tool given to well-
trained experts to manage water related disasters. 
 
Professional and Economic Effectiveness of Drone 
Applications Supporting Forest Fire Management 
The meaning of efficiency for fire managers and for 
economists can be different. Economic efficiency is 
more strict than technical efficiency. Even if drone 
applications are cheaper than the manned aircraft, it 
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is helpful to make an economic analysis of its 
applications. Even if it is very difficult to calculate 
with all circumstances and assumptions found during 
firefighting process such as aerial patrol for detecting 
hot spots or fly for reconnaissance but there are some 
theories that can help us to rate the economical 
effectiveness more precisely than rated nowadays by 
the marketing. Both the comparison based and the 
damage – time function analysis pointed out with 
mathematical formulas the tipping points beyond 
using drones became economically effective. With 
concrete examples the used indirect method also 
expressed the efficiency thresholds of using drone. 
Even if the used methods give us directions to 
measure the effectiveness of the drone applications 
have to consider that thresholds always hang on the 
basic data we use for the calculations. 
 
Rescue Emergency Drone for Fast Response to 
Medical Emergencies Due to Traffic Accidents 
Traffic accident is a consequence of the convergence 
of hazards, malfunctioning of vehicles and human 
negligence that have worst economic and health 
impacts and effects. Unfortunately, avoiding them 
completely is illogical and almost impossible, but 
with quick response to rescue and first aid, the 
mortality rate of effected people can be reduced 
significantly. Smart and innovative technologies can 
play an essential role to respond faster to traffic crash 
emergencies in comparison to conventional means of 
transportation. For instance, Rescue Emergency 
Drone can provide faster and real-time crash site risk 
assessment to emergency services, therefore helping 
them to quickly and efficiently assess a situation, 
dispatch the right equipment and assist people 
around the site to treat inflicted person properly.  
 With the integration of RED into the Fire and 
Rescue Services, the response time can be reduced in 
providing first aid. Moreover, the analysis of the 
crash scene can be performed in a faster and more 
efficient way allowing vehicles such as fire truck, 
rescue truck, incident commander and ambulances to 
approach fast and deal with the emergency 
effectively by saving time and precious resources. 
 

Drones for search and rescue 
Natural disasters are increasingly rapidly as climate 
change becomes more severe. Search and rescue 
operations become more and more important to 
societies all over the world. Rescue services are 
mainly engaged in missions in rural areas, treating 
the injured or searching for missing people. Often, 
time is an essential factor for a positive result of 
search and rescue missions. Due to their versatile 
nature, drones have a great potential to be used in 
search and rescue scenarios and thus reduce the 
rescue time.  
 In search and rescue scenarios, time is often the 
most critical factor because lives are at risk. Often 
the time factor is uncertain because the exact location 
of the person concerned is not known. Thus, search 
and rescue services are required to search a vast area 
within a very short period of time. Emergency 
services have already started to deploy unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) in an attempt to search a larger 
area in a shorter period of time. Time and the vast 
space are the most common and important factors in 
these missions, but natural disasters often cause 
constraints which cannot be overcome by humans. 
Avalanches, floods, and wildfire are among the most 
common natural disasters which make search and 
rescue missions extremely challenging for humans. 
Moreover, contamination may occur in the same 
area. In these search and rescue scenarios, UAVs 
have many advantages over humans. Firstly, UAVs 
can be sent to any spot without the operator knowing 
the exact conditions in the target area. This reduces 
the probability of rescuer injury or death. Moreover, 
if we use the latest tracking and communication 
techniques, UAVs can scan a large area in a short 
time span. Here RGB, infrared, and thermal cameras 
combined with state-of-the-art machine learning are 
used for identifying and tracking humans. However, 
a number of factors are still involved in the 
ineffective deployment of UAVs for rescue 
operations. While swarm intelligence can be used to 
control and operate a large number of UAVs at the 
same time, the general control concept is still not 
clear. Today, most of the time one UAV is operated 
by one pilot which makes scalability insufficient as 
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intensive labour is required. Multimodal interaction 
coupled with machine learning can support pilots in 
operating one or multiple UAVs at the same time. 
Also, the to be rescued person could control UAVs 
and thereby for instance send in formations to the 
search and rescue troops. 
 
Advantages of Drones as Lifeguards 
1. Drones can examine the ground from a certain 

altitude in higher definition video and thermal 
imaging and therefore the time taken to search 
and rescue a missing person is reduced 
drastically. 

2. Drones are an improvement in warzone. There 
technical advantages like loitering capacity, 
removal of risk to pilots, precision make them a 
vital addition to any military use. 

3. Commercially, drones can be used in delivery 
and by that many road accidents can be avoided 
and hence help saving lives. 

4. In a scenario of firefighting, drones with thermal 
imaging capabilities can see through thick 
smoke with the help of thermal technology and 
hence saving the life of helicopter pilots as well 
as money. 

5. Using drones improve healthcare, particularly in 
remote and under developed areas by reducing 
lab testing turnaround times, enabling just-in-
time lifesaving medical supply and device 
delivery, and saving costs of routine prescription 
care in rural areas. 

6. Telecommunication drones are used for 
diagnosis and treatment of people affected by 
any disease. 

7. Visual imaging and 3D mapping can analyse 
areas that are prone to large-scale disasters such 
as earthquakes and flooding with great ease. 
Helicopters are too expensive to use, satellite 
mapping does not meet the requirement of high-
resolution, and both take too much time during 
emergency conditions. 

8. Drones can assess structural damage from 
natural disasters which relief workers often find 
difficult and dangerous to do.  

9. Drones with AI can easily save themselves from 
buildings that are on the verge of collapsing, 
potential explosions due to chemical leaks so 
that no human life can put in danger. 

10. Drones are helpful in search and rescue missions 
by the coastguard service in order to save lives 
near or at coastal area if anything happens. 

 
Conclusion 
Drone technology is not only limited to saving lives, 
but can also help in various other domains like 
agriculture, military, commercial etc., In India, 
agriculture plays a vital role in economy, so how can 
drone help Indian agriculture? Drone can monitor 
irrigation, surveillance crop health, Drones can do 
field soil analysis, crop damage assessment and 
many other agriculture related tasks so that farmers 
don’t have to worry about these things and make 
mindful decisions related to their field. Drones are 
useful for common people as well. Drones can be 
used commercially for delivering hence save 
manpower and thereby saving money and also shifts 
unimportant road traffic to the sky. Besides, they can 
be used over smaller distances to deliver small 
packages, food, letters, medicines, beverages etc. 
Drones are being used to monitor dangerous weather 
so that it can predict and tell in advance in order to 
preparing ourselves for the same. In this paper, we 
have seen many applications of drones also known as 
UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle). Mainly we have 
seen that how drone technology can save life in 
almost every way it can. We have done research on 
current and potential applications of drones in 
medicine, advantages and disadvantages of the same, 
then disaster management based on drone 
application, managing forest fire with the help of 
drones, then we learnt about search and rescue with 
drones. So, in my view drones are very useful and 
future technology and can do many other tasks 
without putting the life of any human being in 
danger. 
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Introduction  
Elizabeth Howell., (2018) Drones are more 
commonly known as Unmanned Aircraft Systems 
(UAEes) or Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). A 
drone can be controlled by a remote or can fly from 
one place to another place through some software 
controlled flight plans in their device. 
 IoT Agenda., (2019) Drones are generally used 
for military purposes to save the pilots from grave 
danger. It can fly from one place to another place 
when there is a device used to control it or when the 
instructions are given to the device. 
 Pytlik Zillig, L. M., et.al.,(2016) Drones are 
used for varied purposes. Built in.,(2019)Probably 
the drones used in the military region can fly up to 
50,000 feet in the air and are fixed with missiles and 
tools. Drones are also used for transportation of food, 
goods to doorstep. The delivering drones are called 
‘last mile’ delivering drones because they give 
deliveries to doorstep that are nearby the store. In 
emergency places, where human’s presence is danger 
to know about the situation of that particular place 
there drones can give information to the devices. In 
case of underwater, Autonomous Underwater 
Vehicle (AUV) is sent for the rescue. 
 Rayomand engineer, (2018) Emergencies are the 
aspects that can cause anytime unknowingly without 
our interference. There are many emergencies in our 
day to day life. Among them there are some major 
emergencies like burns, heart attack/chest pain, 
major cuts, heat stroke, fractures, electrocution, 
seizure and many more which are very dangerous. 
Road accidents, fire accidents are also a emergency 
cases which are very dangerous. 
 Benjamin Powers., (2018) Drones are mainly 
used in the time of disaster. The drones are beneficial 
in the disaster times in search and rescue operations, 

wild – fire extinguishing, delivery supply, etc. After 
a disaster occurs, drones can help to locate survivors, 
perform analysis, deliver equipment. Drones can 
carry blood products with in time and save lives. 
 Air borne drones., (2019) Drones are able to 
give video about the disaster/emergency to the 
disaster management. It can give instructions about 
how to take people to safe place. If someone is 
struck/lost in mountain areas covered by snow, 
drones are used to track them. Drones can help to the 
cardiac arrest people by responding to the victims 
over 10 minutes and is faster than other traditional 
rescue methods. 
 Drones have become the technology which is 
useful for emergencies and can able to give 
instructions to devices as soon as possible. It is a 
very fast communicative device. There are many 
advantages of drones as well as disadvantages at the 
same time. It a flying device which can capture the 
things surrounding to it. Drone technology made 
impossible as possible in disaster and emergency 
areas. Medical delivery by drones saved the lives of 
people. It can also be used for capturing pictures 
during one’s wedding and many events. We have to 
make the use of drones in a proper way and do not 
misuse it so that it should not affect one’s private 
life. 
 
Literary Survey  
(i) Collaboration of drone and internet of public 
safety things in smart cities: An overview of qos 
and network performance optimization 
Alsamhi, S. H., et.al., (2019) The drones can collect 
data from internet using devices and it can send 
information or communicate with the device that are 
present on the ground in a short period of time. The 
drones are help us to find out what’s happening 
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around us, to gain knowledge about the world around 
us. 
 Drones cannot send the data to the device over 
long distances and are not able to communicate with 
them. The drones that are communicating through 
wifi, ad hoc and others are useless when there occurs 
a disaster. Drones can stalk in private areas which is 
very problematic for privacy and safety. 
 Drones are LAP family and are like space 
robots. There are many advantages of drones like 
rapid development, emergency services, low 
propagation delay. Drones are the best solution for 
emergency services because they perform their task 
more effectively. The development of drones reduces 
energy cost. 
 The research was done by finding about the role 
of drones and their contribution for life saving 
activities which was supported by Research 
Development Funds from Tsinghua University to 
contribute funds for their research. 
 Drones are capable of fast emergency 
communication and communicate for public safety. 
Some communication types of drones that are used 
for communication are WiMax, WiFi, ad hoc and 
long term evolution (LTE). But the space technology 
is best way for public safety measures and to help 
them. Drones can move around the disaster area and 
help the disaster management team to communicate 
and rescue people. Drones contain sensors and obtain 
real time information anytime. Drones have the 
capability to fly in any conditions. 
 
ii) A Survey of Drone Use for Socially Relevant 
Problems: Lessons from Africa. 
Washington, A. N. (2018) Drones are the ariel 
vehicles. The drones are very useful and helpful for 
the military armed forces. African countries 
developed solutions for the social problems using 
this technology. In 2017, the government of Malawi 
created Humanitarian Drone Testing Corridor, the 
largest testing area designed to explore the drones for 
social awareness and life saving purpose. 
 If there is a change in weather conditions, it 
probably found damaged and deliveries of some 
useful equipments are failed. Most drones can carry 

only less efforts. Small drones can capture private 
information which causes a lot of problems. If it once 
got damaged, it is too expensive for repairs. 
 African countries developed many partnerships 
with the companies by solving the problems related 
to environment, life saving activities, military 
purposes. In Switzerland, Matternet partner with 
Swiss post created deliveries for medical supplies in 
Lugano, Zurich and others cities. Government of 
Africa identified the advantages of drones across 
various industries. 
 Method adopted for the research is, a survey is 
conducted to know how drones can help during 
social related issues and life saving activities. 
Developing these kind of technologies gives a better 
future guide for many problems. 
 Drones provided many applications for African 
countries like healthcare, archaeology, genocide 
prevention and many more. Drones are helpful where 
there are no adequate facilities. Drones in Sweden, 
carried external defibrillators (electric shock for 
cardiac patients for cardiac arrest). Drones have 
provided accessibility for difficult roads in rural 
areas. It has provided the technology for life saving 
activities. In Sweden, drones are used for delivering 
blood very fast which takes a lot of time by road. 
 
iii) The Use of Drones in Emergency Medicine: 
Practical and Legal Aspects. 
Konert, A., et.al., (2019) Drones are the alternatives 
for air transport which are controlled by radio waves. 
The study of this technology helps us to find out 
possible solutions during rescue operations. In 20 
and 21st centuries it was helpful for military purposes 
as antimissile exercises and many more. 
 Neither information campaign nor most strict 
rules could save from the threats caused by drones 
that are present in restricted areas. If there is a drone 
in restricted area, it can effect safety or secret of that 
particular place. 
 The scientists analyzed that red blood cell units, 
plasma units, platelet units get frozen in 24 hours. 
This drone technology is a good idea to transport 
blood products and rescue lives from danger. The use 
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of drone in United Nations took place in 2010 in 
Haiti to know the damage caused by earth quake. 
 The method adopted for the requirement of 
information across world is to refer a lot of books 
and gathering information from many magazines and 
articles. They came across the legal things that have 
impact on drone technologies and changed according 
to that aspects. 
 Drones can be very helpful in cloudy conditions 
with their low flight altitude which is actually 
impossible for helicopters. The drone can find the 
place of any accident that took place and number of 
victims is seen and emergency services are provided. 
The drones for medical purpose can give quick help, 
with less time of travelling to patient, reduction of 
complications. Some drones can provide emergency 
procedures like continue flight along programmed 
route, end the flight by emergency landing, make a 
flight to the pre programmed location and many 
more. 
 
iv) Identifying hazardous emerging behaviors in 
search and rescue missions with drones: a 
proposed methodology 
Lygouras, E., et.al.,(2017) Drones are very helpful in 
the region there are adequate facilities of transport 
for medical purposes. Rwanda company in 2016 
introduced carrying blood products to rural clinics, 
also the facilities reaches to Ghana. Technology can 
update about health status of a country. 
 During disaster times, due to the climate and 
wind movement it takes more time for the medical 
deliveries. Drones are not used for all medical 
deliveries because the blood and vaccines may not 
get right temperature conditions for travelling. In 
Ghana there are 2000 health facilities and 1000 
workers but the research took information about only 
20 health facilities and 533 workers. 
 There are positive impressions on implementing 
drone technology in Ghana. Also now, at the present 
situation Covid 19 pandemic, the modern technology 
and drones helped health care workers to supply 
medical needs in Ghana. 
 This study was done interestingly by the 
participated members and an informal discussion 

done with 20 medical facilities by asking them 
certain questions about the medical supplies and 
usage of drones. Data from questions and from other 
researches is collected and represented to the readers. 
 Drone technology is the useful invention to save 
lives from danger in the disaster or in medical 
emergency. The medical services of drones are 
delivered on right time whenever it is needed. 
Drones reduces medical wastage in rural areas and 
helps to give them the correct one. The health care 
workers felt happy with the drone technology in 
Ghana. These services of drones can be used in other 
region of the country so that everyone gets benefit of 
this means of technology. 
 
v) Do drones have a realistic place in a pandemic 
fight for delivering medical supplies in healthcare 
systems problems? 
Euchi, J. (2020) Drones can be used for deliveries, 
medical purposes, security and many more. It can 
also measure temperature of shoppers present in 
shopping centre and also can control curfews. It can 
increase its speed to collect information and they are 
available at low costs. It can be used to supply food, 
drugs and medical things to the patients. 
 If there is a change in climatic conditions then 
there will be a problem to drones. Hence it can give 
negative impact on transportation. It can be a threat 
to air transport. The damage caused by drones has 
more impact and may be difficult to solve the 
problem. 
 The thermal camera drone will help to find the 
infected or diseased person in a overcrowded place 
so that to take some safety measures to protect 
ourselves. There are some drones with speakers 
which helped Spanish state about emergency 
formulas. It can broadcast programs and can control 
some places that are in danger. 
 A survey is conducted in healthcare sector about 
different types of drones and about their objective, 
selection of applications and also their drawbacks or 
challenges. 
 Drones are mostly used in low – income 
countries. The drones can help aid workers. It can 
improve awareness in public about some dangers, 
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damage, information about health sector during the 
pandemic situation also. There can also be some new 
developments in future of how drones are favourable 
to deliver goods, medicines for patients, etc. Drones 
can disinfect large areas which is difficult for a man 
to do so. In the environmental it can detect the 
amount and reason for emission of harmful things 
and save lives of people. 
  
vi) Public safety drones 
Price, W. F. (2019) Drones (Unmanned Aircraft 
system) is a device where it is used when manned 
aircraft cannot reach which are controlled by some 
software along with GPS. They are biggest helpers at 
the time of war. It covered the news during terrorist 
attack in Iraq and sent images. Drones can give 
safety to the public in disaster times. 
 There are some negative things of drones. Many 
of them are following wrong ways of drones for their 
selfish aspects. By keeping in the mind of public 
privacy, government implemented a new amendment 
against of researches that effects public’s safety. The 
fear that drones can capture what’s happening in 
someone’s home is troubling public. If the number of 
drones increases there occurs property damage too. 
 Drones can be able to travel from one place to 
another place in less time because of their less 
weight. Hence it can be used for saving and finding 
people who are missing. They can travel in any place 
irrespective of situation at that place. It can analyze a 
crime scene better than man’s intelligence in a very 
less time. 
 The agencies working on public safety measures 
and techniques of Texas collected information about 
drones and their uses for present and future 
generation. Beneficial part of drones and some 
arguments about them are collected and represented 
in a proper way to make use of them. 
 The government has to gain public’s trust so that 
they are not using them in a wrong way and are not 
against public’s safety. If drones are used in positive 
way, it can do law enforcement of implementing 
laws, rules to develop the nation. Drones containing 
cameras are helpful to search missing person. When 
a disaster or calamity occurs, drones can view the 

place that are dangerous for people and restrict them 
to go there and show a way to the people who are 
struck in a dangerous place. 
 
Advantages  
1. Some types of drone like fixed wing, can fly at 

higher altitude and they can carry more weight. 
2. Drones can capture high quality photographs 

and collect data from any altitude. 
3. Drones can deliver medical needs very fast and 

can save lives of people. 
4. Drones can give information and awareness in 

slopes and can reach to the difficult places and 
rescue them. 

5. Drones can help at the time of natural calamities 
by locating, finding the missing people and save 
them. 

6. It can ensure safety measures and threats ahead 
to the military people.  

7. The small sized drones can go anywhere and can 
detect bombs and send information and exact 
location of the bomb. 

8. Drones can study many regions on the earth 
where human’s presence is not possible. Drones 
can give geographical features of that region. 

9. Drones can avoid poaching of wildlife. The 
photos captured by drones in the forests can help 
to study them and save them. 

10. In the construction site, drones that are small can 
help regarding the damages, cracks or other 
dangerous aspects. 

 
Conclusion  
In India, there are many places where people are 
unaware of these technologies. If drone technologies 
are available in such places it might be very useful to 
them in many ways. It can help to find out the 
missing people in slope region and in the places 
where people generally cannot go there as the place 
is dangerous. It can sort out the problem of medical 
services in poor villages. Government should make 
laws to project bright light to remotely poor places 
by this technology. Technology in today’s lifestyle 
has many benefits. Drone technology can save 
people at the time of disasters. India is a developing 
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country, so it has many needs and at some times 
government cannot afford the needs of people. In this 
case, they can use this technology in many ways. 
Hence government should consider the benefits of 
drones and make use of them so that they can save 
the people. 
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Introduction 
JAKE FRANKENFIELD (2020) Artificial 
intelligence generally refers to a simulation of human 
intelligence in machines that are made to think like 
humans and imitate or mimic their actions. Artificial 
intelligence is the intelligence demonstrated by 
machines, and is different from that the natural 
intelligence displayed by humans and animals. In 
other words it’s used to describe machines that do 
various functions that humans etc 
 
Literary Survey  
January 2, 2019 
Editor (2019) The various problems that the health 
care industry generally faces are as follows – the lack 
of proper equipment in the hospitals there are some 
hospitals that lack appropriate equipment and most 
of them have poor infrastructure which is a pretty 
serious problem, inadequate patient interaction, 
negligence and untimely judgment that is at times 
due to the negligence of the doctors the disease that 
the patient is suffering from might not be detected in 
time thus causing a major crisis. Another major 
problem is getting the medical staff to work in 
smaller cities, usually people like to work in modern 
well developed cities as they get better equipment 
and the surroundings are favourable to work. 
whereas in smaller cities the atmosphere isn’t great, 
there are no sufficient beds in the hospital and no 
proper equipment and the lack of hygiene. Due to 
these reason doctors usually avoid working in 
smaller cities. This too is a major problem and need 
to be carefully addressed. I believe that with the help 
of artificial intelligence most of these problems can 
be solved. 
 Khanna, D. (2018). Artificial intelligence can be 
effectively used in the health care industry as due to 

artificial intelligence diseases can be diagnosed at a 
faster rate as with the help of AI x rays and 
ultrasounds can be obtained at a faster rate thus the 
patient need not suffer for a long time, as his disease 
can be diagnosed soon and he/she can recover soon. 
The fact that machines can think at a much faster rate 
has also helped us humans identify new means for 
treatment. It is for the best and it also very efficient. 
 
My Personal View 
In my view artificial intelligence is one of the best 
means to be used in the medical industry as with the 
help of AI many lives can be saved due to early 
diagnosis. With the help of artificial intelligence 
medical equipment can be developed in a convenient 
way so as to help patients recover soon. AI in 
medical industry is one of the best idea ever in my 
point of view. Not only can artificial industry be used 
in the medical industry, but it can also be used in 
various other fields. With the help of AI the world 
can become a better place and young talented souls 
can be able to go to greater heights. I think artificial 
intelligence is a boon. 
 
Literary Survey  
Ishak, W. H. W., & Siraj, F. (2002). There are many 
advantages of features of artificial intelligence, it 
eliminates or removes boring tasks, it can process 
data well, imitates humans cognitions, and most 
importantly it provides hope for a better future. 
These are some of the salient or unique features of 
artificial intelligence. There are many people in this 
world who are suffering from various diseases. There 
are not many resources that could help decrease the 
mortality rate. Over time due to the development of 
artificial intelligence there have been many solutions 
to this problem that we face in today's world. It 

https://www.investopedia.com/contributors/82577/�
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requires a lot of time to become doctors, hence with 
the help of AI the world can become a better place in 
the aspect of the health care industry, quick 
examinations, early diagnoses, and the process wont 
take long. even if one has to check in to the hospital 
the process can be made easier with the help of 
artificial intelligence, the surrounding environment 
can be made better example noise cancellation etc. 
In conclusion we can say that the future of the health 
care industry will definitely get better with the help 
of the evolving artificial intelligence, many more 
aspects that will cure patients quicker shall come in 
the near future. 
 Brynjolfsson, E., & Mcafee, A. N. D. R. E. W. 
(2017) The most important development of our era is 
the artificial intelligence particularly in machine 
language Machine language improves machines and 
makes them super efficient. with the help of artificial 
intelligence the machines are now able to perform 
tasks better than humans can and with a lot of ease. 
In the generations to come their ability is said to 
become better. they help In management and 
implementation. with the help of artificial 
intelligence perception and cognition has been really 
easy. Many devices such aalexa and siri can 
recognize voices. Not only has it helped in voice 
recognition. It has also helped identify images. The 
evolving AI has helped in the business too, most of 
the top companies use artificial intelligence. It is 
useful in data recognition and organization in an 
efficient manner. A great man once said that in a few 
years from now with the help of AI machines can 
play chess better than humans can. So in the near 
future with the help of artificial intelligence many 
more devices can be developed that can help humans 
perform major tasks with a lot of ease. Artificial 
intelligence and machine language together can 
provide various benefits that are much required by 
the people, who can now perform tasks in a quick 
and efficient manner. 
 3. Abdullayeva, A. (2019). artificial intelligence 
in logistics, supply chain and transportation. In 
today's world many of the company's and industries 
already use AI. With the help of AI not only the 
amount of data being but also advanced computer 

power and algorithms are available to classify 
examine and quicken the process of understanding 
the operation. Artificial intelligence and machine 
language are used to only to understand the plans but 
also for making real time decisions efficiently. Some 
of the methods in which artificial intelligence is used 
in the logistics supply chain and transformation are 
Predictive analysis; 
 Machines are able to forsee hence reducing the 
chance of breakdowns and fulfilling the customer 
needs. 
 Strategic optimization. With the help of artificial 
intelligence computers are able to gather and analyse 
the information provided and take efficient accurate 
timely decisions. this helps the humans save time. 
 Artificial intelligence is also used in the 
agricultural field. It helps increase the productivity. It 
is well known that this is a main factory that 
increases the economy of the country, hence using 
artificial intelligence in this field is a wise decision. 
some of the areas in which it is most helpful are 
Agriculutural robots, these are robots that are used to 
help in the process such as harvesting, seeding etc. 
Crop monitoring, a start up called PEAT developed 
an application called plantix which can determine the 
health and status of the soil. Hence we can conclude 
that with the help of artificial intelligence the 
agriculture can be improved hence increasing the 
economy of the country. 
 Holmes, W., Bialik, M., (2019) artificial 
intelligence in the education system, AI plays quite 
an important role in the education field. with the help 
of AI students can now attend one on one classes to 
learn the subjects. not only does this help the 
children but it also helps in the various aspects of 
education such as maintaining records of the data of 
students, staff scheduling, administration, 
maintaining the finances cyber security etc. Artificial 
intelligence in education system involves two main 
strands, developing AI tools to support learning and 
using these tools to understand learning. for example 
by carefully observing how a student goes about 
solving a particular arithmetic problem and 
identifying the mistakes that have been earlier 
unknown to the educaters, teachers can begin to 
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understand much more about the process of learning 
itself this can make the classroom practices better. A 
few of the advantages of using artificial intelligence 
in the field of education are:  
a. Education at specific time: the current generation 

people prefer to spend a lot of time on tablets and 
phones, AI based applications can help provide 
one on one opportunity for these people to study 
in their free time. 

b. Virtual mentors: platforms based on artificial 
intelligence have developed virtual mentors to 
track the progress of the students 

c. Provides various options: artificial intelligence 
based solutions have been made in such a way 
that that can adapt to the interests of the students, 
by finding out their weaknesses and providing 
suitable interesting means to help them learn and 
organizing regular tests to keep tabs on the 
students progress. These are some of the 
advantages of artificial intelligence in the 
education field. with the developing programs 
many more easier efficient methods are to come 
in the near future thus education can be become 
much simpler and interesting. 

 Mateas, M. (2003,)Artificial intelligence in 
gaming, in video games artificial intelligence is used 
to develop an adaptive, responsive, intelligent non 
player character (npc) with ability and skill like 
humans.AI in video games mainly improves the 
game player experience rather than improving the 
decision making. One of the main focus of the game 
artificial intelligence is to create an audience 
experience, so whatever task it is assigned to do for 
example killing a particular player, jumping, sliding 
etc it does it in an entertaining, frightening and 
amazing manner so as to satisfy and entertain the 
audience. The sole purpose is to provide a 
memorable experience even if the particular player 
losses a particular match. The game AI performs the 
particular task in style. game AI is more than an 
implementational issue that interests game designers 
for game AI is basically the language of intentional 
behaviour. the game play can not be understood 
without the “ white box “ analysis which mainly 
takes the artificial intelligence architecture into 

consideration.AI is a strong influence on research 
space and offers new research goals hence opening 
new technical challenges. In conclusion we can say 
that with the help of artificial intelligence people all 
around the world can enjoy playing games for AI 
provides one of the best and most memorable 
experiences. 
 Chowdhury, M., & Sadek, A. W. (2012). 
Advantages and limitations  
 In any organization where the human 
intelligence is just tied to a particular person, AI 
provides permanency thus the information can never 
be lost, even in future if the person retires the 
information will be retained. It also provides learning 
capabilities. With the help of AI developed 
applications, decision making is done at a faster rate. 
AI is the most reliable source.AI provides a better 
interface for human interaction. It usually comes up 
with a new and a better solution to a specific 
problem. It performs tasks with greater style and 
ease. It handles all the information provided by 
humans in a better way so that whenever required 
one can always refer to the stored information. It is 
highly efficient that is it performs tasks at a faster 
rate compared to humans and thus saves a lot of 
time. 
 Some of the limitations or disadvantages of 
Artificial intelligence are – the cost of implementing 
is extremely high. The implementation process is 
also pretty slow. Machines can be easily destroyed if 
the implementation of the machines is placed in the 
wrong hands, the consequences are very bad for 
humans if such an incident takes place. 
 In conclusion we can say that artificial 
intelligence has its own advantages and 
disadvantages, but if it is used properly I believe it 
will serve a great purpose in the future of our nations 
young and talented minds. 
 
Advantages 
1. The tools that are made based on Artificial 

intelligence help recognize the disease that the 
person is suffering from at an earlier stage  

2. Due to artificial intelligence there is a unique 
method of assistance that is provided which 
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helps in times of surgeries as thanks to artificial 
intelligence system the most precise movements 
can be made accurately 

3. AI has the ability to store all the patient 
information in an organized manner to get a 
better and clearer view of all their details 

4. AI can benefit people living in rural areas who 
usually suffer due to lack of access to equipment 

5. AI helps reduce the time taken to perform a 
specific task  

6. With the help of AI multitasking can be done 
which helps reduce the workload and is very 
efficient 

7. AI helps reduce human error and is hence used 
in a wide range as it is highly trustworthy 

8. AI helps us perform repetitive jobs that one 
might procrastinate due to lack of interest or 
boredom after a certain point of time 

9. With the help of AI new inventions can be made 
and AI systems are always available 

10. AI systems have no emotions like humans and 
react well to circumstances 

 
Conclusion 
Artificial Intelligence will be useful for a country 
like India in many ways, our country is an evolving 
country with the help of AI we can excel in various 
fields agriculture, health, IT etc In the agricultural 
field with the help of AI the production can be 
increased as better methods of production can be 
used. Even in the IT field several people can get 
various jobs. I believe that this can be useful for 
common men and woman as AI is always available it 
reduces human error and helps human immensely 
any common man or woman can achieve whatever is 
tat they want to easily in a short period of time and 
perform this task efficiently. In my point of view this 
technology, if used rightly will serve a great purpose 
in the future of our country. Many will be benefitted 
because of AI. It is one the best technology ever. 
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Introduction 
Margaret Rouse (2019), Drone (Unmanned aerial 
vehicle) also known as flying robots can be 
controlled using a remote or software. Flight of a 
drone depends on various aspects such as propellers, 
battery or fuel, frame, rotors etc. Also controller is 
must needed part which can be used to operate, 
navigate and land the drone. There are two                     
main types of drones which include single/                     
multi – rotor and other is fixed wing. Drones can also 
be distinguished on the basis of personal and 
commercial use.  
 Naveen Joshi (2017), Drone technology has a 
variety of applications, from personal use to 
emergency use drone technology can be used in 
various ways. If we start from basic, drones                    
are widely used for aerial photography, sci-fi scenes 
are filmed by aerial drones other than films it is also 
used in real estate and sports photography. Drones 
can be used to capture high resolution data                   
which  can help in geographic mapping. Weather 
forecasting can be done using drones and also other 
things such as wildlife monitoring. Special sensors 
such as thermal sensor gives night vision to drone 
which can help in rescue operations. Most important 
application of drone is, it can be used for disaster 
management, it can supply drugs, medical kits etc. in 
a quicker way. 
 Zehra Akbar (2020), Drones can be used 
effectively in medical industry. If we see the current 
situation of pandemic drone technology is successful 
in fighting against the pandemic problems for 
example it is used for disinfecting the outdoor 
surfaces, delivering medical kits etc. It also helps to 
keep an eye on mass gathering. To get image of 
flood affected areas drone is proved to be quick and  

cheaper way. Recently drone was used in water 
rescue mission to save two people trapped in an 
ocean, drone was used to provide a floating device to 
them. 
 Zack Dukowitz (2020), Though Drones have 
variety of applications, before flight one must have 
to follow certain rules and regulations. If drones are 
used for commercial purpose government norms 
must be followed. Some countries are utilizing the 
drone technology at their best while others have ban 
the use of drones. There are two reasons listed to ban 
drones, 1st that they are not sure about the technology 
or they don’t know exactly what to do with it and the 
other is to control the information. 
 (2018), Drones have in-built GPS systems, 
which contributes in both advantage and 
disadvantage. Sometime the GPS signals are blocked 
which can cause the drone to lose its path. In the time 
of emergency fastest route should be assigned, any 
changes in path can affect or create major problems. 
Battery plays an important role in drone, one should 
take good care of battery to ensure a safe flight. If 
drones are used to transport drugs, storage of drugs 
can create a problem if temperature and capacity of 
drone is not verified. There is possibility that drones 
will descend due to collision with some obstacles or 
battery problems which can damage it completely. 
 
Literary Survey 
Balasingam. M. (2017), Uniqueness of this paper is 
that, this research paper includes information from 
what do you mean by a drone to its application in 
various fields. Mainly the focus is on drone in 
medicine and life-saving activities. Drone 
Technology has a vast use specially for life saving 
activities as it can be used in delivering small aid 
packages and also used to fight against human 
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immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Till date drones have 
been used in many places including United States, 
Canada, Nepal etc. during unforeseen situations and 
it has been proved a successful innovation of 
technology. 
 Some of the problems related to drones 
mentioned are, before a flight, drones need to 
undergo through certain set of rules and regulations 
which a particular government implements. 
Sometimes for emergencies fastest route should be 
assigned, any changes in the path can affect the 
health of patient. One more point mentioned is the 
storage of drugs which is necessary point to be 
looked upon before a flight. Some basic things like 
the capacity, battery life of drones etc. which plays 
an important role and can create problems if not 
looked upon attentively. 
 Method used to provide information is through 
some other great research paper and books. The 
books and papers which are provided as reference 
seems to contain different types of information like, 
how drones can be used to reach patients in faster 
ways, what are obstacles faced in drone deliveries, 
current and future uses of drones etc. 
 So we can conclude that Drones can be 
effectively used in life saving activities especially in 
medical field. Drones can be used for fast delivery of 
medical kits, vaccines and blood supplies etc. and 
can enable medical personnel which can increase the 
survival rate of patient. If proper rules and 
regulations are followed and proper capacity, 
capability test are done we can have a safe and 
successful flight of drone. It is a better option to 
provide humanitarian aid in naturally affected areas 
and can save human life in much quicker time. 
Safety and Security of drones is the major factor as 
little bit of carelessness can lead to problems such as 
collisions, accidents and hacking. In near future 
drones can transform the healthcare and medical 
industry with new updates in its technology and also 
expand its application in various fields.  
 Agoston Restas (2015), This paper lists the 
different types of disasters and how drone 
technology can be a source of support for their 
management. How drones can be used to prevent 

disasters by early detection and monitoring and the 
other is post-disaster help that drone technology can 
provide and activity during managing disaster are 
three points focused in the paper. 
 The paper stated few disasters and the use of 
drone technology to tackle them. Many different 
references are taken to get information about how 
can Unmanned aerial vehicle, UAV can be used to 
prevent the disaster or to act during the time of 
disaster and post-disaster activity. Most of the 
references include the application of aircraft systems 
also some images are provided for better 
understanding of context. 
 Stating about pre-disaster drone activities it can 
help in early detection of eruption, it can be helpful 
for avoiding escalated forest fire, also drones can be 
used to monitor the state of dams so that if any 
disturbance is faced or recognized, the respected 
authority can take proper actions in time so as to 
avoid flood related situations. Then if move on to the 
managing during the time of disaster, during nuclear 
accidents radioactivity information is the first thing 
which is asked for, so drones can provide such 
information like extend of radioactivity and affected 
area. During an earthquake rapid mapping of affected 
are is necessary to increase the chances of survival of 
affected people. In case of flood related situation 
drones can provide quick images of affected area 
which can help in both ways that is to know the exact 
damage and also to evacuate people by finding them 
using UAVs (Unmanned aerial vehicles). At huge 
fires drones can be used for bombing water on the 
other side small fires can be controlled just by 
passing information through drones using local 
equipment. Post-disaster activity of drone is common 
for all disaster situations that is to get pictures and 
other information of affected area. 
 So here we can conclude that drones can be used 
for life saving activities, that is during the time of 
disasters or can be helpful to save lives by pre-
detection of disaster like situations. Different types 
of situations request different needs according to 
which a drone has to work or needs to be 
programmed. Even the efficiency of drone depends 
on the situation. To manage any kind of disaster like 
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situations a quick response is needed which can be 
provided by the drone technology.  
 Restas, A. (2018), As the title of this paper 
suggests, the paper mainly focuses on water related 
disaster management using drone. Drought and flood 
are the major topics concerned in this paper. The 
paper includes various images and flowcharts which 
can be included as a point of uniqueness. Paper 
includes technical explanations and a graph which 
makes it different from others 
 Method used to provide information is through 
references and colourful images. Use of pictures 
makes the paper interesting. Graph and technical 
terms are used for explanation. Flowchart is used to 
state the applications. Only few of the references 
contains UAVs as their main topic the other ones are 
related to forest fire research or geographic survey 
etc. 
 The paper starts with application of drones in 
varies fields which is expressed using a 3-D image. 
Drones have variety of applications such as in 
military, research, commercial, training and public 
safety. The main focus of paper is use of drone in 
water disaster management, flood and drought 
situation. The author as mentioned drought as a 
water related disaster and have explained it’s relation 
with forest fire. Droughts can be the reason of forest 
fire and so to prevent it drones can be used for quick 
fire detection. A graph of damage time function is 
provided which shows that less resources are 
required to subdue smaller affected area. Drones in 
comparison with a fire brigade is quicker and in 
comparison with ordering a piloted aircraft is 
cheaper. Flood like situations can be easily prevented 
by providing proper images and a live stream of area 
to the respected authorities in a fastest way. Before 
flood drone can be used for surveying, controlling 
normal works and detecting problems, during flood it 
can be used for flood monitoring, supply necessary 
items and find trapped people and post-flood 
management includes quick assessment and recovery 
support. Thermal camera in a drone can easily find 
out water leakages. 
 Al-Naji, A. et.al., (2019), This papers mainly 
focuses on use of drones in post-disaster situations. 

Uniqueness of this paper is different type of images 
provided and technical graphs. It has also mentioned 
experimentation, formula and results 
 Drones play an important role in finding or 
locating trapped survivors and supply them necessary 
resources. Paper includes detailed information 
detecting humans through drones in which the main 
topic is to identify different types of human poses on 
ground without any detection of life signs. The paper 
consists of many references regarding thermal 
sensors, combination of them with colourful 
cameras. Detecting is topic which is focussed in the 
entire paper. Experiment was done using a GoPro 
Hero 4 drone containing 8 human subjects and a 
mannequin in which each one of them was asked to 
lie down on ground in different poses. So after the 
experiment was carried out it was concluded that the 
proposed system considered mannequin as deceased 
object whereas for the others the results came out to 
be alive. This was due to the cardiopulmonary 
motion detection. It also proved that the system can 
differentiate between dead and live objects and 
motion-based breathing detection is possible through 
aerial platform. 
 So we can conclude that drones are best way to 
locate the survivors. The paper not only states use of 
drone in disaster management but also defines how 
and why it can be used. It is also possible to detect 
life signs in multiple objects using drone technology 
which makes it more preferable. 
 W Frank Price (2019), This paper studies the use 
of drones in public safety and its positive and 
negative effects of such use. Drone technology is 
used for safety purpose of public but sometime 
people find it as it is violating their privacy.  
 Drones are used to cover a larger area and get 
high resolution images which becomes beneficial 
during search and rescue mission since search and 
rescue missions are time consuming and also costly, 
drone seems to be better option. It is always a 
challenging task to respond to disaster occurred area 
but use of drones makes it cheaper and quicker. 
Using drones in military not only provides capturing 
images but also has the capability to use weapons. 
Collision or crashes of drone is topic which is 
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concerned for the use of unmanned aerial vehicle for 
public safety. Currently very few UAVs are seen in 
the skies but if the number gets increased in the near 
future it can be a matter of concern for drone’s safety 
from aerial disturbances. 
 This paper emphasizes the interconnection of 
drone technology with law enforcement. It also states 
that drones have potential in public safety 
applications. To improve public safety, agencies are 
using drones but along with it clear operational 
policies are needed to win public trust. If drones are 
used under the name of public safety, then proper 
rules and regulations or policies should be followed 
such that privacy and security doesn’t become a 
matter of concern. A balance has to be made between 
public opinion and the benefits of drone for safety 
purpose. 
 Adarsh Kumar et.al. (2020), This paper focuses 
on the use of drone in the current pandemic situation. 
It states how drones are used to handle the current 
pandemic situation. The paper has mentioned 
different types of analysis such as drone based 
system in medical supply, drone based healthcare 
system etc. The paper is divided in different sections 
including different topics. 
 Currently drones can be used for sanitization, 
medication, monitoring and thermal imaging etc. 
According to research it is found that drones can 
cover a wide range of area in short span of time. 
Some of the use of drones during the pandemic 
mentioned are, In Australia, a drone was used to 
detect any breathing issues among people it was 
possible due to sensors in the drone. China is using 
more than 100 drones for monitoring and many other 
countries are supporting the use of UAVs for having 
mass control, sanitizing purpose etc. In United States 
drones are used to deliver medical supplies in remote 
areas. In India various states are using drones to 
make announcements during monitoring. 
Maharashtra is using UAVs during to generate data 
analysis report. 
 Method used for the paper is analysing different 
topics such as cloud computing and network systems, 
drone system, information capturing, processing and 
security flow etc.  

 So it is also proved that during a pandemic 
situation, drone can be effectively used. The elderly 
people need emergency medical supply related to 
heart disease, or breathing issues so if we think of a 
fastest cheaper way, drone technology is the only 
thing one can think of.  
 
Advantages 
1. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle provides many good 

features in an economical value. These features 
can help to tackle difficult situation in a quicker 
way. 

2. Aerial imaging with HD quality is one of the best 
features a drone can provide since it gets easy to 
get the live pictures and videos during emergencies 
like flood or forest fire and to take immediate 
actions. 

3. Drones are easy to control and deploy and 
comparatively have flexible moves than other 
technical devices. 

4. Speed of UAVs to reach a disaster affected area 
makes it very useful for disaster management and 
help saving lives. 

5. Drones can provide 3D geographic mapping which 
is major advantage to reach to remote areas in a 
fastest way possible. Also, a drone can reach and 
operate in a hazardous area if needed. 

6. Good thing about a drone is that it can help 
transporting food or medical supplies to any 
location and also in less time as compared to other 
devices or technology in low cost. 

7. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle have the capability to 
find their route even in low vision regions. 

8. Thermal imaging in drone technology provides a 
view which can’t be accessed with naked eye. 

9. Some of the advanced drones have sensors which 
can distinguish between the live and dead objects.  

10. Maintenance of drone is easy and economical 
which is a major advantage of Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle. 

 
Conclusion 
Drone technology is still a developing technology, 
each and every day this technology is getting 
updated. In developing countries like India, UAVs 
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are much needed as this technology is very much 
beneficial and is the future of technology. At present 
India doesn’t have advanced drones but it is 
approaching towards it. Drone technology have 
variety of application being an economical, fast and 
efficient way to do tasks and specially those task 
which humans can’t do. A Drone can truly be named 
as ‘Life Saver’ as it already has all the features which 
can be used to save lives of people in need. As every 
technology have some advantages and some 
disadvantages even this technology can be a little 
harmful if not used in a proper manner. Many 
malpractices can be conducted like loading 
explosives and dropping them to particular targets 
etc. and also unconditional collision can prove to be 
harmful. So if a flight is conducted following all the 
government norms and under supervision of experts, 
there are least chances of UAVs being harmful for 
the people or environment.  Respected sir ‘Mr. 
Abraham Karem’ has given a technology to the 
world which has brought an advancement in the field 
of Science and Technology and it is the all about 
UAVs and its technology that many youngsters are 
attracted to, Students are building their own drones 
and many are trying to update the current generation 
of drone technology. Hence we can clearly say that 
the future of drone technology is going to be great 
and we will soon find a perfect UAV in near future. 
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Introduction 
Gordon Scott (2020) Artificial Intelligence refers to 
the simulation of human intelligence in machines 
that are programmed to think like humans and mimic 
their actions. The term may also be used in many 
ways where the machine influences human mind. 
When the people listen the word AI, the first thing 
that the people get an idea about robots in which AI 
is used. As the growing technology in day to day life, 
AI plays a major role in present technology. AI is 
often divided into two types one is weak AI and 
another one is strong AI. Weak AI system includes 
recognizing our voice and giving answers to our 
questions. For Example: Google Assistant, 
Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri etc. Whereas strong 
AI systems are systems that perform the human 
activities like self-driving of cars. AI made a huge 
revolution in growing technology. It is used in 
different industries like Business Management, 
Finance, Healthcare etc. The main Moto of AI 
include learning, reasoning and perception. 
 Rita Sharma (2019) Many challenges are facing 
by healthcare industry in day to day life. The 
healthcare industries contain advanced medical 
devices, qualified medical professionals and well-
equipped clinics. Due to growing population the cost 
of medical care also increasing. The main challenges 
faced by healthcare service providers are Harnessing 
Advanced Health Technology, Information and 
Integrated Health Services, Cyber Security, Rising 
Healthcare Costs, Payment Processing and Invoicing, 
Pressure on Pharmaceutical Prices, Healthcare 
Regulatory changes that includes Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and 
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare 
Organizations (JACHO), Healthcare Staffing  

Shortages, External Market Disruption and The 
Opioid Crisis. These are main challenges that 
healthcare industries face now-a-days. Due to the 
population growth, lack of equipment, lack of 
awareness on disease in humans and lack of medical 
professionals the cost of medical treatment is rising 
exponentially in day to day life. But the usage of 
present growing technology like AI in healthcare 
industry reduces the time of effort and cost of 
treatment to some extent. At present, some of the 
reports says that 48 percent of medical devices are 
connected through IOT, but it is expected to raise 68 
percent in the upcoming five years. In present days, 
the introduction of AI waved a greater change in 
healthcare industries.  
 
Literary Survey 
Jiang F et.al., (2017) due to growing technology in 
the worldwide especially in software field, it waved 
many changes in day to day life. One among the AI. 
 Uniqueness: Now-a-days AI is growing 
technology in healthcare industry too. Due to 
introduction of AI in healthcare, it reduces the time 
for getting test results like MRI, CT Scan etc. And 
reduces cost of test as well as time to spend for it. 
 Short Summary: Few decades ago, it was 
taking weeks/months to get medical reports. But 
now-a-days due to involving of AI in healthcare 
industry, it reduces the time to hours/days. AI gives 
clear and clarity report on any diseases like cancer, 
diagnosis etc. It gives report without any physician 
support. It reduces human effort and do non-stop 
work. It plays a major role in performing critical 
surgeries like Kidney, Liver Transplantations as well 
as blood dialysis. AI in healthcare industry involves 
many language processes, Algorithms as well as 
Machine Learning which ultimately gives better 
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report to the patient. In upcoming days also AI plays 
major role to cure diseases as well as to perform 
surgeries in a better way  
 Villard M et.al., (2018) Now-a-days, many 
people are using social media for healthcare. Due to 
growing of population exponentially, there is a lot of 
demand for specified doctors. In order to reduce this 
demand, the patients are interesting to communicate 
the doctors/specialists through social network.  
 Uniqueness: Few decades ago, lack of HSN 
platform many patients were going to hospitals, 
spending a lot of money as well as time to get an 
appointment for consulting of doctor. Through this 
HSN platforms the patients can save their money as 
well as time. 
 Short Summary: Due to growing technology in 
day-to-day life, it waved many changes in everyone 
life. One among them is introduction of HSN 
platform in healthcare industry. Through this HSN 
platform the patients can post their doubts related to 
their health, this post will be observing by medical 
professionals. The patient’s posts can be monitored 
by AI. To identify patients’ conditions like normal, 
warning and critical, the scientists proposed two 
architecture one is Patient’s Posts Moderator (PPM) 
and another one is Patients’ Posts Analysis System. 
These two architectures are continuously observing 
the HSN platform, to solve the patient’s problems 
and to rescue them in any critical condition. These 
two architectures and HSN platform are running 
through algorithms. Through the implementation of 
HSN platform many people getting medical support 
on time. This platform will extend their services in 
order to get more benefits to patients. 
 KK Mak & M R Pichika (2019) AI plays a 
crucial role in present technology. AI involves in 
many aspects including in healthcare industry. AI is 
also adopted in drug development process.  
 Uniqueness: Due to introduction of AI in drug 
development process, it reduces the time taking 
process of drug research and waves a new drug 
which is needed in time.  
 Problem: Drug development is not so easy as 
we think, it will take a several years to identify a 
drug to cure a disease. 

 Solution: With the help of AI in drug 
development, it reduces the human effort and 
perform well than humans without doing any error. 
And reduces the time of identifying the drug. 
 Short Summary: Now-a-days in drug 
development process, AI is used. AI includes some 
subfields like Machine Learning and Deep Learning. 
This Machine Learning is farther divided into three 
types I.e. Supervised Learning, Unsupervised 
Learning and Reinforcement Learning. These three 
types farther divided into some more types in order 
to develop a drug for curing of diseases. Drug 
development process includes mainly two steps one 
is hit and another one is identification of head 
molecule. When Lead generates, hit molecules 
improve their activity and selectivity in order to 
identify a specific biological target. The R& D 
efficiency indicates the number of new drugs 
released by the FDA per billion US$ spent alone. 
Machine Learning, Deep Learning, hit, identification 
of Lead molecule and R& D efficiency, these all are 
helpful to identify a specific drug to cure a disease 
and to improve the healthcare industries. 
 HC Koh & G Tan (2011) Data Mining plays an 
important role in healthcare industries. It circulates 
the needed data within a time.  
 Uniqueness: Through this Data Mining we can 
store a huge data in any aspects including healthcare 
industry. 
 Problem: There is a chance of fraud & abuse in 
Data Mining in order to decrease the reputation of a 
healthcare industry. 
 Solution: The government should take a 
particular action in order to save from this damage. 
The healthcare industries should develop a strong 
Cyber Security to keep their data safe.  
 Short Summary: Data Mining is recently 
developing methodology in healthcare industry. Data 
Mining has three different types, namely database 
management, statistics and computer science. This 
computer science includes Artificial Intelligence and 
Machine Learning. Data Mining farther classified 
into some types based on their functions such as 
description & visualization; association & clustering; 
and classification & estimation. Data Mining is a 
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popular & essential software in healthcare industry. 
The main application of Data Mining is predictive 
modeling. This Data Mining helps to store a huge of 
data industry and helps to compare the given data 
among themselves. The Data Mining is an important 
as well as growing technology in healthcare industry. 
 Abdullayev A (2019) Artificial Intelligence is 
used in many ways in our day to day life. It is mainly 
used in agriculture, healthcare, transportation, 
Information Technology and logistics industries. 
 Uniqueness: Due to introduction of Artificial 
Intelligence, it reduces human effort in any field and 
save time as well as cost for work. 
 Problem: AI reduces human effort to some 
extent. Through this many people who are depended 
on that work, have a chance of losing their work. 
 Solution: In order to reduce this effort, the 
people should be trained to handle the new 
technology and should modify their skills according 
to situation without losing morals and ethics. 
 Short Summary: Transportation is the one of 
the major economic resource to any country in 
present life. Artificial Intelligence plays a major role 
in order to avoid breakdown of transportation. 
Robots are used in many industries for 
manufacturing, packing, shipping of products. In 
further, the driverless cars are available with this 
Artificial Intelligence technology. Artificial 
Intelligence is more useful for agricultural purpose, it 
helps for productivity & effectiveness. Many robots 
are developing to perform some agricultural 
activities like harvesting, planting, seeding. Few 
years back, in the USA many patients were died due 
to medical errors. But the introduction of AI in 
medical field reduces the died rate as well as cost of 
treatment. AI plays a crucial role in all the aspects in 
order to develop the technology for future needs.  
 P Desai & S Shah (2019) AI plays a vital role in 
any field. But the introduction of AI in healthcare 
waved many changes in order to save life. 
 Uniqueness: AI technology play a huge role in 
Electronic Health Records (EHRS), cancer treatment, 
robotic surgery and in some other areas. 

 Problem: The AI which is working with smart 
algorithms have a chance of making wrong decision 
in healthcare industry.  
 Solution: In order to avoid these mistakes or to 
correct this, the doctor should be ready with enough 
knowledge and equipment to face it. 
 Short Summary: In a day more than 400 people 
are losing their life due to accidents, errors and 
infections in hospital alone. AI is capable in many 
aspects such as Machine Learning, computer vision 
and natural language processing. AI is applicable to 
both Structured and Unstructured data, in order to 
treat for cardiology, neurology and oncology. The 
cost of medical treatment in hospitals goes to $ 1 
billion per year but the involving of AI in healthcare, 
it reduces to some extent. In future, the AI makes a 
lot of changes for benefits of patients for saving of 
their life, reducing the cost of treatment as well as 
time spent in healthcare industries. 
 
Advantages 
1. Integrated AI into the healthcare industry 

reduces the cost of treatment. 
2. It speeds up the management tasks in an 

effective way. 
3. It analyzes big patient data and provide better 

healthcare to them. 
4. Use of robots in surgery gives good results. 
5. AI is used to predict ICU transfers. 
6. It efficiently diagnoses and reduce error to give 

clear report to patients. 
7. It increases home care and outpatient services. 
8. It helps to develop new drugs with less cost 

effective. 
9. AI benefit patients especially who are living in 

rural communities, where access to doctors and 
specialists can be tough. 

10. It helps to provide radiologists and to diagnose 
cancer, cardiac arrhythmias etc. in a good 
manner. 

 
Conclusion 
Artificial Intelligence is the growing technology in 
day-to-day life. It is more useful to developing 
countries to develop their country in better way in all 
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sectors in order to competent with developed 
countries. It helps to save equipment, money as well 
as time to perform a particular action. It is improving 
the healthcare industry by accurate diagnosis to cure 
the patient's diseases and motivating them to take 
care of their health in a proper way. It plays a crucial 
role in almost all departments of healthcare to 
provide better health facilities to each and every 
citizen in order to make them healthy. 
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Introduction 
This paper shows about the implementation of 
embedded technology in hospitals, to improve the 
quality of patient care. An embedded technology is a 
device based on a microcontroller, combination of 
software and hardware designed for a certain 
application or task.  
 Several technologies can be embedded into a 
hospital, like an M2M (machine to machine) 
communication, IoT, RFID and WSN based 
technologies for the architecture of smart healthcare 
systems where everything will be connected to the 
internet and there will be track of things, body worn 
monitor embedded with controllers and sensor 
technology to detect vital signs from a patient.  
 Wu, G., et.al (2011)M2M communication can be 
used in hospitals to give automated messages from a 
particular machine to another machine without the 
involvement of a human, time taken to send a 
message would be lesser when compared to sending 
messages through people. M2M communication has 
the goal to achieve low cost connectivity over a wide 
range of networks.  
 Catarinucci, L, et.al (2015)Hospitals have 
several issues like manual input of medical 
information, fixed information access point, 
communication, etc, which can be fixed by creation 
of smart healthcare systems by utilizing IoT, RFID 
and WSN based systems and devices. RFID 
technology helps in automatic identification of 
various objects without any contact without the use 
of any reading or writing technology, and also 
implements tracking, automatic monitoring and 
managing healthcare personnel. IoT is a big network 
which would connect multiple devices to the internet, 
creating a whole new and different type of 
architecture for a hospital. IoT based hospitals  

achieve the ability to access information and 
communicate between the staff and others at any 
time and place. This system can track the patient’s 
psychological state by the use of a sensor network. 
 Banet, M., &Visser, H. (2006) Hospitals can be 
installed with an embedded technology keeping a 
note on patient’s body movements and other vital 
signs, which can immediately notify the doctors with 
the information about the patients. This would be 
time saving compared to nurses checking on every 
patient and would be extremely useful in 
understaffed situations. This device would act as a 
body worn monitor tracking the Heart rate, pulse ox, 
pulse bp, temperature, weight, ECG rhythm of a 
patient and sending the information to a portable 
device. 
 
Building a Smart Hospital Using RFID 
Technologies 
Patrik Fuhrer & Dominique Guinard (2006) In the 
years 2000, 2001, 2002 an average of 195,000 people 
in the USA have died in hospitals, even though their 
deaths could have been prevented. This is due to the 
bad system; the aim of this paper is to improve the 
system and make it safer. 
 RFID (Radio frequency identification) is used in 
technologies to create a smart hospital. RFID helps 
reduce errors in the health care, gives better 
optimization and also provides better patient care. 
RFID tags (transponders) are used to store and access 
the data. The use of these identification technologies 
will reduce operating cost, avoid critical errors and 
patient miss-identification. An RFID wristband will 
be given to each patient fitted with RFID chips, 
containing details like the blood type of the particular 
patient. To maintain privacy, the information is 
stored in a secure database. RFID readers are placed 
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almost everywhere, RFID locators are used to access 
medical history. RFID infrastructure will prevent 
theft of equipment. 
 The health care system is bad, where thousands 
of people have died due to medical errors. 
Sometimes there is misidentification of patients and 
their details, which ends up in wrong medical 
treatment. Reports show that mis-transfusion of 
blood is constant which results in the death of 
patients. Hospitals purchase expensive medical 
equipment which is periodically stolen. 
 Energy of radio frequency queries are 
transformed by the usage of electronic chips 
connected to the antenna in the RFID tags, used to 
send information. The Electronic Product Code 
uniquely identifies assets, the EPC is read using 
RFID readers. RFID locator is used to trace objects, 
RFID locator is a web-based application. The objects 
needed to be traced are supposed to be defined and 
are called traceable objects. 
 This paper aims to improve the health care 
system by the use of RFID technology, with the use 
of this RFID technology a smart hospital would be 
created. While the creation of the smart hospitals, 
aspects like radio waves exposure to humans causing 
side effects, exposure of electromagnetic energy to 
products must be dealt with. In the created smart 
hospital, RFID tags and locator will be added to 
every object and device within the hospital and also a 
RFID wristband for patients. This will help in 
identification, optimization and tracing of patient 
medical history, medical procedure and equipment. 
 
Automatic Accident Detection via Embedded 
GSM 
Message Interface with Sensor Technology 
Lakshmi C. V. & Balakrishnan J. R. (2012) This 
proposed device by the authors is very efficient in 
detection of accidents, location of the accident and 
also helps in notifying about it to the concerned 
authorities. As this design is fully automated, the 
rescue time is faster. Its most important part is to 
rescue injured people and reduce the number of 
casualties. With the usage of sensor MMA621010EG 
it increases the accuracy of the accident detection. 

The GPS module used is power efficient and gives 
high performance 
 The rapid growth in economic construction and 
people’s living standard continues to enhance. The 
day to day accidents occur often, thereby increasing 
the number of casualties and property to the country 
and people. Traffic has become a worrisome matter 
in the nation. There will be serious consequences if 
people cannot receive help sooner when the 
accidents occur. Poor emergency incidents lead to 
high numbers of traffic fatalities and the death rate in 
our country.  
 Information is detected using the dual-axis 
accelerometer MMA621010EG and small-scale 
three-axis accelerometer sensor MMA7260QT. The 
GPS location module GS-87 is used to detect and 
process GPS RF signal and process the IF signal. 
Also, the standard embedded GPS software is used to 
search and follow up GPS satellite signals. The GSM 
module TC35i is used to notify the concerned people 
about the accident occurrence. The information 
detection module is used in sending a notification of 
system abnormality stating the accident has occurred. 
This design uses the KNN algorithm. 
 The paper introduces an automated alarm device 
for traffic accidents. This device is capable of 
automatically finding a traffic accident, searching for 
the location and sending information related to the 
accident to the concerned people within two seconds. 
The GPS software placed in the vehicle will send 
geographical coordinates and the time of the accident 
to a centralized server. The device is highly accurate 
and quick in sending the information, thus saving the 
time wasted in search of the injured and reducing 
loss of lives. 
 
Embedded Ubiquitous Services on Hospital 
Information Systems 
Kuroda, T, et.al (2012) The social demand for 
security and efficiency in health care is increasing 
rapidly, this has resulted in the utilization of 
embedded technology in hospitals. Present-day 
information systems in hospitals contain huge 
computational servers for maintaining electric 
medical records (EMRs). 
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 This paper aims to use Ubiquitous computing, 
where many computers are available for enhancing 
computer use but are not visible to the user. A 
computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) tool 
is used in hospitals which will display the on-going 
surgeries and other information about the patients. A 
ubiquitous echo graph will be embedded into the 
HIS, consisting of a display, sensors and 
computation unit to send the echogram to the HIS. A 
unique barcode is assigned to every patient’s photo 
while uploading it to the HIS. 
 The hospital information systems (HIS) in 
hospitals require enormous amounts of storage, 
power and Wireless connectivity. This HIS is very 
time-consuming and requires high maintenance.  
 The sensors, computation unit and the display of 
the echograph will be connected using a bus. The 
computation unit obtains the echo signals and sends 
it to the display using Wi-Fi after converting it to an 
echogram. Two sensor technologies were developed, 
1) uses a Honda Electron HS-100 whereas 2) uses 
Sono Site Sono Heart Echograph. The digital camera 
will consist of a charge-coupled device (CCD), 
image storage and a display. The image storage will 
send the images taken by the CCD directly to the 
HIS over Wi-Fi. 
 Since the information systems in hospitals are 
big in size, expensive and hard to maintain, this 
paper tries to create an idea of a ubiquitous 
information system. This information system will 
contain a ubiquitous echograph and a digital camera 
with a combination of embedded systems, sending 
data over Wi-Fi. This will be small in size and easy 
to use. 
 
Smart Hospital Based on Internet of Things 
Yu, L., et.al (2012) The proposed architecture is 
extremely helpful in intelligent recognition, 
positioning, tracking, monitoring and management. 
This will be implemented using GPS sensors, laser 
scanners as well as several other information sensing 
equipment. The IoT would play a role in 
communicating with any person or object at any 
time. Sensor networks are utilized to pursue the 
status of things. The information stored in the RFID 

tag is sent to the central information system by 
means of a wireless communication technology. The 
process of diagnosis, treatment, management, and 
decision would be faster and more precise. 
 The current hospital architecture has some flaws, 
such as manual input of medical information, fixed 
information point, fixed networking mode, single 
function, and it gets going which has put a limit on 
the design of hospital informatization. The structure 
usually contains too many wired devices, which 
require heavy maintenance. 
 The sensor network consists of sensor nodes 
which contribute by sensing the location, 
temperature, movement, etc. Information is 
transmitted using wireless technology like Bluetooth, 
Wi-Fi, UWB, etc. The architecture of a smart 
hospital consists of three layers; perception layer, 
network layer and application layer. To attain smooth 
access and providing an integrated environment 
supporting information access, transmission, and 
collaboration the Integrated information service 
platform is applied. 
 This paper introduces an architecture of a smart 
hospital using IoT (Internet of Things). This solves 
the issue of the present-day hospital information 
system, the fixed information point, inflexible 
networking mode. A third grade-A hospital is used as 
an example for smart hospital. This gives a positive 
and heartfelt effect for the current process in a 
hospital. It gives a fulfilment and combination of 
original application system in HIS, also a 
breakthrough point of embedded mobile electronic 
medical records application platform. 
 
Leveraging RFID in Hospitals: Patient Life Cycle 
And Mobility Perspectives 
Cangialosi, A, et.al (2007) Radio frequency-based 
technology or commonly known as RFID has just 
begun to create a change in healthcare. RFID based 
technology has an exceptional future. Present-day 
less than 10% of the hospitals in the U.S use RFID 
based technology embedded in their healthcare 
systems. 
 RFID based technology gives a positive change 
to patient life, helps in identification and tracking of 
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assets and equipment of hospitals. This also 
eliminates several operations and steps, proving itself 
time saving and increases the level of 
communication between the healthcare personnel. To 
reduce the amount of medical errors, RFID chips are 
embedded in RFID wristbands. Data is stored and 
fetched by the use of RFID tags. It also helps manage 
the patient life cycle within the hospital, they will be 
tracked from the moment they enter the hospital to 
the moment they leave. 
 Patient’s medication is tracked by the use of an 
RFID database, eliminating the risk of errors. 
Patient’s blood type, blood pressure, heart rate, etc 
are stored in the patient’s RFID tag, which will be 
regularly checked by the physician. RFID readers are 
placed through-out the hospital to detect mobile 
objects, every asset, object and patient can be tracked 
anywhere within the hospital. Each RFID tag will be 
given a unique code, so tracking multiple objects is 
enabled. A software is deployed to scan for errors 
and notify the respective authority. 
 Hospitals face day-to-day challenges in tracking 
of patients and hospital equipment, information 
related to patients like their medications, medical 
evaluations and other details have to be manually 
updated. 
 RFID technology also has issues that need to be 
taken care of like the electromagnetic fields from the 
MRI and other equipment blocking the radio 
frequency from RFID. Several issues like the range 
and accuracy must be dealt with, RFID readers may 
cause error if several RFID wristbands are kept close 
to each other. 
 The use of RFID based technology has given 
great advantage to hospitals, it has been proven to be 
time-saving, track patient-life within the hospital and 
manage hospital equipment. RFID based systems are 
tried to be implemented almost everywhere within 
the hospital boundaries, from the admitting process 
to billing. RFID technology also maintains security 
and privacy, where the RFID tags are impossible to 
scan without a reader and counterfeit is almost 
impossible. 
 

ROI Based Embedded Watermarking of Medical 
Images for Secured Communication in 
Telemedicine 
Gunjal, B. L., & Mali, S. N. (2012) Telemedicine is 
the process of sending medical information using 
technologies related to information and 
telecommunication. Hospitals require a secure 
medium to share health-care information, 
Telemedicine is used to develop technologies 
providing high security. 
 ROI (Region of interest) based embedded 
watermarking helps provide a high level of security 
and robustness, while sharing medical information 
between individuals or organisations. The medical 
information is stored, dispatched and received using 
a set of computers. Medical information may include 
medical images used to make critical decisions for 
critically injured patients, this information can be 
sent over a long distance without causing any kinds 
of trouble. Digital watermarking will provide 
copyright protection to the digital image, hiding 
information related to its rightful owner within the 
image. 
 Medical information system in hospitals requires 
a high level of security for the medical information, 
which helps in decision making of patients' 
treatment. 
 A discrete wavelet transform (DWT) method is 
used to embed watermark in the middle frequency 
coefficient. The process of embedding the watermark 
was carried out in two steps; 1) Visible watermark 
logo embedding and 2) Feature extracted watermark 
logo embedding. A separate processing is used for 
the R (red), G (green) and B (blue) components of 
color image. 
 Hospitals need to share confidential medical 
information related to seriously injured patients to 
medical personnel via internet or mobile phones, 
which require high security and robustness, this is 
provided using ROI based embedded watermarking. 
Its PSNR shows that when the image is recovered, it 
tries to maintain the originality of the watermarked 
image. 
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Advantages 
1. M2M communication reduces the workload over 

staff and management, thereby increasing their 
efficiency. 

2. A body worn monitor will keep track on the 
patient, saving time and automatically notify the 
doctors. 

3. GSM technologies will help detect the location 
of any accident and notify the authorities which 
will be time efficient and help save lives. 

4. RFID readers are placed almost everywhere as 
well as RFID locators are used to access medical 
history, this will help read the patient’s RFID 
wristband to access the medical history at any 
place within the hospital. 

5. Through the use of IoT in smart hospitals. The 
diagnosis, treatment, management, and decision 
making would go faster pace and will be more 
precise, this would also reduce the requirement 
in maintenance level. 

6. RFID will help give a positive change in the 
patient’s life. Patient’s medication  

7. will be tracked, helping reduce the amount of 
errors occurring. 

8. Embedded watermarking provides a very high 
level of security, keeping the delicate medical 
information very safe and maintain the doctor-
patient confidentiality. 

9. Embedded technology provides ubiquitous 
services to improvise the HIS (Hospital 
information system), display on-going surgeries 
and patient details. 

10. Data will be stored and accessed in RFID tags. 
RFID (Radio frequency identification) 
technologies will give better optimization, good 
patient care, reduce operating costs and reduce 
critical errors during operations. 

11. WSN (Wireless sensor network) based systems 
are used to determine the psychological state of 
the patient. IoT and RFID help the hospitals in 
managing their healthcare personnel and also 
prevent theft of hospital equipment. 

 
 
 

Conclusion 
Embedded technology is anticipated to have high 
growth in the healthcare industry. This paper 
describes some fascinating applications of embedded 
technology in hospitals and shows how it can be 
implemented. It solves several issues present in the 
current world. However, it has a few flaws which 
need to be dealt with before using it in full-scale. 
With the use of embedded technology, medical errors 
can be reduced, patient care can be improved, 
management will have improved, and healthcare 
personnel will have better communication, and many 
other improvements. This will become a 
breakthrough point. A solid foundation is required 
before implementing these things into a hospital. 
This system shall also run with a high level of 
security to maintain the confidentiality of critical 
information. It will be implemented everywhere 
within the hospital, tracking patient-life, give a 
positive effect. It will be easy to use and small in 
mass. This would create smart hospitals, providing 
better optimization, reduce loss of lives, and have 
high accuracy in detecting accidents (with the use of 
GSM technology). This will create a big change in 
the healthcare industry. 
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Introduction 
B.J. Copeland(2018),Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a 
field in computer science that develops computers in 
a way to copy human cerebral functions and perform 
tasks requiring human intelligence, such as visual 
insight, speech determination, decision making, 
fingerprint recognition, and translation between 
languages. [2] It has brought a revolution in the 
medical field due to increase in healthcare stats and 
rapid ascent of scientific techniques. AI has the 
ability to prevent, diagnose, and tend a broad range 
of diseases efficiently. AI is swiftly increasing in the 
medical field particularly in treatment, conduct, and 
diagnostics. 
 D Khanna (2018),In 2014, the AI sector in 
United States was valued around $600 million, this 
shows that AI is one of the highest and most 
prosperous growth industries in the world. AI is 
efficiently used in health care facilities around the 
world, it has removed complexities in the lives of 
both patients and doctors by carrying out complex 
and fundamental tasks in very less time and at 
affordable costs, from finding links between DNA to 
using robots in surgeries, therefore, is developing 
day by day and is a huge advantage to health care 
industries. AI gained success in medical field as it 
can use advanced procedures to learn various 
features from large amount of health care data, these 
sophisticated procedures or algorithms are provided 
with self-correcting abilities and refined learning 
strategies to increase their accuracy. 
 Jianxing He1,2,9, et.al., (2019), The growth of 
artificial intelligence (AI) derived technologies in 
healthcare industries is advancing rapidly, but real-
world execution has not yet become a reality. There 
are some practical issues with the execution of AI in 

existing health care workflows, including sharing of 
data and privacy, accountability of algorithms, data 
systemization, interaction across many platforms and 
concern for patient safety. AI has been successfully 
growing across many industries such as retail and 
ecommerce, travel, cyber security, marketing, 
logistics, banking, and health care industry is no 
exception. Studies across numerous medical 
specializations have helped AI to copy diagnostic 
expertise of medical practitioners. The main motive 
is that AI will aggravate the ability of humans to 
provide health care. However, these technologies are 
advancing rapidly, but their execution on patient care 
has not yet become extensive. 
 
Literary Survey  
T Davenport et.al., (2019), The general aim of the AI 
technologies in health care is to use computer 
algorithms to detect useful information from data and 
to help clinical decision making. AI can perform a 
large number of functions, such as assisting in 
diagnosis generation, therapy selection, making risks 
prediction, reducing clinical errors, and improving 
productivity. Personal health care data includes 
healthcare provider notes, medical notes, images, 
genetic testing, and demographics. A large quantity 
of technology platforms is involved in the creation or 
collection of this data, including network servers, 
EHR’s, genetic sequences, personal computer, smart 
phones, mobile apps, and other suitable devices. 
Incorporation of big data concerning health care and 
diseases will provide unparalleled opportunities in 
the management of healthcare information at the 
conjunction of patients, doctors, hospitals, and other 
healthcare facilities. Artificial intelligence is not only 
one technology but is a group of several other 
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technologies. Many of these technologies have a 
direct link to the health care industry, although the 
use of these technologies for specific processes and 
tasks vary widely. 
 
Machine Learning – Neural Networks and Deep 
Learning 
T Davenport et.al., (2019), Machine learning is the 
most common form of artificial intelligence that 
gives system the ability to spontaneously learn and 
enhance from experience without being directly 
programmed; in a 2018 Deloitte survey of 1,100 US 
managers whose organization were already following 
AI, 63% of companies assessed were using machine 
learning in their businesses. The most common use 
of machine learning in healthcare industry is 
precision medicine i.e. predicting diagnosis of the 
patients based on the various symptoms showed by 
them. A great majority of machine learning and 
diagnosing applications use a medical dataset for 
which the outcome value (for example – onset of a 
disease) is known, this is called supervised learning. 
The medical dataset of AI contains different kinds of 
information’s like medical notes, physical 
examinations, demographics etc. In drug developing 
industries AI plays a vital role in making and testing 
drugs in a short period as it will take years and huge 
fortune for analysts and clinicians to develop 
pharmaceuticals through clinical test methods, while 
machine learning reduces time and expenses. 
Furthermore, AI is helping doctors and clinicians to 
make more efficient and accurate decisions which in 
turn helps the patients as a whole. 
 One of the most complex tools used in machine 
learning algorithm is the neural network – a 
technology that has been well established in health 
care industries since the 1960s and are used to 
categorize and determine whether a patient will 
obtain a certain disease or not. Neural networks are 
trained to produce expected outputs given an input. 
Neural networks are inspired by the structure of the 
human brain and has a web of interconnected nodes 
in which each node performs a specific function. The 
most complex tool in machine learning is deep 
learning also known as neural network models which 

consists of datasets for learning and numerous levels 
of features that interpret outcomes. These models 
contain thousands of other features, which are 
uncovered by the faster processing GPUs and cloud 
architecture of today’s era. A common use of deep 
learning in clinics is recognition of cancerous lesions 
in radiology images. Deep learning is increasingly 
used in radiology for detection of clinically essential 
features through imaging data, which cannot be 
perceived by the human eye. The combination of 
both deep learning and radiomics are used in 
oncology-oriented image analysis and gives greater 
accuracy than the previous generation of tools for 
image analysis, known as CAD (computer aided 
detection). 
 
AI in Healthcare Social Networks -- To Diagnose 
Critical Issues in Patients Posts 
Giacomo Fiumara1 et.al., (2018), Nowadays, there is 
a rapid increase in the demand of healthcare 
operators in social media, data science and cloud 
computing. The number of investments in 
Information and Communication Technology for 
health and welfare (eHealth) is increasing day by 
day. Global eHealth market will reach USD 308 
billion by 2022, according to a report by Grand view 
research Inc. In 2017 the European Commission has 
brought AI and health policy makers to inspect EU 
policy actions to guarantee the conversion of health 
care industry into a Digital Single Market (DSM) 
bringing profit to people, healthcare industry and the 
economy. In this prospect, social media provides 
opportunity for healthcare systems to work for the 
improvement of patient’s welfare promoting patient 
care and education.  
 Some benefits of health care social media 
networks are: 
• Promoting exchange of information thereby 

facilitating self-education among patients on 
diseases 

• Sharing experiences of diseased patients in order 
to help other ones. 

• Reducing the sufferer’s stress when he/she 
discovers to be diseased. 
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• Gathering information about specific diseases and 

finding ways to prevent them. 
• Encouraging research activities. 
• Upgrading knowledge administration. 
• Apart from the benefits, healthcare social 

networks present some disadvantages including: 
• There are possibilities of distribution of incorrect 

information among patients. 
• The requirement of licensed medical personnel 

for reading and replying to patient’s posts. 
• Mostly the medical personnel do not have the 

time to read and reply to patient’s post. 
• The medical staff do not want to take the 

responsibility in case of any harm (worsening, or 
death) caused to the patients. 

• In this case the medical personnel will likely have 
legal issues. 

• This will affect the reputation of the medical 
personnel. 

 
AI Based Robots in Healthcare 
NM Su et.al., (2014) Robots have played major roles 
as both heroes and villains in many films and books. 
In present world robots are no longer hidden away 
from the human’s conscious in fictional worlds or 
real-life factories, rather they are playing an 
important role in many fields like healthcare settings. 
AI based robots are used in healthcare for some time. 
In 1991, robots were used in medicine, including 
clinics, laboratories, rehabilitation, and in surgeries. 
Currently the robots used in health care are divided 
into two groups: rehabilitation (surgical) robots and 
versatile robots supporting “softer” HRI tasks. 
Versatile robots are further divided into robots that 
provide logistical assistance in clinics like feeding 
and transport robots, and companion (telepresence) 
robots. These robots are used in healthcare settings 
including transport robots that transfer and deliver 
medications and pharmaceuticals to clinics and other 
healthcare facilities. Telemedicine and telepresence 
robots are used to diagnose patients as well as 
interact with them, while companion robots provide 
company and care to older patients. According to the 
clinical institutions the transport and telemedicine 
robots are considered as ‘Miraculous robots’, as 

these robots are efficient workers and promise to 
increase clinical facilities on global scale. 
 
Advantages 
1. Incorporating AI into the healthcare facilities 

allows for a large number of benefits, including 
pre-programming tasks and examining big data 
about patients to provide fast and better 
healthcare at lower cost. 

2. Computers will not replace doctors and 
physicians instead they’ll help them in making 
better decisions for the welfare of patients. 

3. Artificial intelligence helps in reducing hospital 
visits by notifying hospital staffs whenever a 
patient needs urgent care. 

4. There is a huge reduction in mortality rates due 
to the use of AI for efficient diagnosis of 
diseases. 

5. A study by Frost and Sullivan, show that the 
market of AI has improved healthcare outcomes 
by 30 to 40 percent while reducing costs of 
treatment in half. 

6. It helps in saving time for physicians by creating 
time saving executive AI’s such as a speech-to-
text transcription. 

7. Artificial Intelligence provides benefits that 
includes better care of patients, reduced 
treatment costs, and many other benefits offered 
by the integration of Artificial intelligence, 
which outweighs the fears and challenges. 

8. Wearable devices such as fit-bits, smartwatches 
and I-watches also uses Artificial intelligence 
and helps us in keeping ourselves fit by 
analysing the data and alert the wearer on 
potential health risks. 

9. Drones are also used to transfer medicines, 
blood and medical necessities from healthcare 
facilities to emergency location, which in turn 
helps in saving time and money. In case of 
urgency, it may not be possible to move the 
patient to healthcare facilities on time, so at 
these times drones play a huge role in saving 
lives. 

10. AI and Machine learning provides automated 
metacognition in medicines and provides 
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effective way of monitoring problem solving 
activities. 

 
Conclusion 
The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
acknowledged AI dependent technologies are 
different from conventional medical devices as AI 
face some safety challenges in form of composite 
environments, periods of learning during which 
systems conduct may be incalculable. Jianxing 
He1,2,9, et.al., (2019), Another issue related to 
patient safety is of liability, for example if a patient 
suffers an unfortunate event due to AI dependent 
technology, then who is responsible? So, this is a 
disadvantage for AI based healthcare technologies. 
Although, some medical fields like radiology, 
pathology, ophthalmology, and dermatology which 
are based on strong image and visual component will 
progress in future. These AI technologies will show 
promising performance in near future and will 
increase productivity, but it must be remembered that 
they, just like their human creators, are not flawless. 
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Introduction 
Elizabeth Shove.,(2017)Efficiency Energy 
Technology is that, using the energy deliberately 
with no loss of energy or avoiding the wastage of 
energy. More inventions and innovations are needed 
for the development of this technology. According to 
the ENERGY WORLD the term “Efficiency “is 
considered to be fuel. Some scientist’s are in 
research regarding better insulation and proper 
control for the respective climatic condition to 
reduce the loss of energy. Many scientist are trying 
to invent a good stabilizers to regain the energy loss. 
 Manesh Kumar., et.al.,(2017)Energy plays an 
important role in every one’s life. Each and every 
work needs energy. In this modern era, we human’s 
face shortage of electrical energy and we also waste 
electrical energy in many cases. To avoid wastage of 
energy more innovative ideas could be found to use 
them efficiently. Example: Doors opening and 
closing operated using electricity are considered to 
be waste of electrical energy instead hydraulics 
systems can be installed in such doors where we use 
pressure to obtain force and required action can be 
obtained. so we humans should work on proper 
management to save loss of energy. 
 GREEN WORK PLACE.,(2017)In home we 
should use sunlight instead of artificial lights in the 
morning. Consumption of electrical energy can be 
reduced using wattles lights or low watted lights. 
Take readings weakly on electrical energy 
consumption to reduce usage of devices in work 
places. There are companies auditing about energy 
can suggest ways to reduce the energy consumption 
through non renewable resources. Working hours of 
machines must be reduced to save electricity in 
industries  
 

 Hunt Allcott & Michael Green stonse., (2012) 
house hold energy, transportation etc.. are the sectors 
causing huge inefficiency of energy other than the 
industrial sectors in US. People spend more their 
money on gasoline’s for cooling and heating so US 
took many initiative on increasing the efficiency 
through weatherization. Many funds are been stored 
by the US government to avoid electrical energy 
crisis. countries like India having a huge population 
needs more energy for their daily life but in US the 
population is half the population of India. As 
population increases consumption of electrical 
energy also increases. 
 Jimoh & Bukola, S., (2011) The building 
structures and their uniqueness deals with our nature. 
The energy consumed by buildings are about 40% 
and Inter government panel on climate change 
(IPCC) has given a report stating the energy 
consumption and green house gas emissions can be 
reduced in massive ways. We humans can take many 
measures to consume energy less. For example, 
heaters, coolers. etc. Government can implement 
new rules and regulations on energy efficiency and 
green house gas emissions. Many social awareness 
and funds can be raised to improve energy efficient 
technologies. 
 Energy plays an important role in every one’s 
life. Our daily work needs energy to be done. We 
humans consuming more energy. This could lead to 
many natural resource depletion and future citizen 
would starve for electrical energy. More innovative 
works must replace the current technologies to 
reduce the consumption of energy. More campaigns 
must be initiated to aware people that we should 
have a track on usage of energy.  
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Literary Survey 
Madanian Samaneh., et.al., (2011). Countries such as 
Singapore use a most prominent way of to reduce 
energy consumption. In houses people use many 
appliances in their daily life. BMS technology is 
used in houses of Singapore to have a track on 
appliance and to control them whenever not 
necessary. Continuous using of these technology 
could reduce the loss of energy for example AIR 
CONDITIONER (temperature variance can be 
monitored in a room). In 1973 there was a huge 
shortage of energy, so the energy consumed must be 
reduced more for the future compatibility. Then the 
BMS was updated with more option on controlling 
the loss of energy. Then in 1973-2006 Double the 
energy was consumed in Asia than before but in 
Europe it was reduced by half. Many social 
awareness where created regarding this problem. The 
usage of non-renewable resources decreased 
significantly and usage of renewable resources 
increased. EIA survey states that energy requirement 
increases by 3.2% in the world per year.BMS lead to 
Conservation of energy in a huge. The houses having 
BMS reduced the energy consumption by 100 MWh 
and carbon emission reduced from 124 tones/yr to 96 
tones/ yr. Abundant of natural resources are present 
in Iran like crude oil and CNG. IT plays a major role 
in reducing the consumption of energy According to 
McCoy (2006) and Bachar (2007) world is facing 
ahuge shortage. As increase in population in Iran the 
houses to be built is about 1,50,000, as houses 
increases the consumption of energy also increases. 
So Iran has to implement technologies like BMS 
which can reduce the energy consumption.  
 Bhagwat., et.al., (2015) Evaporating cooling 
system is used by many people. Direct evaporative 
cooling (DEC) this could be installed easily and the 
usage of electrical energy is comparatively less than 
Air conditioners. In air conditioners we use 
chlorofluorocarbon which deploy our ozone layer. In 
DEC there is no such liquid that deploy our nature. 
Thermal storage systems are also installed in many 
of the houses. This stores the temperature for cooling 
below 20 degree Celsius and for heating above 20 
degree Celsius.TSS reduces cost, energy and size of 

equipment than Heating Ventilation and Air 
conditioning. According to Yau and Ramanschi there 
were 1500- 2000 TSS where installed in schools and 
offices of US. Ice and chilled water storage system 
used by many industries and houses where the 
chilled water is stored in a huge tank for cooling the 
buildings when the electricity usage is high. HVAC 
performance is good but not only it’s performance 
matter but the consumption of energy must be 
significantly low and its operations must be 
cooperative the structural behavior of the house. 
Instead of using these much of the ventilations can 
be made so that we can use natural resources such as 
natural light and air circulations leads to effective 
cooling and heating. 5controls on heating and 
cooling systems where implemented to save energy. 
These 5 controls lead to conservation of energy by 
17% so these could be installed in every houses to 
conserve energy. 
 Herring Horace & Roy Robin (2007) From1950-
2050 UK wants to reduce carbon emission by 60%. 
From 2008 -2012 released green house gas must be 
reduced by 12.5%. they prominently wanted to 
reduce the release of carbon-di-oxide (DTI-
2003).The Government focused on lights and many 
of the appliances for the reduction of carbon. New 
and innovative techniques were introduces for zero 
emission of carbon. The book Factor four deals with 
the improving in energy efficient techniques. The 
rebound effect is that which lowers the cost due to 
increase in efficiency of energy. Making the 
consumption less leads to the energy conservation. 
For example using solar lights instead of wattlights. 
This could reduce the usage of energy and the cost. 
Rebound effect is of three types direct effects, 
indirect effects, economy wide effects. This rebound 
effect has led to increase in efficiency in fuel by 24% 
and the price of the product also reduced. Industries 
also has direct rebound effect by reducing the input 
and yielding more number of products which is cost 
and energy efficient and cars like SUV which is 
luxuriest car at same economy as other cars. So 
consumer buyproducts cheaper with proper running 
condition and good energy efficiency. By spending 
less amount on appliances and using the rest amount 
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on holidays where the wastage of air craft fuel leads 
to waste of resources and lesser the energy 
efficiency. Economy wide effect is that due to 
increase in population the usage of the electricity 
increases in a wide range. 
 Prasad Bhukya & Dr. Debasish Basak., (2014) 
In GDP growth India is at second place as every year 
there is an increase of 5.6% from 2006 to 2030. 
Average of 2.3% of energy is increased every year 
for the industrial sector. As global warming increases 
rapidly the conservation of energy helps in more way 
to reduce it so industries are the sectors where energy 
can be conserve in a huge way. Automatic power 
factor controller is that where capacitor banks can be 
installed in the industries and synchronous motors 
can be installed instead of induction motor. Air pre 
cleaners can be installed in motors as the motors 
work on dusty environment The air filters protect 
forming dust layers on machine by filtering the dust 
and could run the motor by saving energy efficiently. 
Intelligent power factor controllers is that which 
helps to switch on particular capacitor when needed. 
Soft starters helps the machine to start in a proper 
way so that the chains belt aren’t damaged. The 
motors life will also sustain due to proper 
acceleration and deceleration. Due to soft starters the 
mechanical stress would be less and maintenance of 
the machine will also be considerably less. Electronic 
blasts are the stabilizers in an electric circuit which 
power up the lamp and supplies power. Energy 
efficient light controls can be installed in industries 
that is to install sensors which could dim the lights 
on day and when ever not necessary. Air conditioner 
also consumes lots of energy so when the room 
attained a particular temperature the sensors install 
will sense and make the AC turn off which reduces 
the consumption of energy. So minimal of energy 
can be used by taking these initiative steps in 
industries.  
 Andrea Franco Marjan., et.al., (2017) The 
Countries like Sub Saharan Africa which Is low 
income countries have less energy to run a hospital 
where as high income countries have proper energy 
in their hospital for their daily needs and these high 
income are at next stage on how they could use the 

renewable energy instead of non renewable energy. 
In hospitals there would be surgery happening and 
the vaccines which are to be stored at a particular 
temperature in the refrigerator so on an average 10-
20 KWh of electricity used daily. The X-ray 
machines which consume more energy than other 
equipments. The hospital faces power cut issues 
during operations and at much important situation to 
counter this problem hospitals install generators 
which uses non – renewable energy and release of 
carbon emission is more. Instead of using generators 
solar panels can be installed to store energy and use 
it when power is cut. If the hospital is installed in a 
windy area then many small wind turbines can be 
installed with ratings 0-100KW but countries with 
lower wind circulation cannot opt this way. Combine 
heating and power systems installed in a health care 
facility having huge infrastructure allows to merge 
both the electricity production and the heat 
recovering unit for electricity production and used 
for heating something. Human waste which can be 
stored in a barrel and can be sealed for certain period 
and compressed natural gas is produced which can be 
used as to produce electricity and for heating 
purpose, So these are the ways where we can sustain 
energy in health care facilities. 
 Bradford Mills & Joachim Schleich.,(2012) 
Education is the important factor which has a relation 
with consumption of less energy. Education is a 
investment for a long time where a person knows 
how to behave with the environment and How to act 
up on it? Our luxuries play a major role in wastage of 
energy. A person can use energy whenever needed 
for his necessity. No proper social awareness is 
developed to find an alternative sources to conserve 
energy. Age and house hold composition. old people 
in the house know the value of energy and they 
conserve it but the people in this modern era are’nt 
cared about wasting energy. Information’s are to be 
maintained properly that is we should have a track on 
our electric meters and keep the appliances updated 
for energy efficiency. White appliances like 
refrigerators etc which consumps 25% energy 
consumption and residence in EU27.Buying 
Appliances using the energy star lables is very 
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necessary because it ‘s consumption of electricity is 
comparatively less than the appliance with no energy 
star labels. CFl bulbs are the alternative bulbs. We 
must implement proper rules and regulation we must 
turn of light when no one is present at that room. 
Elder people of home use to conserve energy 
whereas people at age 12 and above needs more 
sophisticated life. education teaches value and it 
allows people to buy a proper product with more 
energy conserving measure. They also know to buy 
the updated one than the worst one. 
 
Advantages 
1. Energy efficient technology can make our house 

hold bills reduced by 5%-30%. 
2. Due to the usage of energy efficient technology 

in buildings, the value of the property get 
increases 

3. It reduces the amount of carbon foot print in the 
environment. 

4. Usage of Non renewable sources will be 
decreased. As every one try to save energy. 

5. Carbon foot print and pollutants get decreased so 
that human health wouldn’t be affected. 

6. Energy efficient technology helps to reduce the 
demand of electricity. 

7. Regular monitoring on the usage of electricity 
can also reduce the bill’s. 

8. Reducing Usage of energy will increase the 
availability of resources for the future 
generation. 

9. More Job opportunities on the field of new 
energy efficient technologies. 

10. Investing on energy efficient technologies leads 
to huge profit.  

 
Conclusion 
India is a developing country. This is the Stage 
where more investments and more responsibility is 
needed to take into a right path, So by using of 
energy efficient technologies can reduce the usage of 
energy thereby we could save for their future. There 
wouldn't be demand of electricity. When each and 
every people use energy efficient technology, the 
cost of them get automatically get reduced. This 

technology can reduce their cost of living and health 
of human will not be affected due to the increase in 
pollution. Using of energy efficient technologies 
which reduces the loss of energy. Using of resources 
which is abundant and renewable is good for our 
environment and us. 
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